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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction
Redwood City is committed to prioritizing safety on City streets, especially
for the most vulnerable users. Redwood City Walk Bike Thrive presents a
vision and strategy for enhanced safety, walking, and bicycling in Redwood
City by bringing together the Vision Zero Plan, Pedestrian Master Plan, and
Bicycle Master Plan, all identified as critical next steps in Redwood City
Moves (RWCmoves).

Background
Over the past decade, Redwood City has undergone rapid change. New
development and population growth have challenged an already strained
transportation network. Traffic congestion has worsened, while Caltrain
ridership and bicycle ridership have grown, reaching all-time highs in early
2020.
In 2018, the City adopted its first-ever citywide transportation plan. The plan,
called RWCmoves, identifies and prioritizes nearly 150 proposed projects
and actions to address existing transportation deficiencies. It orients the City
towards a more balanced transportation system that serves a broad range
of road users and forms of transportation. Two of the highest-priority actions
in RWCmoves call for the City to develop a Pedestrian Master Plan and a
Bicycle Master Plan to identify specific projects to improve walking and
bicycling conditions throughout Redwood City. RWCmoves also recommends
the City develop a Vision Zero Plan to establish and work towards the goal
of eliminating traffic fatalities and serious injuries for all road users.
In January 2020, City Council adopted its latest Strategic Plan with a vision
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to “Create and maintain a multimodal, safe and accessible transportation

The goals of RWC Walk Bike Thrive set a concise framework for the City’s

network.” Specific goals include developing an action plan to implement the

investments in infrastructure and programs to support its vision for safety

Vision Zero approach and creating policies and infrastructure to support

and active transportation. These are consistent with the goals established in

zero-emissions trips. In October 2020, City Council amended the Strategic

the citywide transportation plan RWCmoves.

Plan to emphasize social equity and integration of diversity, equity, and
inclusion, adding a foundational guiding principle that “Redwood City will
put equity first, urging a collective restart so that policies serve the entire

Goal 1

Eliminate traffic fatalities and severe injuries for all modes
by 2030.

Goal 2

Create a walking and bicycling-friendly community that
provides a safe, balanced, and convenient transportation
system.

Goal 3

Provide seamless connections and improved street
access to all areas within the City, but especially along
mixed-use corridors designated in the General Plan and
Citywide Transportation Plan.

Goal 4

Embrace innovation in all forms of emerging
technologies, especially in ways to creatively manage
congestion and the transportation system.

Goal 5

Reach over 50% of all trips being by non-driving modes
by 2040; remaining automobile trips should be shared
rides and/ or zero emission trips.

Goal 6

Invest in projects that support a resilient, equitable and
sustainable transportation system.

community.”

Vision & Goals
RWC Walk Bike Thrive encompasses the Vision Zero Plan, Pedestrian Master
Plan, and Bicycle Master Plan identified in RWCmoves, and it helps advance
the principles laid out by City Council in the Strategic Plan.
The guiding vision for RWC Walk Bike Thrive is to:
Promote the best travel experience possible for everyone in Redwood
City by creating and maintaining a safe, multimodal, and accessible
transportation network.
The Redwood City General Plan envisions a City with a balanced, multimodal
transportation network that accommodates all users. RWCmoves goes
beyond the General Plan in recognition of the importance of improving
transportation options in the City. RWC Walk Bike Thrive aims to make
walking and bicycling in Redwood City safer, easier and more popular
than ever, while improving traffic safety throughout the City for not only
pedestrians and bicyclists but also transit users, drivers and other users
of the transportation system. It does this by identifying and prioritizing the
projects and programs that most enhance transportation safety, mobility,
equity, and access for everyone traveling in Redwood City.
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To support the guiding vision and goals, the following objectives
directed the RWC Walk Bike Thrive planning process:
• Evaluate existing conditions related to
walking, bicycling and traffic safety.
• Engage the community to assess relevant needs and
concerns and solicit the public’s ideas and suggestions for
improving conditions especially within equity priority areas.
• Identify potential projects—both infrastructure
and non-infrastructure—to address the
community’s key needs and concerns.
• Evaluate and prioritize identified projects to elevate those
with the most potential to advance the plan’s goals while
ensuring that the project benefits reach sometimesoverlooked areas and populations of the City.
• Formulate an implementation strategy to support the City in
realizing the recommendations of RWC Walk Bike Thrive.
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Related Plans and Policies
RWC Walk Bike Thrive builds on existing plans and policies adopted or underway in Redwood City and the region already working towards multimodal safety
and access.

LOCAL
Plan

Description

2010 Redwood City General Plan
– Transportation Policies

The General Plan outlines the city’s vision for the year 2030 with the primary transportation goal to “establish
and maintain a balanced, multi-modal transportation network” that achieves mobility and accessibility while
minimizing environment and neighborhood impacts. The plan incorporates policies guiding the vehicular
network, bicycle and pedestrian facilities, transit, transportation demand management practices, and freight and
goods movement.

2018 Redwood City Citywide
Transportation Plan (RWCmoves)

Redwood City’s first Citywide Transportation Plan, known as RWCmoves (July 2018), was conceived to address
adverse transportation impacts caused by increased development activity in and around the City. The Plan
established a framework to prioritize projects and programs to meet the city’s six mobility goals that support
RWCmoves’ vision of promoting the best travel experience for everyone. Goal 1 in RWCmoves is the Vision
Zero goal for the city which strives to eliminate traffic fatalities and severe injuries for all modes by 2030.
Other mobility goals include creating a more walking and bicycling-friendly community, improving connectivity,
incorporating emerging technology to manage the transportation system, reducing non-driving travel mode to
50% by 2040, and investing in projects that support a more resilient, equitable, and sustainable transportation
system. Additionally, RWCmoves includes a proposed bicycle backbone network for the city, which established
priority bicycle network of low-stress facilities that cyclists of all ages and abilities will be comfortable riding.

Downtown Transit Center Study

An evaluation of existing conditions at the Redwood City Downtown Transit Center found that there were
significant ridership rates compared to other Caltrain stations and a need for improved pedestrian circulation
at the station and for vehicle circulation on the roadways nearest to the station. A 2016 survey was also
implemented to gather public input. Key findings included that the most common modes to access the station
are walking and driving and that many people have concerns regarding the trip to the transit station due to
safety and congestion issues.
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Description

El Camino Real Bicycle and
Pedestrian Safety Improvement
Study

This 2019 study incorporated historical crash data analysis, identifying the communities’ concerns, and involving
Redwood City’s vision to better understand and address the disproportionately high bicycle and pedestrian
collision rates on El Camino Real. The study produced concept designs with a significant shift in focus towards
providing safe facilities for bicycles and pedestrians including the addition of protected bike lanes throughout
the corridor and pedestrian refuges at intersections.

El Camino Real Corridor Plan

Developed in 2017, the plan addresses residents’ and the city’s concerns regarding the increasingly auto-centric
corridor that has been lagging in economic success. The plan provides concepts to revamp the corridor to
improve safety, promote bicycle and pedestrian travel, and redesign the streetscape to “improve the experience
for all users, and encourage investment along the Corridor”.

Redwood City 2020
Transportation Monitoring Report

The 2020 Report is a biannual evaluation of Redwood City’s progress towards the mobility goals outlined in the
Redwood City Moves transportation plan to inform project prioritization and the Capital Improvement Program.
Progress towards the Vision Zero goal was measured by collision reports and bicycle and pedestrian related
collisions at major intersections. Other metrics included traffic volumes, commute modes, transit ridership, and
bicycle and pedestrian volumes at major intersections.

Redwood City Precise Plans

The General Plan is supplemented by approximately ten precise plans which provide guidance to specific
regions within the city to address local challenges. Transportation concerns addressed include traffic calming,
connectivity improvements, safety improvements, complete streets, parking management, and increasing in
active transportation facilities.

Redwood City Transit District Plan

The Redwood City Transit District Plan, in planning phases in 2021, lays out the framework to transform the
Redwood City Transit Center and adjacent areas. The main areas of proposed changes include adding six
grade-separated vehicle crossings with the existing railroad, construction of a transit-oriented residential and
shopping center, improving the station design, improving the SamTrans bus service, and development of a new
railway corridor.
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REGIONAL
Plan

Description

Caltrain Bike Parking
Management Plan

This 2017 plan utilizes insight from findings on the current bike parking use to prepare goals and
recommendations for future bike parking facilities and management practices. Improvements include
delegating bike parking management to third party vendors and expansion of bike parking at stations with a
focus on improving the parking security.

Caltrans District 4 Bike Plan

This plan is implemented as a specific segment of the California State Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan for the
San Francisco Bay Area. Needs for improvement were identified through a variety of methods of community
outreach, historical crash data analysis, and observation of existing conditions. The plan includes project
identification, project prioritization, and conceptual design solutions.

San Mateo County
Comprehensive Bicycle and
Pedestrian Plan Update

This 2021 plan serves as an update to the 2011 Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan with the purpose of promoting
walking and bicycling for intra- and inter-jurisdictional travel through the application of best design practices to
reduce vehicle congestion. Community engagement and an existing conditions analysis were used to identify
areas of policy and infrastructure improvements.

Unincorporated San Mateo
County Active Transportation Plan

This 2020 plan is guided by the five main goals of access, safety, equity, mode share, and flexibility to improve
walking and bicycling in unincorporated San Mateo County. The plan includes identifying hundreds of new
active transportation projects, completing existing projects, supporting Safe Routes to School improvements,
and incorporating trail planning efforts.
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Existing Efforts
In recent years, Redwood City’s efforts to improve safety and accessibility have been visible through a range of plans and programs at the local and regional
scale.

LOCAL
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Plan

Description

Farm Hill Road Diet

To address concerns regarding speed related crashes and direct attention towards the City’s Vision Zero goal
of 2030, a pilot road diet was completed in 2016 which reduced the number of travel lanes from two in each
direction to one in each direction with a two-way left-turn lane. This was completed on the section of Farm Hill
Drive between Alameda de las Pulgas and Woodhill Road. The full road diet has not yet been implemented.

Hopkins Traffic Calming Project

To address community concerns regarding high traffic volumes and speeds and to address needed changes
to achieve the City’s 2030 Vision Zero goal, pilot traffic calming measures have been implemented at Hopkins
Avenue. As of 2022, community input was collected and the pilot project is transitioning to permanent
improvements.

Redwood City Slow Streets Pilot
Program

Roosevelt Avenue between Alameda de las Pulgas and El Camino Real has high rates of collisions and
speeding. As a step towards the City’s 2030 Vision Zero goal, Roosevelt Avenue is being designed to
reduce vehicle speeds and allow for a safe corridor for all users. Proposed changes include intersection
reconfigurations, construction of bulb-outs, elevated and enhanced pedestrian crossings, enhanced sharrow
markings, and min-roundabout ant Roosevelt Avenue/McGarvey Street intersection.

Middlefield Streetscape Project

City recently completed first phase of the Middlefield Streetscape Improvement project where enhanced
pedestrian crossings and a class IV bikeway are installed between Cassia Street and Woodside Road.

Jefferson Avenue/Cleveland
Street and Jefferson Clinton
Intersection Improvements

In 2021, City completed pedestrian safety improvements at two school intersections along Jefferson Street.
The improvements at Jefferson Avenue and Cleveland Street include installation of a full traffic signal, bulbouts at all four corners, enhanced high-visibility crosswalks, diverters to restrict left turn movements from
Cleveland Street into Jefferson Avenue (both north and south side of the intersection), bike pocket at both legs
of Cleveland Street with sharrow signs going through the intersection. Improvements at Jefferson Avenue and
Clinton Street intersection includes replacing the existing hybrid beacon with a HAWK (High-Intensity Activated
Crosswalk) signal.
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Description

Vera Avenue Bicycle Boulevard
Project

In 2022, City implemented the Vera Avenue Quick-build Bike Boulevard Project. The project intends to create a
more convenient bike route for people who commute from west parts of Redwood City to downtown and east
of El Camino Real. The quick-build improvements include installation of traffic circles at five intersections, bulbouts, speed cushions, way-finding signage, pavement markings and RRFB (rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon)
units at Vera Avenue and Hudson Street intersection.

US 101 Pedestrian and Bicycle
Undercrossing

The U.S. Highway 101 Pedestrian Undercrossing connects the bike path along Bair Island Road with the bike
lanes on Main Street via a new undercrossing beneath the freeway and adjacent to Redwood Creek. The
project is completed.

REGIONAL
Plan

Description

Peninsula Bikeway

The Peninsula Bikeway is an in-progress project to provide a regional bike corridor through the San Francisco
Peninsula. The interim route, connecting cities between Sunnyvale and Redwood City, was completed in 2018
as a connected network of class II and class III bike facilities. The long-term goal is to develop a more direct
and well-established route providing improved mobility.

US 101/Woodside Road
Interchange Redesign Project

The interchange redesign project is proposed as a method of reducing vehicle congestion while improving
safety and bicycle and pedestrian accessibility. At a 95 percent design concept as of 2021, the project will
transform the existing interchange to increase capacity at the intersection of US 101 and Woodside Road as well
as adjacent streets in Redwood City where significant congestion has been observed. Bicycle and pedestrian
connections along Woodside Road over US 101 and between Chestnut Street and Seaport Boulevard will be
constructed.

Dumbarton Forward

Dumbarton Forward is a set of near-term strategies to improve efficiency and reduce delays on and near the
Dumbarton Bridge which aim to limit traffic congestion during peak periods in the State Route 84-Dumbarton
Bridge-Bayfront Expressway corridor and to encourage commuters to use transit instead of driving in personal
vehicles, which improves commute times for all.
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CHAPTER TWO

Existing
Conditions
The City of Redwood City, located in San Mateo County, is home to just
under 86,000 people.1 Redwood City has ideal conditions for walking and
biking, including level terrain, temperate weather, and numerous destinations
within walking and biking distance. However, Redwood City has a commute
mode share of only 4% by walking and 3% by biking, and 3 people killed or
are severely injured while walking or bicycling in Redwood City every year.
A commitment to building its streets to better support active transportation
could encourage more people to walk and bicycle, and it could save lives.

Safety Trends
Just over 1,400 injury collisions occurred on Redwood City streets from 2015
through 2019, or 280 per year. Someone killed or was severely injured in
62 of these collisions. A collision that resulted in a fatality or severe injury is
called a Killed or Severe Injury (KSI) collision.

1
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American Community Survey 2019

Figure 1. Killed or Severe Injury Collisions (2015-2019)

Figure 2. Collisions by Mode

KSI Collision

All
Collisions
All Collisions

KSI Collision

14%

10%

11%
34%

56%

75%

Pedestrians and bicyclists are particularly vulnerable roadway users at the
greatest risk of being injured or killed in a collision. People walking and
Mode
bicycling are involved in one quarter of injury collisions in Redwood City

and make up nearly half of all traffic fatalities. In comparison, less than ten

of Transportation to Work (ACS 2018)
Mode of Transportation to
Work (ACS 2018)

Bicycle / Biked

percent of commute trips in Redwood City are made by foot or on bicycle.
Five intersections and five corridors in Redwood City stand out with the

Vehicle / Drove

Pedestrian / Walked

4% 3%

highest concentrations of injuries, severe injuries, and fatalities due to traffic
collisions, as shown on pages 12 and 13.

81%
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Figure 3. Injury Collisions
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Figure 4. Top Collision Locations
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Redwood City.
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Even when collected and
analyzed with the best
of intentions, collision
data may contain biases
that must be considered
when acting based on the
findings. Collisions may be
less likely to be reported
when they involve:

Top Collision Locations

Railroad

Intersections

Segments

a. Woodside Road and Broadway

f. Woodside Road between Hess Road and Kentfield Avenue

b. Woodside Road and Middlefield Road

g. El Camino Real between Center Street and James Avenue

c. Middlefield Road and Willow Street

h. Middlefield Road between Charter Street and Cassia Street

d. El Camino Real and Jefferson Avenue

i. Broadway between Charter Street and Winslow Street

e. Broadway and Main Street

j. Whipple Avenue between El Camino Real and Veterans Boulevard
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Barriers to Walking and Bicycling
One key impediment to walking and bicycling in Redwood City are the physical barriers that limit street network connectivity and impact safety for people
traveling outside of a vehicle. These barriers include freeways, major arterials, railroad tracks, and waterways, and crossing them is a significant challenge
on foot or by bicycle. Connectivity is highest near the Downtown area, while barriers increasingly impede walking and bicycling as one travels away from
Downtown.
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US-101

• Interstate freeway with no pedestrian or bicycle access
• Intersected by six streets with underpass or overpass crossings
• Lacks sidewalks at the on/off ramps

Woodside Road

• Major arterial with 4-5 travel lanes and posted speed limit of 35 mph
• Intersected by 44 streets with at-grade crossings, including eight Class III Bicycle Routes and one Class II Bicycle Lane
• Lacks sidewalks between Cypress Street and US-101

El Camino Real

• Major arterial with 4 travel lanes and posted speed limit of 35 mph
• Intersected by 23 streets with at-grade crossings, including two Class III Bicycle Routes and one Class II Bicycle Lane

Caltrain and United
Pacific Railroad
Tracks

• Railroad tracks with no pedestrian or bicycle access
• Intersected by five Class II Bicycle Lanes and one Class III Bicycle Route with at-grade crossings

Waterways

• Limited bridge crossings with insufficient space for bicycle facilities or adequate sidewalks,
including Bridge Parkway in Redwood Shores and Warwick on the San Carlos border
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Figure 5. Major Access Barriers
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Traffic Stress

Figure 6. Level of Traffic Stress

Another impediment to bicycling in Redwood
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Redwood City Limits

Parks

Sphere of Influence

Schools
Railroad

1

2

3

4

Level of Traffic Stress (LTS)

Equity Populations

1.

According to the 2019 Census, Redwood City is 44%

2. Percentage of the population consisting of seniors (ages 65 and older)2

White, 35% Hispanic or Latino, 14% Asian, 5% Two

3. Percentage of the population broken down by race/ethnicity2

or More Races, and 2% Black. Median household

4. Median household income2

income in Redwood City is $123,290, and seven

5. Percentage of employees who commute by transit, walking or biking2

percent of residents live in poverty.

Percentage of the population consisting of school-age children (ages 5–17)2

6. Percentage of households with no motor vehicle available2
7.

Certain populations and neighborhoods of Redwood

Percentage of the civilian non-institutionalized population reporting a disability2

8. Exposure and sensitivity to various forms of pollution3

City may have unique walking, bicycling, and
transportation safety needs based on specific

9. Exposure to negative impacts from motor-vehicle traffic3

demographic and public health factors. Twelve

10. Emergency-department visits for asthma3

primary factors were examined for RWC Walk Bike

11. Percentage of the adult population consisting of individuals with obesity4

Thrive to help prioritize active transportation and

12. Designation as “community of concern” (or historically underserved community)5

safety investments among key equity populations.
These populations are concentrated in the east and
southeast sections of Redwood City, including in
Friendly Acres, Redwood Village, Stambaugh-Heller,

See Appendix B for additional detail on the twelve primary demographic and public health factors
in Redwood City.

Downtown, Centennial, Central and the eastern part
of Palm Park.

2
3
4
5

Source: 2019 U.S. Census Bureau and 2019 Five-Year American Community Survey (ACS)
Source: CalEnviroScreen 4.0
Source: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, PLACES data portal
Source: Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC). RWC Walk Bike Thrive uses the MTC Communities of
Concern and not Equity Priority Communities. The initial analysis was completed before MTC released Equity Priority
Communities. The Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) identifies eight Equity Priority Communities (EPC) in
Redwood City. These locations are concentrated in downtown Redwood City. These communities are based on eight
census tract level variables which are people of color, low-income, level of English proficiency, seniors 75 years and
older, zero-vehicle households, single parent households, people with a disability, and rent-burdened households.
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Figure 7. Low Performance Indicators by Census Tract
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3

CHAPTER THREE

Community
Engagement
The Redwood City community is informed, involved and passionate about
preserving and improving the City’s quality of life. RWC Walk Bike Thrive
engaged the Redwood City community throughout the planning process,
with a particular focus on two key stages: (i) needs assessment and (ii)
potential improvement projects.
1.

Needs assessment: Identify the community’s top needs and
concerns related to walking, bicycling and traffic safety in
Redwood City. Solicit ideas and suggestions for improving
conditions.

2. Potential projects: Solicit community members’ opinions on
potential improvement projects developed based on needs
assessment input, including pedestrian enhancements at
intersections and along key corridors, a citywide bikeways
network, and Vision Zero projects to improve traffic safety.
Community engagement for RWC Walk Bike Thrive utilized a variety of tools
and activities including both online and in-person tactics to solicit feedback.
Restrictions necessitated by the Covid-19 pandemic affected the in-person
outreach to some extent.
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Needs Assessment
In summer 2021 from mid-June to mid-August, RWC Walk Bike Thrive
solicited input from community members on their needs and concerns
related to walking, biking, and traffic safety in Redwood City.
An online survey was available in English and Spanish. It received over 300
responses with over 700 distinct comments. Small gift cards were raffled
and distributed to ten respondents as a thank-you for their participation. The

survey is no longer open for comment, but it may still be viewed at bit.ly/
RWC-survey.
An online pinnable map (shown below) provided the opportunity to post
location-specific comments. Nearly 400 comments were submitted through
the map. Small gift cards were raffled and distributed as a thank you for map
participation as well. The map is no longer open for comment, but the map
and posted comments may still be viewed at bit.ly/RWCmap1.
RWC Walk Bike Thrive distributed comment cards (shown to the right) in
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English and Spanish at the Redwood City public libraries, vaccine-information
booth, local bicycle shops and public events such as the schools’ Maze
Day and the Siena Youth Center Carnival. Fifty cards were filled out and

How can we make Redwood City’s streets safer for everyone?

Tell us for a chance to win a $15 Amazon gift card
For a chance to win one of ten $15 Amazon
gift cards, fill out our online survey, pin a
comment on our interactive map or fill out the
back of this card.

collected.
RWC Walk Bike Thrive hosted two virtual community workshops on the
evening of Tuesday, July 27, 2021, and the morning of Saturday, August 7,
2021. Both workshops included a presentation about the program, followed
by a series of group discussions among the workshop participants. Each
workshop was attended by approximately a dozen people.

The City of Redwood City is working on a
plan to improve walking and biking
conditions and broader traffic safety citywide.
With input from the community, the plan will
recommend specific projects to make our
streets safer, more walkable and more bikeable.
We want to hear your concerns as well as your
ideas and suggestions. To learn more, go to
RWCwalkbikethrive.org .

associations, and Redwood City Together’s Safe Routes to School Task
Force.
The project website (RWCwalkbikethrive.org) provided updates at key
stages of the planning process and linked to relevant documents. The
website also included a form through which people could sign up for
announcements and submit questions and comments. Sixteen comments
were received through the project website, and the contact list included
nearly 380 email addresses.

recent years were compiled to supplement what was heard.
• RWCMoves (Redwood City’s citywide
transportation plan), approved in 2018.
• Redwood City ADA Transition Plan (input solicited in 2019).

1
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We want to hear your concerns as well as your
ideas and suggestions. To learn more, go to
RWCwalkbikethrive.org .

Para tener la oportunidad de ganar una de
diez tarjetas de regalo de Amazon a valor
de $15, complete el reverso de esta tarjeta o
comuníquese con Niko Letunic para
darnos su opinión. Para obtener más
información sobre el proyecto, vaya a
RWCwalkbikethrive.org .

Pinnable map

Scan the code
at right or go to
bit.ly/RWC-map

For a chance to win one of ten $15 Amazon
gift cards, fill out our online survey, pin a
comment on our interactive map or fill out the
back of this card.
The City of Redwood City is working on a
plan to improve walking and biking
conditions and broader traffic safety citywide.
With input from the community, the plan will
recommend specific projects to make our
streets safer, more walkable and more bikeable.

Si quiere participar en este proyecto en
español, comuníquese con Niko Letunic
(hispanohablante) al (415) 216–9413 o a
niko@eisenletunic.com. El podrá explicarle
el proyecto paso a paso, contestar sus
preguntas, y recibir sus ideas, opiniones y
sugerencias.

¿Cómo hacer que las calles de Redwood City sean más seguras para todos?

Díganos—y de pronto se ganará una tarjeta de Amazon de $15

Survey

La ciudad de Redwood City está
desarollando un plan para mejorar las
condiciones para los peatones y los
ciclistas y también para la seguridad
vial. Con el aporte de la comunidad, el
plan recomendará proyectos específicos
para hacer que nuestras calles sean más
seguras y más transitables para todos.

Si quiere participar en este proyecto en
español, comuníquese con Niko Letunic
(hispanohablante) al (415) 216–9413 o a
niko@eisenletunic.com. El podrá explicarle
el proyecto paso a paso, contestar sus
preguntas, y recibir sus ideas, opiniones y
sugerencias.
Para tener la oportunidad de ganar una de
diez tarjetas de regalo de Amazon a valor
de $15, complete el reverso de esta tarjeta o
comuníquese con Niko Letunic para
darnos su opinión. Para obtener más
información sobre el proyecto, vaya a
RWCwalkbikethrive.org .

Scan the code
at right or go to
bit.ly/RWC-survey

Pinnable map

Scan the code
at right or go to
bit.ly/RWC-map

Q3: Which of these significantly discourage you
or other people from walking in Redwood City?
Fast or heavy traffic
Aggressive or distracted drivers
Missing, narrow or broken sidewalks

Outreach results from several related plans and studies conducted in
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La ciudad de Redwood City está
desarollando un plan para mejorar las
condiciones para los peatones y los
ciclistas y también para la seguridad
vial. Con el aporte de la comunidad, el
plan recomendará proyectos específicos
para hacer que nuestras calles sean más
seguras y más transitables para todos.

Tell us for a chance to win a $15 Amazon gift card

community groups, including City Council Transportation and Mobility subBoards, Redwood City PAL (Police Activities League), neighborhood

Scan the code
at right or go to
bit.ly/RWC-survey

Díganos—y de pronto se ganará una tarjeta de Amazon de $15

How can we make Redwood City’s streets safer for everyone?

RWC Walk Bike Thrive met individually with numerous stakeholder and
committee, Transportation Advisory Committee, Youth and Teen Advisory

Survey

¿Cómo hacer que las calles de Redwood City sean más seguras para todos?

7

Difficult or challenging streets, intersections
or freeway overpasses to cross
Poor street lighting (for walking when it's dark out)
Streets are unattractive and uninviting
The places I want to walk to are too far
Lack of amenities for pedestrians
(benches, bus-stop shelters, street trees, etc.)
Other

Top “Other” responses

• Concerns over personal (non-traffic) safety
• Sidewalk obstacles: Parked cars,
construction equipment, cyclists

• Redwood City Slow Streets pilot program (input solicited in 2020).
• Unincorporated San Mateo County Active
Transportation Plan, approved in 2021.

WHAT WE HEARD
•

safety included Redwood City’s main thoroughfares: El Camino

• C/CAG San Mateo County Comprehensive Bicycle
and Pedestrian Plan, approved in 2021.

The streets of greatest concern for walking, bicycling, and traffic
Real, Jefferson Avenue, Whipple Avenue and Woodside Road.

•

Other streets of concern included Alameda de las Pulgas
and Middlefield Road, as well as the Highway 101 ramps and
overcrossings.

•

The top pedestrian-related concern was speeding. Other
key pedestrian issues identified included intersections that
are challenging to cross, drivers not yielding, lack of marked
crosswalks, and broken, obstructed or missing sidewalks.

•

The top bicycling-related concerns were lack of protected
bikeways and discontinuous or disconnected bikeways.

•

The top safety-related concerns were speeding and the need
for traffic calming. Other key safety issues identified included
careless or distracted driving, cut-through traffic, traffic safety
for school children, and parked cars impairing visibility at
intersections.
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Potential Projects
From mid-December 2021 to mid-January 2022, RWC Walk Bike Thrive
solicited input from community members on a wide set of potential projects
to improve walking, bicycling, and traffic safety throughout the City.

WHAT WE HEARD
Popular map comments included:
•

lane disappears and bicyclists have to merge with car traffic

RWC Walk Bike Thrive hosted another virtual community workshop on the

in the middle of the intersection. Instead, the bike lane should

evening of Thursday, January 20, 2022, and again met with stakeholder and
community groups including the Transportation/Mobility Sub-Committee of
the City Council. Public feedback was gathered via an online pinnable map
where community members posted nearly 800 “Like,” “Dislike,” “Comment,”
and “Idea or Suggestion” feedback, up-voted or down-voted other people’s

Going south on Broadway across Woodside Road, the bike

continue. (21 up-votes)
•

The underpass east of Convention Way is awesome. It opens up
a new gateway to the east side of Highway 101. (20 up-votes)

•

There needs to be a crossing at Myrtle Street and Jefferson

feedback, and provided additional feedback through nearly 100 survey

Avenue. This would be the easiest way for kids to go to school

responses. The map and survey are no longer open for comment, but they

and would connect the Mt. Carmel neighborhood to Red Morton

may still be viewed at bit.ly/RWCmap2.

Park. (18 up-votes)
•

Close all of Broadway permanently to car traffic and make it a
European-style walking street. (16 up-votes)

•

To connect the Centennial neighborhood to the rest of the city,
Arguello Street should be a traffic-calmed bike boulevard. (16
up-votes)

Popular corridors and school zones for traffic safety, streetscape, and
Safe Routes to School improvements included:
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•

Jefferson Avenue (37 comments).

•

Woodside Road (22 comments).

•

Broadway (21 comments).

•

Roy Cloud Elementary/Middle School (15 comments).

•

Farm Hill Boulevard (13 comments).

•

Roosevelt Elementary School (11 comments).

The following criteria, or considerations, were viewed by
survey respondents as “very important” for prioritizing
potential projects:
•

Improves safety: 74 responses.

•

Improves walk and bike access to transit: 48 responses.

•

Benefits school children: 48 responses.

•

Benefits under-served communities (seniors, the
disabled, low-income, etc.): 30 responses

•

Beautifies or improves a street's aesthetics: 26
responses.

•

Is low-cost and can be built quickly: 15 responses.

Among those who chose to share their race/ethnicity, survey
respondents were:
•

White non-Hispanic or non-Latino: 66% (45 responses).

•

Hispanic or Latino: 12% (8 responses).

•

Asian or Pacific Islander: 9% (6 responses).

•

Other / two or more races: 13% (9 responses).

See Appendix C for additional detail on input received through the
community engagement process.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Vision Zero
Action Plan
Every year on Redwood City’s roads, on average, 1 person loses their life
and 11 more people are severely injured. These traffic collisions lead to tragic
personal loss and deep community impact. Their effects include emotional
trauma and economic loss at the personal and communitywide level.
Redwood City sets a goal to eliminate traffic fatalities and severe injuries on
its streets by 2030.
Through the collective action of all roadway system stakeholders—from
system operators and vehicle manufacturers to law enforcement and
everyday users—Redwood City can implement changes to move towards its
goal of safer streets for all road users.

What is Vision Zero and the
Safe System Approach?
Vision Zero began in Sweden in 1997, setting an ambitious goal to eliminate
traffic fatalities and serious injuries. As of April 2022, 52 cities in the United
States had adopted Vision Zero.
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What sets Vision Zero apart from the traditional approach to traffic safety is:

Figure 8. Safe System Approach
Image Source: Fehr & Peers for FHWA

1.

Vision Zero takes a “safety first” approach, prioritizing traffic
safety over other transportation considerations.

2. Vision Zero acknowledges that traffic deaths and serious
injuries are preventable.
3. Vision Zero is a multidisciplinary approach that brings together
a diverse set of stakeholders to address the complex problem of
traffic safety.
The US Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) recommends a Safe System
approach to transportation safety planning, design, and implementation as
a strategy for advancing the Vision Zero goal. The Safe System approach
is founded on the principle that people make mistakes, and that the road
system should be adapted to anticipate and accommodate human mistakes
and our physiological and psychological limitations.6 It emphasizes the
separation of road users in space and time, the reduction of kinetic energy
transfer in crashes, and the creation of redundancy in the system.
A Safe System approach is based on five key elements of a safe
transportation system: safe road users, safe vehicles, safe speeds, safe
roads, and post-crash care.

6

Belin, M.-Å., Tillgren, P., & Vedung, E. (2012). Vision Zero - a road safety policy innovation.
International Journal of Injury Control and Safety Promotion, 19, 171-179.
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Similar to Vision Zero, the Safe System approach deviates from traditional
road safety practices. Most importantly, it shifts a major share of the
responsibility for road safety from the individual road users to those who
design and operate the road system.
Figure 9. Safe System Approach Vs. Traditional Approach

Figure 10. Risk of Fatality in a Collision
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Key Collision Patterns
Historic collision records, contextual roadway characteristics, and community input are evaluated to define ten collision profiles or typologies that describe
the most common and severe collision patterns in Redwood City. Collision profiles help guide safety interventions both responsively at specific locations
based on historic collision frequencies, as well as proactively across the citywide roadway network based on high-risk roadway characteristics.

Collision Profile

Description

Number of Collisions

Driving Under the Influence (DUI)

Driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs

107 Injury (7%), 16 KSI (26%)

Speed-Related Conflicts

Drivers involved in collisions where speed was identified as a contributing factor

331 Injury (23%), 5 KSI (8%)

60+ Years Old Pedestrians at
Intersections

Collisions occurring at intersections involving people were aged 60 or older

26 Injury (2%), 11 KSI (18%)

Left-Turn Bicyclists and
Pedestrians

Pedestrian and bicyclist-involved collisions occurring where people driving were
making left turns

89 Injury (6%), 6 KSI (10%)

Pedestrians Crossing in
Crosswalk at Intersections

Drivers involved in collisions where pedestrians were crossing in crosswalk at
intersection

90 Injury (6%), 11 KSI (18%)

Unmarked Pedestrian Crossings

Driver involved in collision where pedestrian was crossing in intersection or midblock, but location was not marked

59 Injury (4%), 6 KSI (10%)

Pedestrians Crossing in Locations
without Sidewalks

Pedestrians walking on streets without sidewalks

14 Injury (1%), 4 KSI (6%)

Bicyclists Riding on Streets
without Bicycle Facilities

Bicyclists who were involved in collisions with vehicles away from a bicycle facility

91 Injury (6%), 3 KSI (5%)

Drivers Not Yielding at Stop Signs

Drivers at stop signs who were involved in collisions

102 Injury (7%), 3 KSI (5%)

Bicyclists at Intersections

Bicyclists at intersections who are involved in collisions with vehicles

105 Injury (7%), 3 KSI (5%)

Note: Because an individual collision may be categorized under multiple profiles, the values in the table do not sum to 100%. Cells without a percentage KSI represent profiles where zero KSI
collisions occurred for a given mode.
Note: Source 2015-2019 Data
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Many of the countermeasures are Caltrans-approved, with an associated Crash
Reduction Factor (CRF) and crash type (i.e., all modes, bicycle and pedestrian
crashes only, etc.) as outlined in the 2020 California Local Roadway Safety Manual
(LRSM). The higher the CRF (100% being the highest), the greater the expected
reduction in crashes. Countermeasures not in the LRSM are scored on a “lowmedium-high” AVAILABILITY OF RESEARCH scale based on proven safety studies;
otherwise, denoted as “N/A” when limited safety studies are available. The higher
Redwood
City has at its disposal a toolbox of safety infrastructure countermeasures effective at reducing the City’s most common and severe types of
the AVAILABILITY OF RESEARCH rating, the greater the expected reduction in
crashes.
collisions. Many of the countermeasures are included in the Caltrans-approved California Local Road Safety Manual and have a known effectiveness

Safety Countermeasures
measured through before and after research.

WHAT YOU’LL SEE INSIDE:
LRSM CODE: S03

COUNTERMEASURE

Extend Green Time For Bikes

Countermeasure title

+

LRSM indication
Countermeasure icon

Caltrans 2022
Local Roadway
Safety Manual
countermeasure code
Crash reduction
factor or eﬃcacy

recommended for the 10 emphasis
areas included in this report. Most of the
countermeasures are included in the 2020
Caltrans Local Roadway Safety Manual (LRSM)

Prolongs the green phase when bicyclists are present to provide
additional time for bicyclists to clear the intersection. Can occur
automatically in the signal phasing or when prompted with bicycle
detection. Topography should be considered in clearance time.

Countermeasure
description

Many of these countermeasures are

and can be advantageous for use in Caltrans
Highway Safety Improvement Program
(HSIP) grant funding applications. The

Crash reduction factor

CRF

Mode(s) this
countermeasure
affects

15%

LOW

CRASH
TYPE

Countermeasure
in the LRSM

Safety Research Sources

toolbox identifies a Caltrans approved Crash

AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH
MED

Countermeasure
not in the LRSM

A Vision for Transportation Safety, SFMTA and SFDPH for TRB, 2015.
Application of Pedestrian Crossing Treatments for Streets and Highways, NCHRP, 2016.
California Local Roadway Safety Manual, Caltrans, FHWA & SafeTrec, 2020.
Development of Crash Modification Factors for Uncontrolled Pedestrian Crossing Treatments, NCHRP, 2017.
Evaluation of Bicycle-Related Roadway Measures, Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center, 2014.
Evaluation of Pedestrian-Related Roadway Measures, Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center, 2014.

HIGH

Countermeasure
eﬃcacy
assessment
based on available
research

Reduction Factor (CRF), the expected life of
the project, the federal funding eligibility, the
systemic opportunity for countermeasure
implementation, and applicable collision
type (e.g., all modes, bicycle and pedestrian
collisions only, etc.) as outlined in the LRSM.
The higher the CRF, the greater the expected
reduction in collisions. There are many
effective safety countermeasures beyond
those listed in the LRSM, and several are
included in this toolbox.
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Summary of Countermeasures
Local Road Safety Manual (LRSM) Countermeasures

A. SIGNAL TIMING & PHASING
Additional Signal Heads
Extend Green Time For Bikes
Extend Pedestrian Crossing Time
Extend Yellow and All Red Time
Flashing Yellow Turn Phase
Green Wave
Leading Pedestrian Interval
New Traffic Signal
Pedestrian Phase Recall
Pedestrian Scramble
Permissive Lefts To Protected
Reduce Cycle Lengths
Separate Right-Turn Phasing

B. INTERSECTION &
ROADWAY DESIGN
Close Slip Lane
Convert 2-Way Stop to All-Way Stop
Lane Narrowing
New Sidewalk
Partial Closure/Diverter
Protected Intersection
Raised Intersection
Raised Median
Realign Intersection to 90 Degrees
Repurpose Extra Travel Lanes
Road Diet
Roundabout
Speed Humps or Speed Tables
Splitter Island
Turn Radius Reduction
Widen Shoulder

C. SIGNS & MARKINGS

E. PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS

Advance Stop Bar
Advance Yield Markings
Bicycles May Use Full Lane Sign
No Right Turn On Red
Parking Restrictions/Daylighting
Radar Speed Feedback Sign
Time-Based Turn Restriction
Turn Prohibition
Wayfinding
Yield To Pedestrians Sign

ADA Ramps & Audible Push Button Upgrades
Curb Extensions
Extended Time Pushbutton
High-Visibility Crosswalk
Pedestrian Countdowns
Pedestrian Detection
Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon
Pedestrian Lighting
Pedestrian Median Barrier
Pedestrian Refuge Island
Raised Crosswalk
Remove Crossing Prohibition
Restripe Crosswalk
Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon
Upgrade Curb Ramp

D. BIKEWAY DESIGN

F. OTHER

Bicycle Crossing (Solid Green Paint)
Bicycle Ramps
Bicycle Signal/Exclusive Bike Phase
Bike Box
Bike Detection
Bike Friendly Drains
Class I Bicycle Path Or Trail
Class II Bike Lane
Class IV Separated Bikeway
Floating Transit Island
Green Bike Lane Conflict Zone Markings
Mixing Zone
“On Roadway” Bicycle Sign
Parking Buffer
Shared Sidewalk Sign
Signing and Striping in Support of Bicycle Boulevard
Traffic Calming in Support of Bicycle Boulevard
Trail Crossing
Two-Stage Turn Queue Bike Box
Widen Sidewalk

Access Management/Close Driveway
Curbside Management
Far-Side Bus Stop
Intersection, Street-Scale Lighting
Keep Roadway Clear Of Debris
Remove Obstructions For Sightlines

G. LOW-COST AND QUICK-BUILD
Hardened Centerline
Paint and Plastic Curb Extension
Paint and Plastic Median
Paint and Plastic Mini Circle
Paint and Plastic Pedestrian Refuge Area
Paint and Plastic Separated Bikeway
Paint and Plastic Turn Radius Reduction
Traffic Diverter
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Specific countermeasures are applied to address the

Figure 11. Driving Under the Influence (DUI)

most common and severe collision patterns identified in
the ten collision profiles. Educational and enforcement

!B

countermeasures also play an important role in addressing

San Francisco Bay

!• •

these collisions.

!• •

COLLISION PROFILE #1

DRIVING UNDER THE
INFLUENCE (DUI)
Driving under the influence of
alcohol or drugs

Description

Factors

Vehicle is involved party, at
least one party was under
influence of drugs or alcohol

Number of
Collisions

107 Injury (7%), 16 KSI (26%)

Potential
Countermeasures

• Education
• Enforcement
• Vehicle Speed
Feedback Signs
• Traffic Calming (Speed
Humps, Speed Tables,
or Raised Crosswalks)

Note: Because an individual collision may be categorized under multiple
profiles, the values in these tables do not sum to 100%. Cells without a
percentage KSI represent profiles where zero KSI collisions occurred for
a given mode.
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Redwood City Limits

Railroad

Sphere of Influence

Top Focus Areas

Parks

KSI

Schools

Collision

• • • •• • •• •• • •• • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Figure 12. Speed-Related Conflicts

COLLISION PROFILE #2

SPEED-RELATED CONFLICTS
!B
Description

Factors

San Francisco Bay

Drivers involved in collisions
where speed was identified as
a contributing factor

!• •

!• •
!• •

Vehicle is involved party,
unsafe speed identified
!• •

Number of
Collisions

331 Injury (23%), 5 KSI (8%)

Potential
Countermeasures

• Vehicle Speed
Feedback Signs
• Traffic Calming (Speed
Humps, Speed Tables,
or Raised Crosswalks)
• Protected Bikeways
• Lane Reduction
or Narrowing
• Turn Radius Reduction
• Education
• Enforcement

!

Redwood City Limits
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Figure 13. 60+ Years Old Pedestrians at Intersections

COLLISION PROFILE #3

60+ YEARS OLD PEDESTRIANS
AT INTERSECTIONS

!B

San Francisco Bay

!• •

!• •
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Description

Collisions occurring at
intersections involving people
were aged 60 or older

Factors

Pedestrians and/or vehicles
involved parties, involved
party age 60+

Number of
Collisions

26 Injury (2%), 11 KSI (18%)

Potential
Countermeasures

• Curb Extensions
• Extended Pedestrian
Crossing Time
• Raised Crosswalks
• Pedestrian Refuge
Island/Medians
• Signing and Striping
Improvements
• Sidewalks
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Figure 14. Left Turn Bicyclists and Pedestrians

COLLISION PROFILE #4

LEFT-TURN BICYCLISTS
AND PEDESTRIANS

!B

San Francisco Bay

!• •

!• •

Description

Pedestrian and bicyclistinvolved collisions occurring
where people driving were
making left turns

Factors

Drivers, pedestrians, bicyclistsinvolved parties, coded as
vehicles making left turns

!• •

!• •

!

Number of
Collisions

89 Injury (6%), 6 KSI (10%)

Potential
Countermeasures

• Advance Stop Bar
• High-Visibility Crosswalks
• Pedestrian
Countdown Head
• Rectangular Rapid
Flashing Beacon (RRFB)
• Pedestrian Hybrid
Beacon (PHB)
• Pedestrian Refuge
Islands/Medians
• Raised Pedestrian Crossing
• Leading Pedestrian
Interval (LPI)
• Curb Extensions
• Signal Timing and
Phasing Improvements
• Turn Restrictions
• Left-Turn Bike Box

Redwood City Limits

Railroad

Sphere of Influence

Top Focus Areas

Parks

KSI

Schools

Collision
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Figure 15. Pedestrians Crossing In Crosswalk at Intersections

COLLISION PROFILE #5

PEDESTRIANS CROSSING IN
CROSSWALK AT INTERSECTIONS

!B

San Francisco Bay

!• •

!• •
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Description

Drivers involved in collisions
where pedestrians were
crossing in crosswalk at
intersection

Factors

Pedestrians and vehicles both
involved parties, location is
intersection
90 Injury (6%), 11 KSI (18%)

Potential
Countermeasures

• High-Visibility Crosswalks
• Raised Crosswalk
• Pedestrian Hybrid
Beacon (PHB)
• Rectangular Rapid
Flashing Beacon (RRFB)
• Pedestrian Countdown
Heads
• Pedestrian Refuge
Islands/Medians
• Curb Extensions
• Restripe Crosswalk
• Leading Pedestrian
Interval (LPI)
• Signal Timing and
Phasing Improvements
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3

!• •

!

Number of
Collisions

1

!• •
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Figure 16. Unmarked Pedestrian Crossings

COLLISION PROFILE #6

UNMARKED PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS
!B
Description

Driver involved in collision
where pedestrian was
crossing in intersection or midblock, but location was not
marked

Factors

Pedestrians and vehicles both
involved parties, location has
unmarked crosswalk

Number of
Collisions

59 Injury (4%), 6 KSI (10%)

Potential
Countermeasures

• High-Visibility Crosswalks
• Raised Crosswalk
• Rectangular Rapid
Flashing Beacon (RRFB)
• Pedestrian Refuge
Islands/Medians
• Curb Extensions
• Restripe Crosswalk

San Francisco Bay

!• •

!• •
!• •

!• •

!

Redwood City Limits

Railroad

Sphere of Influence

Top Focus Areas

Parks

KSI

Schools

Collision

• • • •• • •• •• • •• • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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Figure 17. Pedestrians Crossing in Locations without Sidewalks

COLLISION PROFILE #7

PEDESTRIANS CROSSING IN
LOCATIONS WITHOUT SIDEWALKS

!B

San Francisco Bay

!• •

!• •

Description

Pedestrians walking on streets
without sidewalks

Factors

Pedestrians and vehicles both
involved parties, location has
no sidewalk

Number of
Collisions

14 Injury (1%), 4 KSI (6%)
•
•
•
•

Sidewalks
High-Visibility Crosswalks
Raised Crosswalk
Pedestrian Hybrid
Beacon (PHB)
Rectangular Rapid
Flashing Beacon (RRFB)
Pedestrian Countdown
Heads
Pedestrian Median Barrier
Pedestrian Refuge Island
Curb Extensions
Restripe Crosswalk
Leading Pedestrian
Interval (LPI)
Signal Timing and
Phase Improvements
Pedestrian-Scale Lighting

•
•

Potential
Countermeasures

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Figure 18. Bicyclists Riding on Streets without Bicycle Facilities

COLLISION PROFILE #8

BICYCLISTS RIDING ON STREETS
WITHOUT BICYCLE FACILITIES

!B

San Francisco Bay

!• •

!• •

Description

Bicyclists who were involved
in collisions with vehicles
away from a bicycle facility

Factors

Bicyclists and vehicles
involved parties, location is
not bicycle facility

Number of
Collisions

91 Injury (6%), 3 KSI (5%)

Potential
Countermeasures

Bike Lanes
Buffered Bike Lanes
Protected Bikeways
Roadway Safety Lighting
Traffic Calming (Speed
Humps, Speed Tables,
or Raised Crosswalks)
• Green Bike Lane Conflict
Zone Markings

!• •

!• •

!

•
•
•
•
•

Redwood City Limits
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Figure 19. Drivers not Yielding at Stop Signs

COLLISION PROFILE #9

DRIVERS NOT YIELDING
AT STOP SIGNS

!B

San Francisco Bay

!• •

!• •
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Description

Drivers at stop signs who were
involved in collisions

Factors

Vehicles involved party,
location is unsignalized
intersection with stop control

Number of
Collisions

102 Injury (7%), 3 KSI (5%)

Potential
Countermeasures

• Traffic Calming (Traffic
Circle, Roundabout,
Vertical Deflection)
• Curb Extensions
• Sight Distance
Improvements (Parking
Restrictions, Vegetation
Management)
• Signing and Striping
Improvements
• Advance Stop Bar
• High-Visibility Crosswalks
• Education
• Enforcement
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Figure 20. Bicyclists at Intersections

COLLISION PROFILE #10

BICYCLISTS AT INTERSECTIONS
!B
Description

Factors

San Francisco Bay

Bicyclists at intersections who
are involved in collisions with
vehicles

!• •
!• •

Bicyclists and vehicles both
involved parties, location is
intersection

Number of
Collisions

105 Injury (7%), 3 KSI (5%)

Potential
Countermeasures

• Protected Intersection
• Sight Distance
Improvements (Parking
Restrictions, Vegetation
Management)
• Green Bike Lane Conflict
Zone Markings
• Protected Bikeway
• Bike Lane
• Buffered Bike Lane
• Two-Stage Turn
Queue Bike Box
• Extend Green
Time for Bikes
• Bicycle Signal/
Exclusive Bike Phase

!• •

!• •

!

Redwood City Limits

Railroad

Sphere of Influence

Top Focus Areas

Parks

KSI

Schools

Collision
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Vision Zero Priority Projects
Ten priority project locations were identified as the initial focus of
Redwood City’s Vision Zero investments. These locations represent
the areas of Redwood City with the greatest safety need based on six
prioritization metrics:
•

High concentration of fatal, severe injury, and injury
collisions

•

Significant barriers for walking and bicycling

•

High Level of Traffic Stress

•

High concentration of trip generators such as schools,
community centers, and parks
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•

High concentration of equity populations

•

Frequent mention during community engagement

Figure 21. Six Prioritization Metrics

Level of Traffic Stress

Barriers

Public Facilities

Public Comments

Equity

High Collision Corridors
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Priority Project
Location

Location
Type

El Camino Real and
Jefferson Avenue

1

Intersection

Broadway and Main
Street

2

Intersection

Project Elements
Upgrade to high-visibility crosswalks
Adjust median noses to provide pedestrian refuge
Straighten crosswalks
Install leading pedestrian interval
Install retroreflective backplates
Consider installing protected intersection treatments
pending Class IV bikeways on El Camino Real
• Install ADA compliant curb ramps on all four corners
• Install speed feedback signs along
Jefferson Avenue corridor
• Install advance limit lines

$0.75-$1.25 million

14 Injury

• Install high-visibility crosswalks on all four legs
• Install ADA compliant curb ramps on all four corners
• Upgrade signal heads to overhead with 12”
indications and retroreflective backplates
• Install pedestrian countdown heads and push buttons
• Consider installing pedestrian scramble
phase or raised intersection
• Install protected left-turn phasing on Main Street

$0.75-$1.5 million

$0.5-$0.75 million

$0.05-$0.1 million

18 Injury,
1 KSI

•
•
•
•
•
•

3

Broadway and
Woodside Road

Intersection

28 Injury,
2 KSI

• Upgrade to high-visibility crosswalks
• Install ADA compliant curb ramps on all four corners
• Tighten curb radii (would require further
study to determine feasibility)
• Refresh cat tracking through intersection
• Adjust median noses, straighten crosswalk,
and modify traffic signal to provide
pedestrian refuge on Woodside Road
• Install green bike conflict striping through intersection
• Install advance limit lines

4

Broadway and 5th
Avenue

Intersection

2 injury

• Upgrade to high-visibility crosswalks
• Add crosswalk to 5th Avenue
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Estimated Project
Cost

Priority Project
Location

5

6

Whipple Avenue
between Veterans
Boulevard and El
Camino Real

Broadway between
Cassia Street and
Winslow Street

Location
Type

Project Elements

Estimated Project
Cost

Segment

41 Injury,
1 KSI

• Install traffic calming measures, such as speed feedback
signs and narrow lane widths where possible
• Install lane striping in lieu of botts dots
• Install advance limit lines and high-visibility
crosswalks, particularly at signals
• Install accessible pedestrian signals
(APS) with countdown timers
• Bicycle detection improvements
• Consider installing a mid-block crossing across Whipple
Avenue between Industrial Way and Arguello Street
• Install buffered Class II bike lanes between Bay
Trail and the bicycle boulevard on Elwood Street
• Conduct a Complete Streets Corridor Study
of Whipple Avenue to evaluate potential
enhancements to all modes that increase safety
and reduce travel time through the corridor
• Install retroreflective backplate at signalized intersections

$1-$2 million

36 Injury,
3 KSI

• Install roadway striping in lieu of botts dots
• Consider extending pedestrian crossing times at
signalized intersections throughout corridor
• Install accessible pedestrian signals (APS)
and pedestrian countdown timers
• Install leading pedestrian interval at
all signalized intersections
• Implement streetscape improvements
identified in the Broadway Streetscape Project
between El Camino Real and Main Street
• Install advance limit lines and high-visibility
crosswalks, particularly at signals
• Install retroreflective backplate at signalized intersections

$0.5-$1 million

Segment
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Priority Project
Location

Middlefield Road
between Woodside
Road and Charter
Street

7

El Camino Real
between Center Street
and Roosevelt Avenue

8
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Location
Type

Project Elements

Estimated Project
Cost

Segment

50 Injury,
3 KSI

• Install traffic calming measures such as speed feedback
signs and consider narrowing lane widths if possible
• Install roadway lane striping in lieu of botts dots
• Install advance limit lines and high-visibility
crosswalks, particularly at signals
• Install retroreflective backplate at signalized intersections
• Include Class II bicycle facilities throughout
segment and evaluate upgrading to Class IV
bikeway on Middlefield Road in future
• Install green bike conflict markings at all intersections
where possible as a quick-build interim measure
• Implement protected-only left-turn
phasing at Willow Street

$0.25-$0.5 million

64 Injury,
7 KSI

• Install traffic calming measures such as speed
feedback signs and lane width reductions if feasible
• Install advance limit lines and high-visibility
crosswalks, particularly at signals
• Install retroreflective backplate at signalized intersections
• Potential long-term goals for sidewalk widening on both
sides, but especially the east side of El Camino Real
• Work with Caltrans to pursue Class IV bikeway
per El Camino Real Corridor Study
• Install accessible pedestrian signal
(APS) and countdown timers
• Adjust median noses to provide
pedestrian refuges where feasible
• Enhance lighting under the Woodside Road bridge

$0.75-$1.25 million

Segment

Priority Project
Location

9

10

Woodside Road
between Hess Road
and Kentfield Avenue

Redwood Shores
Parkway between Twin
Dolphin Drive and
Shoreline Drive

Location
Type

Project Elements

Estimated Project
Cost

Segment

71 Injury,
4 KSI

• Install traffic calming measures such as speed
feedback signs and reduced lane widths if possible
• Install advance limit lines and high-visibility
crosswalks, particularly at signals
• Install retroreflective backplate at signalized intersections
• Pursue consolidation of driveways along the corridor for
access management and increased pedestrian safety
• Install accessible pedestrian signals
(APS) with countdown timers
• Consider installing bulb-outs into Woodside Road at
unsignalized side streets to daylight pedestrian crossings
• Work with Caltrans to evaluate feasibility of
Class IIB or IV bike facilities through lane
width reductions or parking removals
• Conduct a Complete Streets Corridor Study
of Woodside Road to evaluate potential
enhancements to all modes that increase safety
and reduce travel time through the corridor
• Targeted DUI enforcement

$0.75-$1.5 million

10 Injury,
1 KSI

• Install wayfinding signage to EA Bikepath trail
• Install advance limit lines and high-visibility
crosswalks, particularly at signals
• Evaluate installation of crosswalks on
missing legs at signalized intersections
• Consider installing speed feedback signs along corridor
• Tighten curb radii by installing curb extensions
• Install leading pedestrian interval
• Adjust median noses to provide
pedestrian refuge where feasible
• Install accessible pedestrian signals
(APS) with countdown heads
• Install green bike conflict markings

$0.75-$1.25 million

Segment
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Figure 22. Vision Zero Draft Projects
Level of Traffic Stress

Barriers

Overlay of Six Prioritization Metrics
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Vision Zero Priority Project Concepts
Based on consultation with City staff, three Vision Zero priority projects
were selected to advance to concept design as an initial step towards
implementation. The selection of these areas takes into account recent or
planned implementation of safety improvements at some of the locations,
including improvements being considered as part of other projects on
Broadway north of Maple Street in the downtown area. As a result, the limits
of some project areas have been adjusted to build upon those other efforts.
The three Vision Zero priority projects advanced to concept design are:
• Broadway between Maple Street and Chestnut Street
• Middlefield Road between Woodside Road and Charter Street
• Redwood Shores Parkway between Twin
Dolphin Drive and Shoreline Drive
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5

CHAPTER FIVE

Pedestrian &
Bicycle Plan
RWC Walk Bike Thrive aims to make walking and bicycling in Redwood City
safer, easier, and more popular than ever. Essential to meeting this goal is
creating a citywide system of well-designed, interconnected walking and
bicycling routes that are convenient and comfortable for people of all ages
and abilities.
The City has identified an extensive set of physical, location-specific projects
to build out Redwood City’s walking and biking system. These include
pedestrian enhancements along key corridors and at specific intersections
and a dense citywide network of bikeways.

Citywide Pedestrian Projects
Pedestrian projects are concentrated in areas of Redwood City where
the need for pedestrian improvements are the greatest and where
improvements could have the biggest impact, as well as where project
benefits would accrue most towards sometimes-overlooked populations of
the City.
Thirty “pedestrian focus areas” are identified as geographic areas for
targeted improvements due to the presence of one or more of the following
characteristics:
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1.

Relatively high pedestrian volumes

design process involving the community. All corridor-level pedestrian

2. Pedestrian collision hotspots

improvement would improve conditions for bicyclists as well by reducing

3. Land uses that are especially supportive of pedestrian activity

traffic speeds and creating a more inviting built environment.

(for example, mixed-use, transit-oriented, or high density
residential)
4. Relatively high transit ridership
5. Surrounding a school or along a key route to school
6. “Community of Concern” (or historically underserved
community), as defined by the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission
7.

Situated along a busy thoroughfare

8. Significant sidewalk gaps
9. Pedestrian barrier crossing (for example, across a freeway or
railroad tracks)

The focus areas vary in scale, from a single intersection to a multi-block
corridor to an area of several contiguous blocks. Each focus area contains
a specific project identified to improve pedestrian safety, comfort, or
connectivity. Project elements pull from earlier planning efforts such as
RWCmoves, existing projects already under consideration, and community
feedback.

CORRIDOR-LEVEL IMPROVEMENTS
Corridor-level improvements are proposed for fifteen street segments (see
Table below). These include traffic-calming measures, streetscaping and
landscaping enhancements, and complete-streets treatments.
Improvements are defined here based on high level elements, while
project specifics will be decided through a location-specific planning and

Street

From

To

1

Arguello St.

Whipple Ave.

Broadway

2

Bay Rd.

Fifth Ave.

Florence St.

3

Broadway

El Camino Real

Charter St.

4

Charter St.

Spring St.

Middlefield Rd.

5

Chestnut St.

Spring St.

Heller St.

6

Farm Hill Blvd.

Jefferson Ave.

Woodhill Dr.

7

Hoover St.

Fifth Ave.

Eighth Ave.

8

James Ave.

RWC Transit
Center

El Camino Real

9

Jefferson Ave.

El Camino Real

Farm Hill Blvd.

10

Middlefield Rd.

Woodside Rd.

Douglas Ave.

11

Rolison Rd.

Second Ave.

US 101 off-ramp to Marsh Rd.

12

Second Ave.

Rolison Rd.

City limit below Spring St.

13

Stambaugh St.

Woodside Rd.

Charter St.

14

Winslow St.

Broadway

Hamilton St.

15

Woodside Rd.

U.S. 101

Alameda de las Pulgas
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SAFE ROUTES TO SCHOOL (SRTS)
AREA IMPROVEMENTS

STREET CROSSING ENHANCEMENTS

Specific countermeasures are applied to address the most common and

improvements to make crossings safer and less intimidating for pedestrians,

severe collision patterns identified in the ten collision profiles. Educational
and enforcement countermeasures also play an important role in addressing
these collisions.

Street crossing enhancements are proposed for 25 locations. These are
particularly for seniors, children, and disabled individuals, and at busier or
more complex intersections. Street crossing enhancements may include:

•

School Area

sidewalk bulbouts or extensions to reduce the curb radius and
encourage drivers to make slower turns

Harper School (at the former home of Adelante School; see 2013
Redwood City Safe Routes to School Report)

•

striped high-visibility crosswalks

•

pedestrian refuges or islands in the center of the street

Hawes Elementary School (see 2013 Redwood City Safe Routes to
School Report)

•

colored and textured pavement

•

raised crosswalks and speed tables

•

advanced yield or stop lines to encourage drivers to stop further

Hoover Elementary School (see 2018 Walk/Bike Audit and Field Review)
John Gill Elementary School/Orion Alternative and Mandarin Immersion
Elementary School (see 2013 Redwood City Safe Routes to School
Report)

back from the crossing and visibility of people crossing
•

flashing crossing signs

•

flashing radar speed signs on the approaches

•

signal-timing and other operational changes

Kennedy Middle School/Henry Ford Elementary School
McKinley Institute of Technology/North Star Academy (see 2014 Walking
and Bicycling Audit)
Roosevelt Elementary School (see 2013 Redwood City Safe Routes to
School Report)
Roy Cloud Elementary and Middle School (see 2013 Redwood City Safe
Routes to School Report)
Taft Elementary School (see 2018 Walk/Bike Audit and Field Review)
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Many street crossing enhancements are recommended along Redwood
City’s main thoroughfares, including Alameda de las Pulgas, Jefferson Ave.,
and Woodside Rd. As with the corridor-level improvements, specific project
elements will be decided individually for each location with input from
residents. In addition to the 23 locations referenced here, additional crossing
enhancements are proposed as part of the Vision Zero projects.

Figure 23. Street Crossing Enhancements

Citywide Bikeway Network
Redwood City’s existing bicycle network consists of designated bikeways
and recently installed improvements along many street segments throughout
the City (see Figure below).
•

Bike paths (Class I) are paved off-street routes, physically
separated from motor vehicles.

•

Unpaved trails are found primarily in Redwood Shores and on
Bair Island, especially along the water, as part of the alignment
for the San Francisco Bay Trail.

•

Bike lanes (Class II) are on-street routes marked by parallel
white stripes several feet apart, stenciled bike symbols within
the lane, and signage.

•

Bike routes (Class III) share space with cars. They are marked
with “Bike route” plaques and, sometimes, “sharrows”
(stenciled bike symbols placed in the travel lane; they suggest
to bicyclists where in the lane to ride, reinforce the idea that a
bicyclist may use the full lane, and encourage drivers to share
the road). Bike routes are typically suggested for streets with
narrow travel lanes, on which there is no room for bike lanes.
Sharrows are recommended particularly for streets where the
speed differential between cars and bicyclists is not significant—
for example, on slower-speed streets or on downhills.

•

Bike boulevard shared space with cars but along with traffic
calming improvements that gives priority to bicyclists. Currently,
the only bike boulevard in Redwood City is on Vera Avenue.
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Figure 24. Existing Bikeway Network

•

Cycle track also known as separated bike lanes. Currently,
the only cycle track in Redwood City is on Middlefield Road
between Cassia and Woodside Road.

While many designated bikeways exist in Redwood City, the existing
network often is not interconnected, and some bikeways are discontinuous.
In addition, the network does not incorporate lower-traffic-stress types of
bikeways that are preferred by less experienced bicyclists.
RWC Walk Bike Thrive proposes a denser, more interconnected citywide
bikeway network that incorporates bicycle boulevards and cycle tracks (see
Figure below).

•

Bicycle boulevards (Class III) are “quiet” or “slow” streets, with
low motor-vehicle volumes and speeds, designed to prioritize
bike travel by discouraging through trips by cars.

•

Cycle tracks (Class IV), also known as separated bike lanes,
are located within or next to the roadway but are separated
physically from general-travel lanes by a vertical barrier such as
plastic posts or concrete.

The proposed bikeway network refines the City’s existing network based on
bikeways proposed in other recent plans (such as RWCmoves and C/CAG’s
San Mateo County Countywide Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan); an analysis
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Figure 25. Future Bikeway Network

When planning to implement a particular bikeway, City staff should look for
opportunities to provide additional on-street physical space for bicyclists.
Below are three ways in which additional space could be provided:

•

Road diets: These involve removing the number of travel lanes,
usually from four (two in each direction) to two (one in each
direction), and reallocating the freed-up space to create a center
turn lane, bike lanes or wider sidewalks. Road diets have several
significant benefits: besides creating room for bike lanes, they
make it safer and easier for pedestrians to cross the street and
make intersections simpler for drivers to navigate, particularly
with left-hand turns. There might be opportunities to provide
road diets on segments of Broadway, Farm Hill Blvd. and
Jefferson Ave., among other streets.

•

Buffered bike lanes: These are conventional bike lanes
separated from general-travel lanes by a painted buffer.
Opportunities to provide buffered bike lanes might exist on such
streets as Alameda de las Pulgas, Edgewood Road, Woodside
Road and Veterans Boulevard. Narrowing inside travel lanes
to widen the outside, or curb, lane, which is where bicyclists
typically ride.

Similar to how pedestrian improvements often improve conditions for
bicycling, new paths provided as part of the citywide bikeway network
should, if feasible, be designed to accommodate not only bicyclists but also
pedestrians.
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Additional Pedestrian and Bicycle Projects
In addition to the citywide pedestrian projects and citywide bikeway network, RWC Walk Bike Thrive proposes 16 additional pedestrian and bicycle projects
at the location-specific and citywide scale (see Table below).

Additional Pedestrian and Bicycle Projects

Additional Pedestrian and Bicycle Projects

Bicycle and pedestrian overcrossing of U.S. 101 at Whipple Ave.

Pedestrian and bicycle safety improvements at the El Camino Real/
Woodside Rd. overpass

Bicycle and pedestrian overcrossing of U.S. 101 at Haven Ave.
Seaport Blvd. path improvements (to meet current best practices for trail
design)
Bicycle and pedestrian undercrossing between James St. and Winslow
St. under the railroad tracks at Redwood City Station
Bike station/long-term bike parking at RWC Transit Center
Pedestrian street on Hamilton St. between Marshall St. and Broadway
Pedestrian/bike bridge from Harrison Ave./Cleveland St. to McKinley
Institute of Technology/North Star Academy
Pedestrian/bike bridge from the end of Harrison St. near Grand St.
across the creek to McKinley Institute of Technology/North Star Academy
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Sidewalk improvements along Alameda de las Pulgas from Maxwell Ln.
to Edgewood Rd.
East-west bike path (Class I) through Stulsaft Park from Silver Hill Rd./
Farm Hill Blvd. toward Alameda de las Pulgas
Wayfinding signage program (citywide project)
Regular maintenance, upkeep and repair of bikeways (citywide project)
Additional bike-parking racks in the public right-of-way (citywide project)
Retrofitting of traffic signals at key locations to provide bike-detection
technology (citywide project)

Project Scoring and Prioritization

C. COMMUNITIES OF CONCERN

Because funds and staff resources are limited, Redwood City will need
to implement RWC Walk Bike Thrive projects gradually, over many years.
The top 40 pedestrian and bicycle projects were identified, scored, and
prioritized based on six criteria.

Projects were evaluated for their potential to benefit underserved

A. COST

or underprivileged neighborhoods and communities.
•

Projects within one or more census tracts designated as
“Communities of Concern” (CoC’s) by the Metropolitan

Projects were assigned planning-level estimated

Transportation Commission, and whose benefits could be

costs on a low/medium/high scale.

expected to accrue primarily to such communities, received 3
points.

•

• Low-cost projects are expected to cost under $250,000; they

•

received 2 points.
•
•

• Medium-cost projects are expected to cost between $250,000

Projects within CoC’s but whose benefits would be more diffuse
(including to non-CoC’s) received 2 points.

•

Projects with an even more tenuous relationship to the CoC’s,

and $500,000; they received 1 point.

meaning that they are located within CoC’s but near the edge,

• High-cost projects are expected to cost over $500,000; they

and their benefits would accrue as much to non CoC’s as to

did not receive any points.

CoC’s, received 1 point.
•

B. ACCESS TO SCHOOL
Projects were assessed for their proximity to one or more of the
City’s K–12 schools, as a strong indicator of the project’s potential

Projects outside of the CoC’s and with little or no reasonable
expectation of benefitting such communities did not receive any
points.

to improve students’ walking and biking access to school.

D. ACCESS TO TRANSIT

Projects very near a school received 2 points; those somewhat

Projects were assessed for their proximity to Redwood City’s Caltrain

near received 1 point; and those not near received 0 points.

station and El Camino Real (the City’s main bus corridor) as an
indication of the project’s potential to improve walking and biking
access to transit and enhance multimodal connectivity. Projects
very near transit facilities received 2 points; those somewhat
near received 1 point; and those not near received 0 points.
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E. SAFETY
Projects were assessed for their potential to improve street safety for
pedestrians and bicyclist. Most proposed projects were selected largely
for their potential to improve traffic safety, and with this expectation
as the baseline, these projects received 0 points. The few projects
without a clear safety component or rationale received -1 point.

F. AESTHETICS
Projects were assessed for their potential to make streets more attractive
and inviting. Projects with a clear potential to do so received 1 point.
Projects with some potential to improve street aesthetics received 0.5
point. Projects with little or no such potential received 0 points.
The projects were ranked and prioritized based on their total
scores under the six evaluation criteria (see Table below). Projects
with a score of 6.0 or higher—16 projects, or a little over a third
of the list—are considered top priority for RWC Walk Bike Thrive.
The remaining projects remain a priority but a lower one.
The project ranking and prioritization should not be considered static.
It is not expected that projects will be implemented in strict ranking
order. Instead, the City should implement projects opportunistically
to take advantage of available funding sources or coordination with
development projects as appropriate. The City should periodically
reassess the projects on the list to ensure that they remain a priority
to the City and feasible. This process may result in the re-ranking of
projects, removal of projects from the list, or the addition of new ones.
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Project Scoring and Prioritization
#

Project title1,3

Planning-level
est. cost2

A

High

1

B

C

D

E

F

Total
score

A

Cost

B

Access to school

8.0

C

Communities of Concern

D

Access to transit

E

Safety

F

Aesthetics

1

CBN: Citywide bicycle network

2

Medium: Under $250K
High: $250K–500K
Low: Over $500K

3

Corridor improvements
proposed in RWCmoves are
identified with an asterisk (*)

04

Corridor improvements: Charter St.
(Spring St. to Middlefield Rd.)

13

Corridor improvements: Stambaugh
St. (Woodside Rd. to Charter St.)*

02

Corridor improvements: Bay Rd.
(Fifth Ave. to Florence St.)*

High

1

2

3

0

0

1

7.0

05

Corridor improvements: Chestnut
St. (Spring St. to Heller St.)

High

1

1

3

1

0

1

7.0

07

Corridor improvements: Hoover St.
(Fifth Ave. to Eighth Ave.)*

Medium

2

1

3

0

0

1

7.0

10

Corridor improvements: Middlefield
Rd. (Woodside Rd. to Douglas Ave.)*

Very high

0

2

3

1

0

1

7.0

19

CBN, cycle track: Chestnut St.
(Broadway to Bay Rd.)

Medium

2

0

3

1

0

0.5

6.5

20

CBN, cycle track: El Camino Real
(entire length through the City)*

Very high

0

1

3

2

0

0.5

6.5

22

CBN, cycle track: James Ave. (RWC
Transit Center to Elwood St.)*

High

1

2

1

2

0

0.5

6.5

24

CBN, cycle track: Maple St. (Main St.
to El Camino Real)*

Medium

2

0

3

1

0

0.5

6.5

25

CBN, cycle track: Middlefield Rd.
(Winslow St. to MacArthur Ave.)*

Very high

0

1

3

2

0

0.5

6.5

High

1

2
2

3
3

1
1

0
0

1
1

8.0
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Planning-level
est. cost2

A

Very high

0

6.0

C

Communities of Concern

D

Access to transit

E

Safety

F

Aesthetics

1

CBN: Citywide bicycle network

2

Medium: Under $250K
High: $250K–500K
Low: Over $500K

3

Corridor improvements
proposed in RWCmoves are
identified with an asterisk (*)

08

Medium

09

Corridor improvements: Jefferson
Ave. (El Camino Real to Farm Hill
Blvd.)*

Very high

11

Corridor improvements: Rolison Rd.
(Second Ave. to US 101 off-ramp to
Marsh Rd.)*

12

Corridor improvements: Second
Ave. (Rolison Rd. to City limit below
Spring St.)*

High

1

1

3

0

0

1

6.0

17

CBN, cycle track: Bay Rd. (Woodside
Rd. to Florence St.)*

Very high

0

2

3

0

0

0.5

5.5

23

CBN, cycle track: Main St.
(Convention Way to El Camino
Real)*

Very high

0

0

3

2

0

0.5

5.5

27

CBN, cycle track: Winslow St.
(Whipple Ave. to Middlefield Rd.)*

Very high

0

0

3

2

0

0.5

5.5

01

Corridor improvements: Arguello St.
(Whipple Ave. to Broadway)

High

1

0

1

2

0

1

5.0

14

Corridor improvements: Winslow St.
(Broadway to Hamilton St.)*

High

1

0

1

2

0

1

5.0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

High

0

1

0

2

1

1

2

3

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

F

Access to school

Corridor improvements: James Ave.
(RWC Transit Center to El Camino
Real)

2

E

B

03

3

D

Cost

Corridor improvements: Broadway
(El Camino Real to Charter St.)*

0

C

A

Project title1,3

2

B

Total
score

#

1

1

1

1

6.0

6.0

6.0

Planning-level
est. cost2

A

Corridor improvements: Woodside
Rd. (U.S. 101 to Alameda de las
Pulgas)*

Very high

0

18

CBN, cycle track: Brewster Ave.
(Main St. to King St.)*

Very high

26

CBN, cycle track: Stafford St. (City
limit near Redwood High School to
F St.)

Medium

36

Misc.: Bridge from Harrison Ave./
Cleveland St. to McKinley Institute
of Technology

37

Misc.: Bridge from Harrison St. near
Grand St. to McKinley Institute of
Technology

High

1

2

1

1

-1

0

4.0

34

Misc.: “Theatre Way” pedestrian
street (Middlefield Rd. from
Broadway to Winslow St.)*

High

1

0

1

2

-1

1

4.0

35

Misc.: Pedestrian street on Hamilton
St. between Marshall St. and
Broadway

High

1

0

1

2

-1

1

4.0

16

CBN, cycle track: Arguello St.
(Whipple Ave. to Brewster Ave.)

High

1

0

1

1

0

0.5

3.5

21

CBN, cycle track: Industrial Way
(City limit near G St. to Whipple
Ave.)*

High

1

1

1

0

0

0.5

3.5

#

Project title1,3

15

High

0

2

1

B

0

1

2

2

C

3

1

0

1

D

1

2

0

1

E

0

0

0

-1

F

1

0.5

0.5

0

Total
score
5.0

4.5

A

Cost

B

Access to school

C

Communities of Concern

D

Access to transit

E

Safety

F

Aesthetics

1

CBN: Citywide bicycle network

2

Medium: Under $250K
High: $250K–500K
Low: Over $500K

3

Corridor improvements
proposed in RWCmoves are
identified with an asterisk (*)

4.5

4.0
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Planning-level
est. cost2

A

High

1

3.0

C

Communities of Concern

D

Access to transit

E

Safety

F

Aesthetics

1

CBN: Citywide bicycle network

2

Medium: Under $250K
High: $250K–500K
Low: Over $500K

3

Corridor improvements
proposed in RWCmoves are
identified with an asterisk (*)

38

High

32

Misc.: Bicycle/pedestrian
undercrossing between James St.
and RWC Station*

Very high

39

Misc.: Sidewalk improvements on
Alameda de las Pulgas (Maxwell Ln.
to Edgewood Rd.)

Medium

2

0

0

0

0

0

2.0

40

Misc.: East-west bike path through
Stulsaft Park*

Medium

2

1

0

0

-1

0

2.0

06

Corridor improvements: Farm Hill
Blvd. (Jefferson Ave. to Woodhill
Dr.)

Very high

0

1

0

0

0

1

2.0

29

Misc.: Bicycle and pedestrian
overcrossing of U.S. 101 at Whipple
Ave.*

Very high

0

0

1

0

0

0

1.0

30

Misc.: Bicycle and pedestrian
overcrossing of U.S. 101 at Haven
Ave.

Very high

0

0

1

0

0

0

1.0

31

Misc.: Seaport Blvd. path
improvements*

High

1

0

0

0

-1

0.5

0.5

28

CBN, path: Along Seaport Blvd./
Woodside Rd. (Blomquist St. to
Broadway)

Very high

0

0

0

0

-1

0.5

-0.5

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0

0

0

2

1

0

2

-1

0

-1

F

Access to school

Misc.: Pedestrian/bicycle safety
improvements at El Camino Real/
Woodside Rd. overpass*

2

E

B

33

1

D

Cost

Misc.: Bike station/long-term bike
parking at RWC Transit Center*

0

C

A

Project title1,3

1

B

Total
score

#

0

0.5

0

3.0

2.0
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CHAPTER SIX

Programmatic
Initiatives
An important complement to RWC Walk Bike Thrive infrastructure projects
are non-engineering safety and pedestrian/bicycle programs. These
programmatic initiatives cover multiple topics and require involvement from
a range of City stakeholders. They are selected to help address the City’s
top ten collision profiles and critical walking and bicycling needs.
More detail on the programmatic initiatives can be found in Appendix F.

Equitable & Culturally Relevant
Community Engagement
Culturally relevant engagement strategies invite all community members into
the conversations and can help programs reach a larger audience and be
more impactful. They should be considered with the implementation of all
RWC Walk Bike Thrive projects and initiatives.
•

Disseminate materials and present information in multiple
languages

•

Host safety-related engagement events at local parks or
businesses

•
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Create of a Street Safety Ambassador Program

Policies & Data

Safe Road Users

Set citywide policies and strategies that formalize and are consistent with the

Traffic safety education and enforcement play an important role in shaping

City’s Vision Zero and bicycle/pedestrian goals. This includes development

and shifting behavior. They can take on many forms, target specific collision

of a comprehensive data collection and consolidation process to help the

types, and require collaboration among various stakeholders.

City understand current conditions and measure progress.
•
•

Set a Vision Zero goal of “zero” fatal or severe injury collisions
within a set timeframe

•
•
•

•

Key partnerships with local organizations, employers, and
developers to promote a ‘safety first’ culture and execute traffic

and prioritizes vulnerable users

safety campaigns

Establish a construction accessibility policy to maintain

•

Education of businesses on hot spot corridors about specific

accessibility

safety concerns and how to promote safe travel among their

Collect data on crash risk indicators or surrogate safety

patrons and staff
•

Education of transit service providers on hot spot corridors

speeding data, and hazards data

through driver training about specific safety concerns on their

Maintain an up-to-date inventory of contextual roadway data to

routes

enable systemic safety analysis and countermeasure application
•

behaviors known to lead to collisions

Set a Vision Zero policy that outlines tradeoff decision making

measures that capture near-miss incidents, hard breaking data,
•

Education & public awareness campaigns targeted at specific

•

Apply crash reporting best practices, including comprehensive
data collection and documentation, as well as sharing of

Education on new engineering countermeasures to teach
people how to use new and unfamiliar safety infrastructure

•

Education on new roadway design changes through temporary

data across agencies for a more holistic understanding and

demonstrations like pop-up style installations to physically

collaboration

showcase proposed safety infrastructure
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•

Safe Ride Home program offers promotional codes for free or
discounted rides home from establishments or events to reduce
the potential for DUI, drowsy driving, or distracted driving

•

Driving Under the Influence (DUI) intervention through alcohol
problem assessment and treatment programs

•

Education campaign for youth covering various traffic safety
topics like alcohol and drug impairment, speeding, and
distraction

•

High visibility seat belt law enforcement, in coordination with
public awareness campaigns

•

High visibility enforcement for DUIs to raise the actual and
perceived risk of detection of driving under the influence

•

Integrated enforcement involving education and
encouragement efforts in advance of major enforcement efforts

•

Automated enforcement, including lobbying state legislature
to allow for its use in California and a community education
campaign on how it works and its benefits

•

Enforcement priorities mandate utilizes collision history and
collision trends to identify where to concentrate enforcement
efforts

•

Distracted driving patrols place extra patrols to monitor for
distracted drivers in areas with the highest number of distracted
driving violations and where there may be the greatest
opportunity for safety benefits

•

Driver re-education course for drivers that have received
violations or senior drivers

•

Other community-based traffic safety campaigns including
posters and bumper stickers with traffic safety messages, safedriving pledges, and safe-driving apps
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Post-Crash Care
Actions taken after a collision occurs can increase the chance of survival for
victims, support healing, and prevent future incidents.

•

Rapid response safety communication protocol and multidisciplinary team to respond to fatal and severe injury collisions
and investigate the behavioral and engineering factors involved

•

Emergency Medical Services (EMS) response time reduction
strategies

•

Traffic incident management to restore traffic flow quickly and
safely

•

Medical rehabilitation to support victim recovery

•

Emotional support for victims and their families, including
through organizations like Families for Safe Streets and events
like World Day of Remembrance for Road Traffic Victims

Safe Speeds
Pairing speed-modifying infrastructure with programs aimed at reducing
speeds can help reduce the frequency of collisions and reduce their severity.
•

Incidence data from connected vehicles capture real-time driver
behavior and near-miss events

•

Autonomous Vehicle (AV) readiness planning, including public
education on current and future safety features and limitations,
development of signing and striping standards, and reviews of
equity implications
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Safe Vehicles
With the growing technology capabilities of vehicles comes the opportunity
to proactively plan for their safe operations and collect new safety data.

•

Incidence data from connected vehicles capture real-time driver
behavior and near-miss events

•

Autonomous Vehicle (AV) readiness planning, including public
education on current and future safety features and limitations,
development of signing and striping standards, and reviews of
equity implications

Safe Roads
Non-infrastructure programs aimed at helping people feel more connected
to their streets can be a strong complement to road safety infrastructure
projects.

•

Placemaking in traffic safety initiatives can activate streetscapes
and encourage lower speeds and better awareness of nonvehicle users

•

Street closures provide an opportunity for community members
to connect and engage with one another and their environment
in a safe, car-free space
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Bicycle and Pedestrian Programs
Bicycle and pedestrian support programs can help motivate people to use
active modes by making walking and bicycling more accessible and fun.

•

Celebration of Bike to Work Day

•

Wayfinding signage for people walking and bicycling

•

Walking groups for seniors

•

Walking tours of the downtown

•

Bicycle parking racks in the public right-of-way

•

Financial incentives for City and/or County employees who walk
or bike to work, as well as lockers and showers

•

Support to community-based organizations that offer bicycle
repair and maintenance workshops, bike commuting workshops,
giveaways of bike helmets/bells/lights and reflectors, etc.

•

Expansion of the Safe Routes to School (SRTS) program in
partnership with school districts or individual schools for
students walking or biking to school

•

Online “fix-it” request form to report small-scale pedestrian and
bike hazards and request spot improvements

•

Cops-on-bikes program for downtown or other targeted
neighborhoods

•

Maps of walking and biking routes at the Caltrain stations
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Implementation
Implementation of RWC Walk Bike Thrive will require resources,
coordination, and commitment.

Funding
Numerous local, state, and federal funding sources are available to support
transportation safety, pedestrian, and bicycle projects. In additional to
securing funding for the RWC Walk Bike Thrive projects and programs
themselves, it will be critical for Redwood City to identify resources for
additional staff capacity for execution.

CITY AND LOCAL FUNDING SOURCES
Developer Fees: California law allows local governments to establish
and charge a fee on residential and non-residential development to
fund public facilities and to service population growth. Local agencies
should update their transportation analysis guidelines to reflect
safety improvements for all modes of travel. Public facility fees can be
charged to new development based on density and traffic impacts,
and can go to a variety of public facilities, including local roadways.
COVID-19 American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) Funds: The American Rescue
Plan Act (ARPA) was signed into law on March 11, 2021, in response to the
COVID-19 pandemic to provide direct relief to cities, towns, and villages in
the United States. Among the variety of eligible expenses, ARPA funds are
available to support public services to replace lost public sector revenue.
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Repaving Funds: As the city undergoes routine maintenance to repave

to benefit many types of users, including disadvantaged communities.

local streets, there is an opportunity to integrate RWC Walk Bike Thrive

SB 1 directs $100 million annually to the ATP, with more than 400 of the

priorities as a low-cost way to implement projects. Redwood City funds

funded projects being Safe Routes to School projects and programs that

street resurfacing through various sources, such as countywide sales

encourage a healthy and active lifestyle throughout students’ lives.

tax programs, Gas Tax, General Fund allocations, and various grants.

COUNTY FUNDING SOURCES
Lifeline Transportation Program: The Metropolitan Transportation
Commission (MTC) created the Lifeline Transportation Program to
evaluate state and federal funds to provide grants for mobility and
accessibility needs in low-income communities across the Bay Area. New
guidelines are established for each cycle, and the projects must address
transportation gaps or barriers identified in community-based transportation
plans or other local planning efforts in low-income neighborhoods.
San Mateo County Measure A and Measure W: The San Mateo
County Transportation Authority issues call for projects under Measure
A and W programs for transportation improvement projects in various
categories include bicycle and pedestrian improvements.

California Office of Transportation Safety (OTS) Grant Programs:
OTS administers traffic safety grants in the following areas:
alcohol impaired driving, distracted driving, drug-impaired driving,
emergency medical services, motorcycle safety, occupant protection,
pedestrian and bicycle safety, police traffic services, public
relations, advertising, and roadway safety and traffic records.
Caltrans Sustainable Transportation Planning Grants: The Sustainable
Transportation Planning Grants include two parts: Sustainable
Communities Grants and Strategic Partnerships Grants. The Sustainable
Communities Grants sets aside to encourage local and regional planning
goals and best practices cited in the Regional Transportation Plan
Guidelines. The Strategic Partnerships Grants sets aside funding to
identify and address statewide, interregional, or regional transportation
deficiencies on the state highway system in partnership with Caltrans.

STATE FUNDING SOURCES
Active Transportation Program (ATP) Funding: The Active Transportation
Program (ATP) was created by Senate Bill 99 to encourage increased
use of active modes of transportation such as walking and biking.
The goals of the ATP include, but are not limited to, increasing the
proportion of trips accomplished by walking and biking, increasing
the safety and mobility of non-motorized users, advancing efforts
of regional agencies to achieve greenhouse gas reduction goals,
enhancing public health, and providing a broad spectrum of projects
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Local Partnership Program (LPP): The Local Partnership Program’s

The largest portion of SB 1 funding goes to California’s state-maintained

purpose is to provide local and regional transportation agencies that

transportation infrastructure. With this funding, Caltrans has a goal of

have passed sales tax measures, developer fees, or other imposed

repairing or replacing 17,000 miles of pavement in 10 years, spending

transportation fees, with a funding of $200 million annually from the Road

$250 million annually for congestion solutions, over $700 million for better

Maintenance and Rehabilitation Account to fund aging infrastructure,

transit commutes, and supporting freight improvements. The other portion

road conditions, active transportation, and health and safety benefits

of SB 1 funding will go to local roads, transit agencies, and expanding the

projects. LPP funds are distributed through a 50% statewide competitive

state’s pedestrian and cycle routes. SB 1 funds various grant programs.

component and a 50% formulaic component. Both programs are
eligible to jurisdictions with voter approved taxes, tolls, and fees
dedicated solely to transportation and the competitive program.

Transformative Climate Communities (TCC) Program: The TCC Program
funds community-led development and infrastructure projects that
strive to make major advances in environmental, health, and economic

Local Streets and Roads Program: California SB 1 has dedicated

benefits in California’s most disadvantaged communities. Eligible

approximately $1.5 billion per year appointed by the State Controller

improvements for this funding source include active transportation

(Controller) to cities and counties for basic road maintenance, rehabilitation,

and public transit projects, transit ridership programs and passes for

and critical safety projects on the local streets and roads system. Cities

low-income riders, and encouraging education and planning activities

and counties must submit a proposed projects list adopted at a regular

to promote increased use of active modes of transportation.

meeting by their board or council that is then submitted to the California
Transportation Commission (Commission). Once reviewed and adopted
by the Commission, eligible cities and counties receive funding from
the Controller and an Annual Project Expenditure Report is sent to the
Commission to be transparent with program funding received and expended.

Transportation Development Act (TDA) Article 3: The goal of this act is
to improve existing public transportation services and encourage regional
transportation coordination. TDA established two funding sources; the
Local Transportation Fund (LTF), and the State Transit Assistance (STA) fund.
Providing certain conditions are met, counties with a population under

Senate Bill (SB) 1 Funding: The U.S. Department of Transportation’s

500,000 (according to the 1970 federal census) may also use the LTF for

Senate Bill 1 (SB 1), also known as the Road Repair and Accountability

local streets and roads, construction and maintenance. The STA funding can

Act of 2017, is a landmark transportation investment to rebuild

only be used for transportation planning and mass transportation purposes.

California by fixing neighborhood streets, freeways, and bridges in
communities across California and targeting funding toward transit
and congested trade and commute corridor improvements.
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FEDERAL FUNDING SOURCES

improvements, tools, safety education, and incentives to encourage these

Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities Program (AHSC):

hour are for school travel. SRTS can be implemented at the state, community,

The AHSC Program, administered by the Strategic Growth Council and
implemented by the Department of Housing and Community Development
(HCD), funds land use, housing, transportation, and land preservation
projects to support infill and compact development that reduces greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions. This program will assist project areas by providing
grants and/or loans, or any combination thereof, that will achieve GHG
emission reductions and benefit disadvantaged communities and lowincome households though increased accessibility of affordable housing,
employment centers, and key destinations via low-carbon transportation.
This results in fewer vehicle miles traveled through shortened or reduced
trip lengths or mode shifts from single occupancy vehicles to use of transit,
bicycling, or walking. The project areas this funding is geared toward are
transit-oriented development (TOD) project areas, integrated connectivity
project (ICP) project areas, or rural innovation project areas (RIPA).

modes of travel. Nationally, 10% to 14% of car trips during the morning rush
or local school district level. Competitive federal funding is available through
the Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act (FAST Act). Depending on
the existing infrastructure, SRTS may require that education, transportation,
public safety, and city planning agencies coordinate their effort.
Safe Streets and Roads for All (SS4A): The Bipartisan Infrastructure
Law (BIL) establishes the new Safe Streets and Roads for All (SS4A)
discretionary program that will provide $5-6 billion in grants over
the next five years to support regional, local, and Tribal initiatives to
prevent roadway deaths and serious injuries. Eligible efforts include
development of or updates to a comprehensive safety action plan;
planning, design, and development activities in support of an Action
Plan; carrying out projects and strategies identified in an Action Plan.

Rebuilding American Infrastructure with Sustainability and Equity
(RAISE) Grant: The U.S. Department of Transportation is committed to
creating high-quality jobs, improving safety, protecting our environment,
and generating equitable economic opportunity for all Americans with
their RAISE grant. Projects will be evaluated based on merit criteria that
includes safety, environmental sustainability, quality of life, economic
competitiveness, state of good repair, innovation, and partnership. It is
one of the few DOT discretionary programs for which regional and local
governments can directly compete for multimodal transportation funding.
Safe Routes to School (SRTS) Funding: Safe Routes to School (SRTS) is a
program promoting walking and bicycling to school through infrastructure
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Strategies

could aid with leading efforts on communication and trust-building.

Coordination among decision makers and sustained partnerships with

DEVELOPER CONTRIBUTIONS

stakeholders are critical for implementation.

Redwood City could coordinate with new development projects that overlap
with priority RWC Walk Bike Thrive focus areas to ensure that site plans

OVERSIGHT AND ACCOUNTABILITY

consider installation or in-lieu payment of safety, pedestrian, and bicycle

Establishing a committee or Task Force such as Vision Zero Task Force

the program while the City develops a strategy for full implementation.

consisting of key officials and stakeholders inside and outside of the City
that meet regularly is recommended to facilitate effective delivery of RWC
Walk Bike Thrive projects and programs. Appointed leadership is a crucial
part of maintaining buy-in and support from not only officials, but the
community as well. Leadership could additionally include members from
identified partners. Holding the City’s Community Development, Engineering,
and Public Safety Departments accountable is crucial for effective
implementation, along with holding County departments accountable.
Some duties could include conducting briefings and presentations at
board and agency meetings, collecting and sharing information on a
regular basis, and updating a public-facing database (or scorecard) on
progress towards the City’s safety, walking, and bicycling goals.

COMMUNICATION
and community members can allow for greater trust and support of the
RWC Walk Bike Thrive goals. Some strategies include communication
across diverse channels (e.g. updated webpage, news, and social media),
actively addressing community concerns, publishing updated factsheets
on plan progress, and regular public meetings using effective community
engagement techniques. An oversight committee or Task Force (see above)

1

2

3

4

5

6

QUICK BUILD
Quick build construction strategies, such the use of “paint and plastic”,
can be a useful way to install temporary versions of improvements as
part of a pilot program or a phased approach to construction and put
projects in the ground sooner. Quick build projects have the added
benefit of allowing the Redwood City to test portions of the design prior
to full implementation. Candidate quick build treatments include those
with minimal construction barriers such as crosswalk enhancements or
stretches of the separated bikeways where parking is already prohibited.

PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS
Throughout the lifetime of RWC Walk Bike Thrive, coordination

Having continued communication and transparency with stakeholders

73 |

project elements. Developer contributions can help implement parts of

7

and partnership among diverse stakeholders will be essential for
effective delivery. Some strategies include regularly informing
leaders and stakeholders on progress and key milestones, consulting
partner agencies early on in the implementation process to gather
suggestions and feedback, and finding opportunities for partnership
via project bundling (for example, integrating RWC Walk Bike
Thrive projects with pavement resurfacing and maintenance).

Performance Metrics and Evaluation
As RWC Walk Bike Thrive is implemented incrementally over the coming
years, its effects will begin to materialize. Measuring performance and
evaluating projects will allow the city to track the impacts of improvements
and, as needed, reallocate investments and refocus priorities.

MULTIMODAL COUNTS
Bicycle and pedestrian counts help measure demand, quantify costs
and benefits, and explain the behaviors of bicyclists and pedestrians.
Redwood City should explore counting pedestrians and bicyclists
before and after major projects are constructed. The City could pursue
funding for a regular schedule of conducting counts across the city
to evaluate progress in shifting travel modes to active transportation.
Technology for automated bicycle and pedestrian counters is increasing
in presence and accuracy. Manual counts can also be performed.

COLLISIONS
Continuing to track collisions by mode is important for advancing
Redwood City’s understanding of safety trends, collision hotspots,
and future needs for safety improvement projects.

NEAR MISSES, HAZARDS, AND COMFORT LEVEL
Redwood City should regularly survey the community on pedestrian
and bicycle comfort levels to assess how improvements are changing
perceptions of comfort. The city also could create an internal tracking
mechanism for public requests to address hazards or near misses to
gain a greater understanding of areas of the city that may benefit from
additional improvements.ects that overlap with priority RWC Walk Bik
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Appendix A
Appendix A: Collision Trends

A

B

C

D

E

F

Redwood City
Walk Bike Thrive

Existing Conditions Analysis
Task 3

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21

Project Goals
• Vision Zero Action Plan

o Identify capital projects and educational and enforcement programs that will
strive to address high collision corridors, locations, and collision factors in
Redwood City

• Citywide Bicycle & Pedestrian Master Plan

o Help guide Redwood City in increasing active transportation mode share;
o Create a safe and high-quality bicycle and pedestrian environment; and
o Identify and prioritize bicycle and pedestrian projects based on factors such
as safety, access to transit, gap closures, ease of use for all ages and abilities,
etc.

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21

2

Existing Transportation
Programs and Policies
Task 3.5

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21

Key Takeaways: Existing Transportation
Programs and Policies
• RWC Walk Bike Thrive will build upon adopted and ongoing
plans and policies in the City as well as regionally.
• RWCmoves identified creating a Bicycle Master Plan, a
Pedestrian Master Plan, and Vision Zero Strategic Plan as
some of the high priority projects and next steps for the
City. Walk Bike Thrive will fulfill all three of those priority
projects.
• Coordinating with regional efforts, especially with Caltrans
will be critical for the long-term success and feasibility of
safety and bikeway projects.

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21

4

Key Related Plans & Policies
• 2010 Redwood City General Plan’s Transportation Policies outlines the City’s vision for the year 2030 with the primary
transportation goal to “establish and maintain a balanced, multi-modal transportation network” that achieves mobility
and accessibility while minimizing environment and neighborhood impacts.
• 2017 Redwood City El Camino Real Corridor Plan provides concepts to improve traffic safety, promote bicycle and
pedestrian mobility, and redesign the El Camino Real streetscape for all types of users.
• 2018 RWCMoves was created to establish a framework to prioritize projects and programs to meet mobility goals and
address current transportation deficiencies.
• 2020 Unincorporated San Mateo County Active Transportation Plan is guided by the five main goals of access, safety,
equity, mode share, and flexibility to improve walking and bicycling. The Plan includes identifying many new active
transportation projects, completing existing projects, supporting Safe Routes to School improvements, and
incorporating trail planning efforts.
• 2020 – 2021 City Council Strategic Priorities outlines Council key priorities, one of which is transportation. Council
seeks to create and maintain a multi-modal, safe and accessible transportation network by focusing on bicycle and
pedestrian safety, creating a Vision Zero Action Plan, sustainability through zero emission trips, and regional mobility.
• 2021 C/CAG San Mateo County Comprehensive Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan is being developed to update a plan for
promoting walking and bicycling for intra- and inter-jurisdictional travel through the application of design best practices
to reduce vehicle congestion.
• Redwood City Transit District Plan is being developed to create a framework to transform the Redwood City Transit
Center and adjacent areas. The redevelopment of the Transit District creates a once in a lifetime opportunity to rebuild
the train station with more space for tracks, station amenities, and safer grade separations.
5

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21

Existing Safety Programs and Efforts
• Redwood City Together

o Redwood City Together organizes bike rodeos as schools and administers the
City’s Safe Routes to School Program as part of the education component of
the Safe Routes to School 3 E’s (education, engineering, enforcement)

• Police Support at Schools

o Officers assist schools with traffic safety during pick-up and drop-off times as
part of the enforcement component of the Safe Routes to School 3 E’s
(education, engineering, enforcement)

• City Social Media Safety Campaigns

o City Manager’s Office posts on social media to raise awareness of traffic
safety leading up to key holidays

• Slow Streets Program

o Traffic calming program for residential streets that was started during COVID19 pandemic has been extended

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21
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High-Level Population
Characteristics and
Equity Analysis
Task 3.6

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21

Key Takeaways: Population
Characteristics and Equity Analysis

• Most impacted and vulnerable neighborhoods are in the southeast
section of the City: Friendly Acres, Redwood Village, Stambaugh
Heller, Downtown, and northeast half of Palm.
• Of the 17 census tracts that cover most of the City, about a third (6)
are identified by MTC as Communities of Concern. They are
contiguous and cover the southeast section of the City, excluding
Redwood Oaks.
• Neighborhoods most negatively impacted by vehicular impacts
(such as pollution, noise, vibration, injuries, and local land use
changes) are those along Highway 101.
• The neighborhoods with the highest percentage of seniors are in
the northwest part of the City. School-aged children are spread
across the City.
Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21
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Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21
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Source: ACS 2015 – 2019

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21
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Source: ACS 2015 – 2019

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21
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Source: ACS 2015 – 2019

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21
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Source: ACS 2015 – 2019

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21

As Identified by Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC)
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Source: CalEnviroScreen 2021 Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/9/21
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Source: ACS 2015 – 2019

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21
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Source: ACS 2015 – 2019

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21
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Source: ACS 2015 – 2019

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21
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Source: ACS 2015 – 2019

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21
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Source: ACS 2015 – 2019

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21
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High-Level
Public
Health
Analysis
Task 3.7

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21

Key Takeaways: Public Health Analysis
• Communities of Concern are areas where exposure and sensitivity to air
pollution is higher, the concentration of Hispanic/Latinx population is
greatest, the percent of vehicle ownership is lowest, and the percent of
non-auto mode share is greatest.
• Most of these areas of focus are concentrated in the Downtown area and
the southeast quadrant of the City.
• Census tracts with the highest non-auto mode share are in Downtown
and the surrounding neighborhoods, particularly those immediately south
of El Camino Real.

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21
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Source: CalEnviroScreen 4.0 Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21

22

Source: CalEnviroScreen 4.0 Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21
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Source: ACS 2015 – 2019

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21
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Source: CDC 2018

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/9/21
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Source: ACS 2015 – 2019

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21
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Source: CalEnviroScreen 4.0 Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21
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Level of Traffic
Stress
Analysis
Task 3.1

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21

LTS Analysis

ANALYSIS PENDING C/CAG DATA FROM RWC
Screenshot is from the C/CAG web-based tool

(IN PROGRESS)
• After receiving the LTS data from
C/CAG, Fehr & Peers will
incorporate the data into base
maps and analysis files from
RWCmoves to create a baseline
bicycle network performance.
This will be used to compare
project alternatives.

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21
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Pedestrian
Comfort
Analysis
Task 3.3

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21

Top 10 Pedestrian Focus Areas
• Methodology:

o The draft set of 10 pedestrian focus areas will
be presented as part of the first round of
outreach and the focus areas will be refined
based on community feedback received.

• Potential Key Data Inputs:

o Communities of Concern
o High density land use areas
o Presence and quality of sidewalks
o Pedestrian connectivity
o Areas with gaps and barriers in pedestrian
network
o High pedestrian volume areas
o High pedestrian-involved collision areas
o High transit ridership areas
o Arterial roadways

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21
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Source: Redwood City

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21
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Source: Redwood City 2021

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21
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Pedestrian
Connectivity Factors:
• Open Street Map
Network
• Pedestrian Travel
Mode
• Pedestrian Travel
Time Distance
(1/2 mile)

Source: OpenStreetMap 2021

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21

Source: OpenStreetMap

"Ratio of the walkshed from the center of each segment to that of a "perfect grid"
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Source: Redwood City 2021 Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21

Source: Redwood City
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Source: Redwood City 2015 - 2019

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21

Source: Redwood City

Average AM and PM Peak Periods
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Source: TIMS 2015 – 2019

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21
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Source: SamTrans 2015 - 2019 Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21

Source: Redwood City via SamTrans
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Top 10 Pedestrian Focus Areas
1. Whipple Ave. from ECR to U.S. 101

2. ECR from Redwood H.S. to Whipple
3. ECR and Broadway at Sequoia H.S.
4. ECR and Jefferson

5. Downtown west of Main

6. Maple St. from Broadway to Veterans
7. Broadway from Main to Woodside

8. Woodside Rd. from Spring to U.S. 101, plus
Hoover Park

9. Woodside Rd. and Middlefield Rd., plus Hoover
E.S. and Stambaugh St.
10. Woodside Rd. from Union Cemetery to Woodside
Plaza

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21
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Major Barrier Analysis
Task 3.2

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21

Key Takeaways: Active Transportation Barriers
• Major physical barriers in Redwood City are
Highway 101, El Camino Real, Woodside Road,
railroad tracks, waterways, bridges, at-grade
crossings, and freeway underpasses
• Most bicycle and pedestrian facilities that
intersect these major barriers are along
Woodside Road, El Camino Real, and the
Caltrain and UPRR tracks
• Pedestrian connectivity is highest near the
Downtown area and becomes less connected as
the streets get further away from the
Downtown core
Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21
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Source: Redwood City 2021 Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21

Source: Redwood City
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Pedestrian
Connectivity Factors:
• Open Street Map
Network
• Pedestrian Travel
Mode
• Pedestrian Travel
Time Distance
(1/2 mile)

Source: OpenStreetMap 2021

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21

Source: OpenStreetMap

"Ratio of the walkshed from the center of each segment to that of a "perfect grid"
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Active Transportation Barrier Key Locations
• Woodside Road
o Forty-four streets intersect Woodside Road, including eight Class
III Bicycle Routes and one Class II Bicycle Lane
o Woodside Road is a major barrier and lacks sidewalks from
Cypress Street to 101
• El Camino Real
o Twenty-three streets intersect El Camino Real, including two
Class III Bicycle Routes and one Class II Bicycle Lane
• HWY 101
o Six streets intersect HWY 101
o 101 is a major barrier and lacks sidewalks at the Redwood City
boundary
• Caltrain and UPRR Tracks
o Five Class II Bicycle Lanes and one Class III Bicycle Route cross
Caltrain tracks
• Waterways
o There are several water feature barriers that are within the
eastern part of the City near Redwood Shores
Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21
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Collision Factor Analysis
Task 3.4

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21

Data Source/Methodology Overview
• Analysis Period: 2015-2019
• Coverage Area: Local Public Streets and freeway on/off-ramps (excluding HWY 101 &
HWY 280)
• Data Source: Injury Collisions Reported to Redwood City Police Department, Accessed
via Transportation Injury Mapping System (TIMS)

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21
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Key Takeaways: Collision Data
• During the analysis period 2015-2019, 32% (1,429) of total collisions were INJURY
COLLISIONS in Redwood City
• Of these, 25% (356) injury collisions involved a BICYLIST or PEDESTRIAN
• Approximately 4% (62) collisions resulted in a FATALITY or a SEVERE INJURY
• The top PRIMARY COLLISION FACTORS included:
• Unsafe Speed
• Vehicle Right of Way Violations
• Improper Turning
• The top PRIMARY COLLISION TYPES were:
• Rear End
• Broadside
• Hispanic/Latinx and Black populations are disproportionally represented as victims in
injury and fatal collisions when compared to their population numbers by Census, while
the inverse is true for White and Asian populations.
Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21
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Total Injury Collisions by Year
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All Non-Injury Collisions
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Injury Collisions by Collision Factor
Improper Passing
Other
Pedestrian Violation
Other Hazardous Violation
Not Stated
Unsafe Lane Change
Unsafe Starting or Backing
Wrong Side of Road
Unknown
Following Too Closely
Pedestrian Right of Way Violation
Driving or Bicycling Under the Influence of Alcohol or Drug
Traffic Signals and Signs
Improper Turning
Vehicle Right of Way Violation
Unsafe Speed
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Source: TIMS 2015 – 2019
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Injury Collisions by Collision Type
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Mode of Transportation to Work vs. All Injury Collisions vs. Mode of People Killed

3%

Fatal Collisions
TIMS 2015-2019

All Collisions
TIMS 2015-2019

Mode of Transportation to Work
ACS 2018

Ped
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33%
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Source: TIMS 2015 – 2019
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Total Injury Collisions by Mode
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Total Pedestrian Involved Injury Collisions
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Pedestrian Involved Injury Collisions
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Primary Pedestrian Involved Collision Factors
Unsafe Starting or Backing
Not Stated
Improper Turning
Vehicle Right of Way Violation
Unsafe Speed
Unknown
Pedestrian Violation
All Other
Pedestrian Right of Way Violation
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Source: TIMS 2015 – 2019
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Primary Pedestrian Involved Collision Factor Detail
Pedestrian had red signal
Failure to stop
Pedestrian crossing between signalized intersections
At intersection, yield to vehicles already in the intersection
Other
Pedestrian suddenly leaving curb
Failing to signal
Pedestrian crossing outside crosswalk or legal crossing
Failure to yield at crosswalk or pedestrian walking into vehicle path
Unsafe speed
Not Found
Driver not yielding at crosswalk or stop sign
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Pedestrian Actions Before Collisions
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Bicycle Involved Injury Collisions by Year
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Bicycle Involved Collisions Injury Trends
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Bicycle Involved Injury Collision Factors
Unsafe Starting or Backing
Improper Passing
Not Stated
All Other
Pedestrian Right of Way Violation
Unknown
Unsafe Speed
Wrong Side of Road
Other Hazardous Violation
Traffic Signals and Signs
Improper Turning
Vehicle Right of Way Violation
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Bicyclist Actions before Collisions
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Vehicle-on-Vehicle Injury Collisions by Year
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Vehicle-on-Vehicle Injury Collisions
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Vehicle-on-Vehicle Injury Collision Factors
Wrong Side of Road
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Action Before Vehicle-on-Vehicle Collision
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Day of Week
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Lighting Injury Collision Conditions
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Injury Collision Demographics: Age of Victim
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Injury Collision Demographics: Race of Victim
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Top Collision Locations
Locations
• HWY 84 and Broadway (30 collisions)
• HWY 84 and Middlefield Road (21 collisions)
• Middlefield Road and Willow Street (21 collisions)
• HWY 82 and Jefferson Avenue (19 collisions)
• Broadway and Main Street (14 collisions)
Segments
• HWY 84 between Hess Road and Kentfield Avenue –
(71 collisions)
• HWY 82 between Center Street and James Avenue –
(148 collisions)
• Middlefield Road between Charter Street and Cassia
Street – (83 collisions)
• Broadway Street between Charter St and Winslow
Street – (102 collisions)
• Whipple Avenue between 82 and Veterans
Boulevard – (47 collisions)
Source: TIMS 2015 – 2019

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21
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Questions to City
• Q: Which of these elements from the existing conditions are
critical or of greater importance of focus for the City?
• A: Bike and pedestrian barriers and collision hotspots

• Are there any elements that are not displayed that would be
desired or helpful for the Project?
• A: How are you linking equity and vulnerable groups into the focus
areas?

• What inputs would you like to see factored in to the 10
Pedestrian Focus Areas (Slide #28)?

• A: Crosswalks/mid-block crossings, equity – communities of concern,
air pollution, etc.

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21
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Next Steps
Existing Conditions
• City to provide
comments back to
F&P by Friday, July
9th
• F&P to finalize EC
PPT by Friday, July
16th
• F&P to visualize LTS
results once C/CAG
data is received from
City
• F&P to refine 10
Pedestrian Focus
Areas with input
from City and
community

Existing Conditions DRAFT as of 7/2/21

Community
Engagement Events
• July 27th: 1st Online
Public Workshop
• August 7th: 2nd Online
Public Workshop
• August: Presentation
to RWC Together

Safety/Bike/Ped
Needs Assessments
• Identify 10 collision
profiles based on
primary collision
factors
• Begin safety needs
assessment (Task 5)
• Begin bicycle and
pedestrian needs
assessment (Task 8)
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Additional Analyses
Beyond the investigations described earlier in this chapter, the
project team also conducted demographic, equity and public
health analyses for Redwood City. While these analyses might at
first appear to be less directly related to the objectives of the Walk
Bike Thrive project, they help us understand the walking, biking
and traffic safety needs and concerns of particular populations and
neighborhoods in the City.
For these additional analyses, the project team compiled data
under 12 different topics for each of the 17 census tracts that cover
the large majority of Redwood City. For eight of these topics—
items 1–7 and 11 on the list in the next section—data was also
compiled for comparison purposes for Redwood City as a whole
and for San Mateo County as a whole. (For the other four topics,
collective data for the City and the County are not applicable.)

Topics of analysis
Below are the 12 demographic, equity and public health topics that
were examined for the Walk Bike Thrive project. The sources of the
data are the U.S. Census Bureau, 2019 Five-Year American
Community Survey (for topics 1–7); CalEnviroScreen 4.0 (topics 8–
10); Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, PLACES data
portal (topic 11); and the Metropolitan Transportation Commission
(topic 12).

1. Percentage of the population consisting of school-age children
(ages 5–17).
2. Percentage of the population consisting of seniors (ages 65 and
older).
3. Percentage of the population broken down by race/ethnicity.
4. Median household income.
5. Percentage of employees who commute by transit, walking or
biking.
6. Percentage of employees with no motor vehicle available.
7. Percentage of the civilian non-institutionalized population
reporting a disability.
8. Exposure and sensitivity to various forms of pollution.
9. Exposure to negative impacts from motor-vehicle traffic.
10. Emergency-department visits for asthma.
11. Percentage of the adult population consisting of individuals
with obesity.
12. Whether or not a census tract is a “community of concern” (or
historically underserved community), as defined by the
Metropolitan Transportation Commission, the regional
transportation and land use planning agency for the ninecounty Bay Area. (Since our analysis, MTC has revised the
term to “equity priority community.”)

Key take-aways
Below are key findings of the demographic, equity and public
health analyses. These results help us identify which areas of
Redwood City are likely to have special transportation-related
needs and concerns. The results were subsequently used to help
formulate, situate and prioritize recommended improvement
projects.
• The census tracts that could be considered to be most vulnerable
and impacted in terms of transportation needs and concerns
cover neighborhoods in the east and southeast sections of the
City: Friendly Acres, Redwood Village, Stambaugh Heller,
Downtown, Centennial, Central and the eastern part of Palm.
These neighborhoods also have the largest percentages of nonwhite residents.
• Of the 17 census tracts that cover most of the City, around a
third (six) have been identified by MTC as Communities of
Concern. These census tracts are contiguous and cover the
southeast section of the City excluding the Redwood Oaks
neighborhood. These neighborhoods have some of the largest
percentages of non-white residents.
• The census tracts with the highest percentage of seniors are in
the northwest part of the City (Farm Hill, Canyon, Eagle Hill
and parts of Roosevelt), and also the western part of Redwood
Shores. School-aged children are distributed more evenly across
the City.
• Perhaps not surprisingly, the census tracts most affected by the
negative impacts of motor vehicle traffic—including pollution,
noise, vibration and collision-related injuries and fatalities—are
those along Highway 101.

• Also perhaps not surprisingly, the census tracts with the highest
percentages of employees who commute by transit, walking or
biking and of employees with no motor vehicle available cover
the Downtown and immediately surrounding neighborhoods.
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Survey Results
As mentioned in Chapter 3, opportunities for the public to
participate in the Walk Bike Thrive project were focused on two
key stages of the process: (i) the needs assessment and (ii) the draft
list of potential improvement projects. The outreach around each
of these phases featured an online survey and an interactive
pinnable map on the web. A very large majority of the public
feedback and input for the RWC Walk Bike Thrive project was
submitted through these two surveys and two maps.
This appendix presents the detailed results of the surveys as well
as screenshots showing the locations of the comments submitted
through the pinnable maps. The comments submitted through the
surveys have been left largely unedited.
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Survey #1: Needs Assessment

Question #3

Insert table/chart from Tab 01.

Listed in random order are some possible challenges and obstacles to
walking. In your opinion, which ones significantly discourage you or
other people from walking in Redwood City? Choose all the ones that you
think are significant.

12 comments were submitted under “Other”:

Insert table/chart from Tab 03.

Question #1
What is your connection to Redwood City? Check all that apply.

1. I have a Redwood City address, but I am in the unincorporated San Mateo
county.
2. I teach students with disabilities how to safely travel the sidewalks.
3. I volunteer for a youth program in Redwood City (North Fair Oaks), and I
shop, eat, hang out downtown
4. Used to live here too but couldn’t afford to buy a house and stay here.
5. I party in Redwood City as well.
6. I live in NFO
7. I live in Redwood City, work in Palo Alto. Visit all over Redwood City and
even go downtown at times.
8. Live in Emerald Hills, but treat RWC like my City.
9. North Fair Oaks (Redwood City part)
10. My grandchildren go to school in Redwood City
11. Live in emerald hills
12. I live in unincorporated North Fair Oaks but live adjacent to/spend most of
my time in Redwood City

Question #2
How often do you walk or bike in Redwood City for transportation (to go
to school, work, a transit stop, shopping, etc.)?
Insert table/chart from Tab 02.

52 comments were submitted under “Other”:
1. Cars do not stop for pedestrians in crosswalks. This is a huge problem for
walking to school at the crosswalk on Emerald Hill Rd. near Read Oak.
2. Bad neighborhoods/ crime
3. Drugged and/ or mentally ill Homeless people make me feel unsafe
4. Difficulty crossing El Camino Real and Woodside Rd; it takes time waiting
and not always a direct route to cross.
5. Streets too narrow for bike lanes; prioritizing cars over people :-(; unsafe
parking lots without paths for pedestrians; lack of safe bike parking near
stores and other businesses. Drivers confused about HAWKs,
roundabouts, traffic circles, center lanes, bulbouts, etc. Car speeds around
schools; long backups at school drop off and pick up - why is such idling
allowed??
6. Need more Redwood City police enforcement of dangerous motor vehicle
operators.
7. placement of crosswalks.
8. Bicyclists who don't pay attention to walkers. Many ride on the sidewalks.
9. general unwelcome climate for walking. . .need more parks/parklets . .
benches . . sun/shade protection/trees, more restrooms (most businesses
don't allow use of restroom),
10. Laws against "jaywalking"
11. None apply
12. Lack of curb ramps
13. need for more traffic calming and pedestrian safety elements such as
bulbouts and RFPB/lighted crosswalks to encourage drivers to slow down.
14. need for more pedestrian safety features in right of way to improve
pedestrian safety and to slow down vehicles ie bulbouts, lighted/RFPB
crosswalks
15. Drivers with dark tinted front windows because I cannot see them, know if
they've seen me and where they are looking.
16. I walk regularly and find too many sidewalks, curbs and streets littered
regularly.
17. We need stop light at Jefferson

18. Hate crossing the Whipple and El Camino intersection. It takes forever.
Also there are no ramps in the curbs to push stroller in centennial
neighborhood.
19. Inadequate network of interconnecting bicycle lanes
20. Construction blocks pedestrian access for significant periods of time - see
new housing on El Camino between Jefferson and Maple.
21. Lack of ramps for wheelchairs, strollers
22. Too few train track crossing. Not enough trees so it is very hot to walk in
the summer.
23. Sidewalks or lack of sidewalks that accommodate strollers
24. Low hanging branches on street trees.
25. people drive too fast down residential streets
26. cars are parked on the sidewalks
27. Crossing Woodside, ECR and other streets like them is harrowing,
unpleasant and objectively dangerous. These streets are both concentrated
in lower income Areas and much worse that the sane street in higher
income areas.
28. Gatherings of Suspicious looking men that will whistle or try to get my
attention. Homeless people almost everywhere now.
29. We'd walk to the grocery store more, but carrying a couple of gallons of
milk (and everything else) home is hard, even with a cart.
30. Narrow streets have excessive traffic like valota
31. Drivers coming up Roosevelt Ave. from Upton to Alameda driving too
fast.
32. the new sidewalks that extend to the middle of the streets are unsafe for
the pedestrians and cars making turns. our streets are too narrow for these
sidewalks jutting into traffic, Please, please stop ruining our narrow
streets.
33. Lacked of marked bike paths.
34. The 101 exits and on ramps are ugly and unsafe to walk or bike to go along
Seaport Blvd.
35. drivers not yielding to pedestrians in crosswalks, especially when turning
36. Not enough shade at Sequoia Station; Open space is more for drivers who
walk than walkers.
37. Not much to walk to within walking distance -- we should allow more
commercial uses within residential areas and vice versa, and greater
density of both along corridors like El Camino Real and Woodside Rd. The
#1 thing that makes cities walkable is having
amenities/jobs/schools/housing near each other.
38. Traffic calming measures are quite unsafe. For example, the high speed
bumps on Hopkins, strange roundabouts, and latest curbs confuse and
distract drivers. Also don't understand the orange mats with raised bumps

39.

40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

49.
50.
51.
52.

on corners. These are a nightmare for any child on skates, hurt animals
feet, and are worse for seniors than cracks in the concrete.
When I walk, it is to the grocery store (Luckys) at Woodside Plaza.... not
the most attractive walk; and crossing Woodside Rd is certainly not
convenient. Furthermore, one needs to be very cognizant of motorists
trying to zip around me while I am in the crosswalk
Pressing on the crosswalk button at an intersection does nothing. It
doesn't trigger the walk sign even early in the morning when there is no
traffic in the other direction.
Trip hazards
Filthy sidewalks. Neglect everywhere but downtown. Plants blocking
sidewalks
We always go to RedMorton park there should be a crosswalk to the park.
Cars go fast on Valota Road there should be a crosswalk and speed bumps.
Homeless people living along streets makes it feel dirty and unsafe
I need to get where I am going quickly. For example I am on call for my
job and must get to the hospital in 20 minutes. Additionally, many people
walk with dangerous/aggressive dogs that they do not have full control of.
Drivers failure to yield to pedestrians in the crosswalks and rampant
excessive speeding on residential streets.
I live in Emerald Hills and it is too hard for me to bike in the hills.
Sidewalk closures for long spells due to adjacent construction. Concrete
examples: County Office Building 3. The Cardinal (one side of Jefferson
under Caltrain was closed for several years). Habitat Site (just one lot, but
it means you end up in the street or you have to cross back across Jefferson
without a light, and that's super crazy at Bradford).
Bikers on the walking paths!!
Do not feel safe due to gang activity
Bicycles on sidewalks (not permitted per RWC code) and refusing to yield
to pedestrians
Carrying a week's worth of family groceries while walking isn't really
feasible.

Question #4
Are there specific streets or intersections in Redwood City that are
especially challenging or intimidating for pedestrians? Or do you have
specific ideas or suggestions for improving walking conditions in the
city? (163 comments.)
1. On Alameda, between Edgewood and Eaton, there is no sidewalk on the
North-East side, which is intimidating due to the traffic on Alameda. I
understand that you may only own half of that stretch of street, but if no
city will claim it or commit to adding any sidewalk, then it will never get
done. Even half sidewalk would be better. (Also, frequently it smells like
sewers at the Edgewood and Alameda intersection which makes me not
want to use that intersection.)
2. Anything along Jefferson is bad for walking. Woodside and El Camino are
also uninviting. These are main car thoroughfares. However, they are also
main ways to get to A and B for walking or bike riding. If these are not
viable options for walking or biking (which they are not in most places)
extra care needs to be taken in surrounding blocks to ensure walking or
biking is inviting. And the thougrouhfares need to be complete. Too too
often things like the peninsula bike boulevard are cut off or poorly signed
or simply a poor afterthought. We can tell when it is a cruddy solution to a
real problem.
3. Selby Lane in front of Adelante Selby Immersion School. My son attends
kindergarten here, and the lack of a sidwalk along Selby makes walking to
and from school very difficult and dangerous.
4. Emerald Hill Rd crosswalk near Red Oak.
5. Woodside and Broadway. Anywhere on Middlefield in county
6. El camino real
7. Under the Woodside Rd. on El Camino is dirty, heavy traffic, homeless
persons camping, etc.
8. McGarvey/Roosevelt; Emerald Hill/Farm Hill; King & Hopkins; Whipple
& Veterans; almost all of Woodside Road; Selby & El Camino
9. The intersection of Main and Middlefield. The light feels especially unoptimal for pedestrians. It takes too long.
10. Several streets and sidewalks around the Stambaugh / Heller
neighborhood are unsafe.
11. Woodside Road and Broadway. Woodside Road and Bay road, to name
just a few, many more. US101 interchange 84 Woodside Road past el
camino in poor condition, both direction, pot holes poor lighting.
12. Crossing at Jefferson and Clinton is tough, even with pedestrian crossing
lights. Cars are going too fast and it’s hard to see when the lights come on.

13.

14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

22.
23.
24.

25.
26.
27.

28.
29.

The sidewalk on the unnamed street that leads to woodside road from the
bed bath and beyond is a bit broken up. I’ll try to pin the location later (it
doesn’t seem to work on phones?)
I used to walk on Jefferson with my toddler on our way back from daycare
(the only continuous street), the sidewalks are so narrow against fast
moving traffic. It was also very bumpy to get through with a stroller (pole
in the middle for sidewalk etc.) I am excited to see the intersection
improvements, but would highly recommend other measures to make it
feel safe.
Crossing all major intersections with Jefferson, Woodside Road, Whipple,
El Camino, Veterans is scary and challenging. Need more lighted
crosswalks (lights are placed into the pavement) and bulb-outs which
decrease the distance to be crossed.
Brewster and El Camino. Broadway and El Camino
Jefferson Ave. Woodside Rd. El Camino Real. HW 101
Crossing valota to magical bridge from vera street.
Jefferson Ave
Jefferson / Middlefield and many of the downtown RWC areas. El Camino
is treacherous as are the streets around Costco, Sigona's.
Woodside\Kentucky
is there a street or intersection that isn't? Whipple, Jefferson, Woodside Rd,
ECR, ADLP, ... these are all streets that cut the town into pieces and
nobody currently is stitching it back together.
Virginia at Anamor needs stop sign and traffic calming
The Alameda De Las Pugas around 200+ to 400+ block. Very Narrowstreet
with a sidewalk only on the Eastside. And cars travel at reckless speeds.
Automatic pedestrian street crossing would be more pedestrian friendly.
When pedestrians have to push a button (and then wait) to indicate that
they want to cross, it is clear that cars are the priority over pedestrians.
Jefferson and Alameda
I live on Jefferson in emerald hills/Redwood City. There’s no sidewalks,
but lots of people walk. It’s just really dangerous. I think a small sidewalk
would greatly benefit our community.
Highly traveled streets like Woodside Road and El Camino are
particularly challenging. Even crossing at a signaled crossing can still be
very intimidating. Drivers seem to be paying less attention than ever
before and it's particularly disturbing to see the amount of drivers who
run red lights or don't stop at stop signs.
Jefferson and Middlefield - the right turn lane from Jefferson doesn't have
good pedestrian visibility.
El Camino is a raceway. . now granted it is a well-used road but it's really
unwalkable/unrideable. It would be nice to beautify El Camino like Menlo
Park and add streetscape, trees/plants, wider sidewalks, more inviting

30.
31.

32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

42.

43.

walkways, landscaping, benches, and less trash! Right now El Camino in
Redwood City is littered with trash, homeless, old cars, etc. Also
downtown is so unfriendly for me to visit . .so much parking
enforcement/regulation, lack of parking, crowds. It's not a friendly
business climate to shop/eat, walk, ride, etc. I go to adjoining cities and
support their business instead! I find Redwood City not pro-business
friendly climate and not a pro-walking/bike riding/relaxing environment.
It's an overbuilt, stressful, busy, stressful, and hectic place to visit
nowadays.
There should be a stop light at the intersection on Jefferson avenue next to
North Star
unincorporated San Mateo County areas does not have side walks.
Jefferson is difficult to cross/walk along for kids walking to and from
school.
I would like the bicylists to obey the rules of the road and that PD enforce
the rules. I find they run stop signs and basically have a free for all and it
makes it unsafe for everyone.
Missing street lights on Whipple ave near Lowell st.
Whipple at Oakdale/Duane is the only one. That is scary for drivers as well
King and Whipple is problematic. We've witnessed drivers not stopping at
the stop sign at all or doing a California roll.
Woodside is a dangerous street to cross walking or biking due to cars able
to park right up to side street corners and the merge lanes on to woodside
from side streets that do not require cars to stop before turning. Alameda
and woodside intersection heavily used by Woodside highschool students
is particularily dangerous along with Woodside/Valota crossing.
El Camino and Maple
Whipple Ave overpass over 101 to access Bair Island
Jefferson- too much traffic and fast cars. El Camino- the same
Woodside Road and Broadway
Marshal & Winslow right outside hall of justice is extremely dangerous
due to long distance to cross the roadway, and due to curve of traffic lane
entering this intersection - I have seen many near accidents there. This
intersection would benefit from traffic safety improvements that could
help narrow the travel lane to slow vehicles down.
Marshall St & Winslow St. is extremely dangerous for pedestrians due to
long distance required to cross from one side to the other, and due to the
curved approach of vehicles to the very open/large intersection. I have
seen many near accidents at this intersection. Narrowing the travel lane
could help slow down vehicles and could help to add bulbout or other
pedestrian safety features. Thank you for all your work!
The intersection on woodside road. The part where you cross from shells
gas station to the woodside plaza. Needs more signal for pedestrians.

44. Que los conductores permitan el paso de peatones sin problema por su alta
velocidad en calles principales
45. Jefferson: Broken, uneven sidewalks. Dim or non-functioning streetlights.
Unattractive, few shade trees. Fast traffic. Canyon: No sidewalks. Fast
traffic. Would not dream of walking along it at dusk/in the dark because
of lack of sidewalks and dim lights.
46. Jefferson -- Sidewalks uneven and broken; street lights weak or not
functioning. Traffic crazy fast. Not a very attractive walk and little tree
cover for shade. Canyon -- No sidewalks. Narrow road but crazy fast
drivers. Plus side: pretty walk and places to sit.
47. Many cars do not really stop on stop signs and ignore pedestrians crossing
at intersections. Example: Jefferson avenue between Utah way and
Emerald Hill. Construction works tends to last for ever like the traffic
signals on Jefferson and Cleveland. Streets lights are not enough and not
bright enough at night across the whole city. Streets signs and sides would
also benefit to be more reflective for better visibility at night.
48. Broadway and Maple is pretty bad. Spring between Maple and Chestnut
cars go wayyyy too fast even though it’s all residential. Crossing
Woodside sucks the closer you get to 101.
49. Almost any crosswalk across Jefferson. Walking areas around
Woodside/84 interchanges are also scary as cars go very quickly and in
some places it is unclear where pedestrians should walk.
50. The previous (costly) rehabilitation of Washington Avenue and
Connecticut Drive is ineffective in slowing down traffic. I strongly suggest
installing 4-way stop signs at that intersection.
51. I ride my bike on Sunday afternoon to avoid neighborhood traffic. I walk
at daybreak, four miles three times a week. Little or no traffic!
52. Stop light on Jefferson
53. Traffic circles could alleviate concerns on B St at Arguello and D St at
Lenolt. The whole length of Whipple between 101 and Alameda is tricky,
e.g., ChikFil-e traffic, lanes going from 3 to 2 to 1, uncontrolled turn lanes
at the Arguello light.
54. Crossing Jefferson from the Central neighborhood is difficult but it looks
like there will be a new crossing soon. Fixing sidewalks and adding shade
trees would be a huge improvement.
55. Valota road
56. Walking across off ramps of Woodside towards el Camino.
57. Whipple and El Camino
58. El Camino is challenging and intimidating for pedestrians. I will bike but
would not walk to Downtown Redwood City as the area around
Downtown is unpleasant for walking.
59. Traffic calming measures help, but we need more curb bulb-outs and
flashing light crossing to really improve pedestrian safety.

60. Challenging or intimidating streets/intersections for pedestrians: crossing
Whipple Ave between the train tracks and the intersection with Veterans;
crossing El Camino Real in cross walks located between traffic lights.
61. Although there are Walk lights at Jefferson and El Camino, cars often
usurp pedestrian right of way on signals. Concerned about walking on El
Camino when construction begins between Jefferson and Madison pedestrians will be inconvenienced trying to walk south on ECR since
there is no crossing between Jefferson and Maple and pedestrians going
south may have to walk up to Jefferson to cross unless some
accommodation is made. Signage during construction is not pedestrian
friendly - recent blocking of sidewalks on one side of Jefferson, then the
other was not accompanied by sensible signs.
62. Whipple Ave and Arguello St; Whipple Ave and El Camino Real
63. Jefferson is hard to cross,
64. Crossing Jefferson. Streets between Woodside and Main Street
near/around Broadway aren’t attractive/appealing to walk. Woodside near
Broadway and Bay is tough to walk to head towards the seaport.
65. More trees for shade everywhere. It's often too hot to walk comfortably.
66. The intersection of Whipple and Arguello is very difficult for pedestrians
as cars drive too fast and the lights are too slow. Also, the intersection of
Arguello and A St. because cars use it to cut off Whipple/101 traffic and
run the stop sign there. It's very dangerous for pedestrians. Also, the
intersection of Myrtle and Jefferson makes access to Red Morton Park
difficult from the Mount Carmel neighborhood. The only protected
crosswalk is offset from Myrtle, meaning that to walk to Red Morton a
pedestrian has to walk out of their way the wrong direction rather than
being able to cross at Myrtle and continue via the most direct rout. This
makes it difficult for children who find longer walks difficult.
67. Crossing Jefferson at any intersection west of ECR
68. I've seen very frequently pedestrians walking on Woodside Road when it's
an overpass. It's unsafe for both the pedestrians and drivers.
69. Woodside and El Camino, Jefferson and El Camino, woodside and San
Carlos... Although you can say that anything with El Camino and
Woodside.
70. Street lighting, speed bumps, signs to show 3 day limit for parking cars need due to abandoned cars, or people storing cars on the street and not
moving them for years. Cross walks made more visible, bike paths, I have
updated the map also.
71. more street bumps on residential streets to deter fast drivers.
72. Hudson & James; El Camino and James
73. Woodside and Broadway, ECR and 5th, Veterans at the “crosswalks”
where motorists blow by at speed as people are crossing. I can g*****mn
guarantee you that someone is going to die on one of those crosswalks.

74. Page and 15th ave. Several accidents happened and still dangerous,
drivers don’t stop at stop sign. Recommend either 4 ways stop or a small
island in the center to slow down drivers when cross the intersection.
75. 5th and Page - would love stop signs on 5th there
76. Whipple ave between alameda and el Camino is pretty dark at night. Only
some areas are lit up.
77. The intersection at Selby and El Camino is especially intimidating not only
for pedestrians, but for drivers.
78. El Camino, Woodside Road are freeway like and especially
unattractive/dangerous for pedestrians
79. Woodside Rd and Bay Rd
80. Stambaugh, Pine , Chestnut…. Lots of sidewalks are unsafe in working
class communities like districts 3 & 4.
81. Crossing lights, especially crossing el Camino take a very long time to
allow pedestrian traffic. Most do not have shade or shelter making for a
harsh wait.
82. El Camino Real, Jefferson, Woodside Road
83. 1. I know changes are coming to Hopkins Ave, but think crossing Hopkins
near Stafford Park is often not safe. 2. Although I have walked from home
(near Alameda and Whipple) to Bair Island, crossing 101 on either side of
the overpass is dangerous, so I typically drive there.
84. Cars rarely yield at crosswalks. Signals are not timed for pedestrians. The
walk sign shows only briefly and you have to wait a whole light cycle even
when there would be time. The walk sign often isn't shown as long as it
could be - sometimes the light is green but it's the solid hand for 3x longer
than the walk sign was shown.
85. Woodside and El Camino, Woodside and Middlefield
86. Valota and Jefferson
87. Valota & Madison has no crosswalks. I also wish there was a crosswalk at
valota & vera for getting to the park.
88. woodside and El Camino. cars are going fast, likely not to notice
pedestrians. the underpass is uninviting and intimidating.
89. Roosevelt Ave. from Upton to Alameda often scary to cross (ie at
Connecticut) because it is almost a blind area with cars driving too fast.
90. with all the new constructions and thousands more people driving, biking,
walking and our streets built for the 1960 traffic , streets too narrow to
manage all the traffic I ask what is the wisdom of making them even
narrower with those too large sidewalks. remove them, they are obstacle
and unsafe for pedestrians
91. Jefferson, Whipple, Middlefield, El Camino
92. Edgewood and Alameda de las Pulgas (super scary with kids on bikes).
Jefferson between Hudson and El Camino (pedestrian, uninviting)
93. Around the Sequoia High school

94. 5th Ave and Middlefield into Menlo Park.
95. On Farm Hill Blvd up to Canada College there are dirt slides and weeds
that overtake the sidewalk often. There is lots of trash people throw out
their windows too along the side of the street where there are no houses
(and where there are houses) often. The rocks that slide on the sidewalk
caused me to trip a few years back causing me and my infant son who I
was holding to have to be transported by ambulance to Stanford after I fell
while carrying him in a wearable baby carrier on a walk. He had a head
injury from that fall. I am now more careful when I walk up to Canada
College on Farm Hill but there are still rocks and dirt that frequently slide
onto the sidewalks there.
96. Roosevelt and El Camino, Chestnut and El Camino, Chestnut and Main
St., Bay Rd and Woodside
97. Crossing at Winslow and Bradford
98. Whipple Freeway entrance. Behind the library at the train tracks. Near
indigo and County Center
99. Woodside & Massachusetts/San Carlos, Woodside & Kentucky
100. Woodside Road at Valota: Valota curves at Woodside Road to allow
drivers to merge without slowing down as they turn right, crossing two
crosswalks that are hard for drivers to see on the curve; many problem
intersections as drivers turn off Woodside Road and cross crosswalks,
which they may not notice because of their speed, because they aren't
looking, and because of parked cars just before the intersection. I walk the
sidewalks of Woodside Road near Kentfield a lot: to the grocery store
(Lucky), to local restaurants, and other errands, e.g. post office, hardware
store, etc. It is daunting.
101. No crosswalks across Roosevelt between Hudson and el Camino
102. Almost all intersections to Jefferson are a nightmare. The Whipple and El
Camino intersection is not bike or pedestrian friendly. Alameda De Las
Pulgas north of Jefferson and south of Whipple is dangerous on a bike.
Crossing 101 at Whipple on foot or a bike is unsafe.
103. Charter and Bay
104. Walking across Marshall Street at Winslow on the east side of the
intersection is often dangerous. Because of the curve of Marshall Street
just west of Winslow, cars entering that intersection from the west that are
driving fast to beat the signal change have just missed pedestrians
stepping into the street on green lights inviting them to cross Marshall.
Also, left-hand turners heading south on Winslow turning onto Marshall
have often just missed pedestrians in the eastside crosswalk on Marshall.
A Brewster Street signal rotation signaling may be helpful at the Marshall
and Winslow intersection in preventing accidents.

105. Jefferson and Middlefield is terrible. Timing of lights is for drivers and
killing pedestrians. No right on red is not enforced. Have observed a
pedestrian hit there.
106. ~ Walking to Target (and neighboring businesses) along Center St from the
west side of El Camino is tricky. The sidewalks on the both sides disappear
once you get across El Camino, since technically you're in a parking lot.
However, it is heavily trafficked, and doesn't feel very safe or inviting for
pedestrians. ~ The El Camino crossing at Selby is very unsafe and
inconvenient. Most cars do not stop for pedestrians/cyclists waiting to
cross -- often I have to get in front of incoming cars in order to get their
attention. At night, I have to wave a flashlight. I doubt the drivers are all
maniacs -- my guess is that it's hard to see a pedestrian until you're so
close that you'd have to quickly decelerate, risking a rear collision. A lightup crosswalk here would be very helpful. ~ Per my point about density
and walkability, El Camino and Woodside Rd should be faced by
businesses and (above them) homes, not parking lots. The Target parking
lot is a major offended in this regard, with over 400' of parking lot
stretching between the nearest street-facing buildings. It makes for the
feeling of urban-sprawl wasteland.
107. Jefferson, Hopkins, Alameda
108. Currently, you need to drive to Bair Island Trail or Edgewood to access
hiking/running trails from Redwood City. It would be so much better to be
able to walk out your front door and safely, easily directly access the
amazing nature trails in our area without having to get into a car.
109. Vera and Hudson is terrible for pedestrians and drivers due to the closed
off street, new plan to add curbs, etc. Oxford and Hudson confuses
everyone due to the curbs and roundabouts which Stanford studied and
don't work, the curbs, etc. All of Hudson, Hopkins, and the other "safe
streets" are dangerous due to the traffic calming measures. The result is
that the traffic just moved to other streets, shifting the impact to other
neighbors. The streets with speed bumps cause car damage to lower cars
not meant to drive over speed bumps as high as curbs.
110. Jefferson and El Camino. Roosevelt and El Camino.
111. Crossing El Camino is intimidating and scary.
112. Woodside Road, El Camino Real
113. - McGarvey and Farm Hill Blvd. - crossing Jefferson between Alameda de
Las Pulgas and John Gill. - crossing Jefferson between Hudson and John
Gill. - crossing Woodside Rd. anywhere
114. Crossing El Camino at any point is harrowing
115. El Camino and Jefferson / Main / whipple; El Camino and Middlefield
underpass area
116. Marsh Road

117. Brewster and El Camino; James and El Camino; Whipple and 101 (freeway
on ramps)
118. Crossing to east side of 101 near Woodside is hard.
119. Florence and 17 the ave. Drivers ignore yellow blinking lights all the time
120. Intentionally disadvantaging a specific street and/or neighborhood to
solve problems elsewhere is not an acceptable solution. We have been
asking for help on Redwood Avenue for over 30 years.
121. Consider reducing the amount of street parking in residential areas.
122. Consistent, 2-person-wide sidewalks would greatly improve walking
safety. In particular, Orchard Ave, Carlos Ave, Oakwood Blvd and
surrounding area has inadequate or no sidewalk, so pedestrians are forced
to share the road with cars. Woodside road near Orchard Ave is very
intimidating to cross without more traffic lights. We need to cross to get to
the grocery store, and it is always a challenge.
123. ECR to Woodside, but not sure what to do about this.
124. Kentucky & Woodside Rd. intersection. Cars go very fast on Woodside
road and the crosswalk is not adequate or safe. We need cars to slow
down and and a crosswalk light so cars have a red light and have to stop
for pedestrians.
125. Massachusetts Ave, Hudson, Jefferson
126. Orchard Ave sidewalks are useless. Most people walk on the street. Cite
people for plants blocking. sidewalks. Enforce rules requiring new
construction to provide wider sidewalks Remove parking on one side and
widen sidewalk and maybe add bike lane
127. It would be helpful to have a pedestrian crossing light in the heavily
trafficked areas of Broadway @ Arch Street and Brewster @ Arch. Even
though I am in the crosswalk, cars don't often stop. If there was a
pedestrian crossing signal there that people on foot could push, it would
be much safer. Cars are often racing to/from El Camino and the locations
seems like ideal places for pedestrian crossing lights as they're right by the
school.
128. We live 2 blocks from downtown and walk in that area every day. I am
frankly shocked at the lack of traffic enforcement downtown given the
significant pedestrian traffic in that area. Cars regularly drive 10+ mph
above the speed limit, perform U-turns on busy sections of Broadway, fail
to yield right of way to pedestrians, run the Broadway / El Camino Real
traffic light, etc.. And lately these aggressive drivers have been joined by
stunting cyclist who ride wheelies on the street, sidewalks and old
courthouse area DIRECTLY IN FRONT OF THE POLICE SUBSTATION
with no concerns. In addition to these traffic issues, the downtown area
seems to be a magnet for vehicles with illegal exhaust systems that exceed
the California 95 dB limit, resulting in noise pollution that adversely
impacts downtown businesses, particularly outdoor restaurant dining. It's
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clear that the RWC police have essentially abdicated traffic enforcement in
the downtown area by not making it a priority. Parking obviously empty
police cars on Broadway and adjoining streets has zero deterrent effect.
The traffic circle at Hopkins and Broadway,when one is walking on the
south side of Hopkins.
Yes Valota Rd is very difficult to cross to the park. There should be speed
bumps on Valota Rd and a crosswalk into the park. Cars drive fast on
Valota. They use Valota as a through fare from Jefferson to Woodside. It is
difficult to walk peacefully and cross the street into the park. Cars speed
and we need speed bumps to force them to “slow down”.
Woodside road is difficult to cross and walk along but I would make more
trips to, for example, Target, if it felt safer (no homeless encampments,
safer crossings).
Main Street is a nightmare and could be wonderful
Several along Middlefield south of Costco
Jefferson and El Camino Real
The crosswalks at Vera and Windsor Way to Roosevelt school during
school drop off and pickup times is chaotic and unsafe for people
walking/biking to school. Cars regularly do u-turns through the
crosswalks (sometimes through both crosswalks in one turn) with no
regard to people trying to cross. If a crossing guard isn’t present it’s a
dangerous situation and does not support getting to school safely. I’ve
even seen a car pull around to pass another car, that had stopped properly
at the stop sign at the cross walk, and go through the crosswalk with
people walking in it (I was one of those people with my Kinder kid and
pushing a stroller). Something needs to change on Vera to provide safety
for kids walking and biking to school.
Cars coming from El Camino onto Main Street go very fast, and don't stop
for pedestrians at the crosswalks. Walking along El Camino doesn't feel
very safe, because sidewalks are narrow, cars are often close to the
sidewalk, and moving fast. Streets in downtown, and streets coming into
downtown, could be made narrower, to discourage speeding. This could
also free up space for bike paths, which helps people on bikes and people
who walk.
Crossing Jefferson, ECR, and Woodside Rd at multiple points. I realize
that ECR and Woodside involve Caltrans, but they're still problematic.
Whipple & El Camino, James & El Camino, Jefferson & El Camino
Redwood Oaks area are missing sidewalks and it makes it dangerous to
walk during high traffic times. Some people speed.
Woodside road at multiple crossings.
Hopkins is a terrible street to try and cross in the crosswalks. Drivers
speed and do not stop at stop signs. As a pedestrian you have to be
extremely careful of the cars speeding up and down the street.

142. Hudson St. between Jefferson Ave. and Hopkins Ave. have volumes of
excessive speeders. Drivers regularly fail to yield to people crossing in the
designated crosswalk at Katherine Ave. where there are 3 nearby schools
and a wide range of pedestrians attempting to cross Hudson St. ‘Restricted
parking’ and the ‘re-striping’ on this stretch of Hudson St. has only
contributed to the excessive speeds as drivers view and use the
unobstructed street and vivid striping as an ‘expressway’ making it very
dangerous for residents, pedestrians and cyclers. Please consider removing
the ‘restricted parking’ ordinance on this stretch of Hudson St."
143. Marine Parkway and Shell
144. Woodside Road, Veterans Boulevard, El Camino Real
145. Jefferson and Middlefield: need to wait through 3 light cycles to get from
Box to library
146. Intersection of Palm, Kentfield and Union
147. 101 overpass at Whipple is hard to walk and bike. Improvement with the
middle bike lane, although still dicey. It was lovely during the pandemic
with no traffic to be able/comfortable walking across the overpass to the
bair is. path. A pedestrian/bike bridge would be great for access.
148. Bradford & Jefferson is the most visible problem for me: you can totally
stand there *in the crosswalk midway across Jefferson* and have multiple
cars blow by you as you're trying to cross. I don't know why it happens,
but it totally does. This same visibility problem also causes car-on-car
crashes: someone pulls out from Bradford and boom. Lots of honks and
screeches from close calls. Those don't make it into the PD's numbers, but
local residents like myself can tell you how bad it can be. C'mon, Jefferson
doesn't need to be 2+2 lanes for those two blocks between Marshall and
Veterans. Make it more like the blocks between Marshall and Middlefield.
Add some friction and slow people down.
149. Sidewalks need to be even, free of large cracks. Unincorporated areas need
to be free of potholes for walking
150. Whipple intersection at 101
151. Whipple right near 101 is not our favorite
152. Jefferson at Cleveland but there should be a pedestrian light soon. I think.
153. More crosswalks, overpasses and underpasses needed. Scary intersections
include: El Camino and James, El Camino and Whipple, El Camino and
Jefferson
154. In Redwood Shores, the wide paths parallel to the RWS Parkway and
Marine Parkway are in poor condition. The same applies to the Bridge
Pkwy from the library to the Bay. Roots have damaged the surface and
some places are dangerous.
155. Woodside and Broadway is a nightmare for cyclists and pedestrians; I
have nearly been hit multiple times at Broadway and 2nd by aggressive or
distracted drivers.

156. Some pedestrian-only streets downtown
157. the walking path along Redwood Shores parkway is dangerous and
annoying with all the bike rides on it. I never see anyone in the painted
bike lane. Only the walking path...
158. Jefferson, El Camino, Woodside Road, Whipple Avenue, James Avenue,
Hudson Street, Roosevelt Avenue
159. Emerald hill road and farm hill could benefit from roundabout or light.
Aggressive and distracted drivers drive even with pedestrian in crosswalk.
160. Woodside Road, Jefferson, Valota
161. Any crossing near El Camino is super difficult. flashing crosswalks are
helpful but getting to/from crosswalks on El Camino is hard.
162. The entire El Camino Real corridor basically isolates downtown from
many residential areas. The eastern end of Woodside road is basically a
freeway. The 84/82 interchange is both an eyesore and an obstacle.
163. Upton and Roosevelt is tricky. I made a comment on the map.

Question #5
Which best describes you?
Insert table/chart from Tab 04.

Question #6
Listed in random order are some possible challenges and obstacles to
biking. In your opinion, which ones significantly discourage you or other
people from biking in Redwood City? Choose all the ones that you think
are significant.
Insert table/chart from Tab 05.
59 comments were submitted under “Other”:
1. Lights are not keyed to recognizing bikes. They do not trip to green. Even
on the so called vine boulevard.
2. Bikes get stolen if locked and left unattended. Bike theft is a huge problem
in Redwood City and why I am unable to ride my bike and lock it to go
inside a business.
3. Drivers aren't used to bikes on the road in RWC.
4. Prioritizing cars over cyclists! Car speeds.
5. Nearly all intersections of primary bike routes with primary motor vehicle
routes have poorly timed lights, and/or malfunctioning sensors/sensors
that won't sense bicycles. E.g. Bayshore/Blomquist crossing Seaport Blvd,
Maple St crossing Veterans Blvd, ALL left-turn lights on NB Veterans
Blvd, Broadway crossing El Camino, Broadway crossing Brewster Ave,
Arguello crossing Brewster and Arguello crossing Whipple Ave, Alameda
crossing Woodside, left-turn light from NB Woodside into Valota, San
Carlos/Massachusetts Ave crossing Woodside. Beyond fixing these issues,
it would be great if bike lanes had sensors 150-300 ft ahead of intersections
that would trigger the next light just in time for bikes so they wouldn't
have to have to stop. This is not rocket science, it can be realized with lowcost induction loops and has been successfully used in Germany for 30+
years.
6. Poor traffic enforcement
7. Please add bike lockers at RWC Station! and through out downtown.
8. Alternative routes to El Camino with bike lanes.
9. Bikes getting stolen. It's hard to ride when you don't have one.

10. bike routes don't help (see Alameda or Jefferson). The city needs bike
paths and lots of bike lanes. we need a network.
11. no protected bike lanes
12. None
13. Roads in redwood city aremostly too narrow to accomdate street park and
two way traffic and dedicated bike lanes
14. Traffic lights do not respond to bikes.
15. Large trucks parked that take up significant street space so you can't see
ahead. Large trucks that pass by at high speed. Not enough room on street
to fit with cars parked in both directions and traffic that frequently has to
stop to let oncoming cars pass because the roads are too narrow. Very
challenging to bike. I only bike in direction of Palo Alto as Atherton, and
Menlo Park as well as Palo Alto have better and safer bike lanes and room
to accommodate bikes and cars. During school year I bike everyday to
those locations. I will not bike within RWC for safety reasons.
16. Of the above, the two first-mentioned (lack of bike segregation and
intersections) are foremost in my opinion.
17. Competing with cars on some areas.
18. Not that many people ride a bike
19. No opinion. I'm just bad at biking.
20. Interconnecting bicycle lanes is paramount to enable efficient
transportation across the City. Presently, the network of bicycle lanes is
scattered, broken, and do not lead to all areas of the City.
21. Traffic is scary. I wish there were more dedicated bike paths and not
“share rows”
22. Not enough train crossings. Also, the streets that are most bikeable are also
the busiest for cars. I'd suggest doing something like the have in Berkeley,
where bike boulevards are not through streets for cars, but bicycles can
bike directly through (streets are blocked from through traffic with
barriers that are passible by bike).
23. Bikers don’t fallow the laws of the road
24. Lights don't change for bikes.
25. do not make more bike lanes! it takes away from car space and makes for
more traffic!
26. MANY pedestrians are still walking in the streets and in bike lanes.
Cyclists in bike lanes must often avoid cars and pedestrians coming in
opposite directions.
27. No end to end fully protected bone paths. Until those exist I’m not getting
on a bike and not letting my kids, either.
28. Theft of bicycle
29. A lot of bike theft in this city is very frightening and concerning.
30. Typically when I am on my bike, I am the only bicyclist amid a sea of
motor vehicles. On the few occasions when there have been at least several
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other bikes around, motorists have either appeared to take more notice
and accomodated us or had the exact opposite reaction and were extra
annoyed. I never know which it will be, which is a challenge.
Need of plugs for electric bikes
No protected bike paths
Seems to be too many people on the roads who don't look for bicycles and
I would like to bike with my kids. We got to Palo Alto often to bike
because it is safer.
Existing bike lanes don't feel comfortable/ safe due to traffic speeds
I don't feel confident enough to bike, because there is nowhere safe near
me to practice.
parked cars are the biggest hazard throughout the city; there is no room
between their opened doors and car traffic; stop lights along Woodside
Road often don't trigger for a bicycle
I would like to feel comfortable letting my kids bike to school but I am
concerned about safety.
The city's side walks are actually adding unsafe curbs, raised bumps on
sidewalks, etc. that cause unnecessary risk to seniors, children and
animals.
"Every time I see an adult on a bicycle, I no longer despair for the future of
the human race." H.G. Wells
With on-street parking and narrow lane widths, it can be a challenge to
cycle as there is no room for a car/truck to share a lane; One needs to be
assertive and take the lane to 'survive' (and occasionally get harassed).
Crossing of Woodside Rd can be a challenge; even at a light as the sensor
doesn't always detect a bike.
In general RWC does not "feel" like a bicycle-friendly city. We have LOTS
of bicycles and bicyclists. I ride a lot but always am very diligent and
cautious when riding around or thru RWC.
Bike lanes/ blvds often feel unsafe bc they are not protected and drivers go
too fast
Inconsistent bike lanes
Bump-outs are very bad for biking. The corner bump-out forces the bike
into the traffic.
Homeless encampments make streets feel unsafe and make me worry
about my bike being stolen when parked.
Main street between El Camino and Elm is awful and could be a great
entry to downtown
Poor street cleaning of bike paths and gutters. Lots of broken glass, screws
and nails on the sides of our roads. Particularly on Farm Hill Rd
Secure bike parking (needn't be lockers) at RWC Caltrain would help.
I bike mostly on bike trails. When I bike on streets I understand that cars
have the right of way and I always give the right of way to cars.

50. I am an avid recreational cyclist. I only ride in areas w/ minimal traffic
and that avoid hazards like other cyclists, joggers, etc.
51. 101 overpass on Whipple is terrifying and extremely dangerous for
kids/families. A pedestrian bridge over the 101 would be great to safely
access the Bay Trail
52. I live in Emerald Hills and it is too hard for me to bike in the hills.
53. Bay Trail gaps, like around the San Carlos Airport (the bay side of which
seems to be in the RWC city limits, which is why I'm mentioning it here)
54. Bike thievery. Once you get to where you’re going. Is your bike going to be
stolen?
55. Bikes do not follow the rules of the road for vehicles per CA state law and
blow thru stops signs, do not observe right-of-way, and are rude if you call
them on their bad behavior! I have been flipped off by more bikes than
cars in RWC. And I come from Boulder CO which is a biking capital of the
US. Everyone needs a traffic school if they want to ride a bike here!!!
56. No protected bike lanes/ways
57. No easy connections to Bay front trails where I would like to bike more
58. Most streets in Redwood city are designed primarily for cars. Many have
pedestrian sidewalks. Very few streets have separate bike lines. If you bike
on the sidewalk you might hit a pedestrian and that could seriously injur
them. If you bike on the road with cars, you could get hit by a car which
could be lethal. I love biking but I feel like I'm taking a big risk every time I
do.
59. Safe bike parking is the problem. If there happens to be a rack, it does not
feel safe to leave a bike there (at say, Sequoia Station).

Question #7
Are there specific streets, intersections or freeway overpasses in Redwood
City that are especially challenging or intimidating for bicyclists? Or do
you have specific ideas or suggestions for improving biking conditions in
the city? (139 comments.)
1. The peninsula bike boulevard can use a lot of work. Additionally, there
should be three main ways to traverse the city, north to south, and east to
west, so that no matter where you live you can access a bike thouroghfare.
2. Middlefield Rd, Woodside Rd, FarmHill Blvd, Jefferson, All of El Camino
3. El camino real, closer to Atherton. Scary to turn left in either direction.
4. Whipple overpass!! Middlefield from Costco south
5. The couple times I have biked up toward Emerald Hill, I find many of the
street shoulders to be too narrow.
6. El Camino Real, Woodside Rd, Jefferson Ave (why not give it a road
diet???), Whipple Ave between 101 and El Camino. The so-called "traffic
calming" project on Hopkins Ave has made this street more dangerous for
people on bicycles. The new center islands push motor vehicles closer to
bicycles, and drivers keep swerving into the bike lane to avoid the speed
humps, which they believe they cannot drive over with their highclearance SUVs. Extending the speed humps across the bike lane is not an
acceptable solution except for people on full-suspension mountain bikes.
7. US 101 interchange. Veterans Blvd at Woodside Road. Bay Road and
Woodside Road. Rough pavement poor intersection paint and lighting.
8. Roosevelt Ave and the area around red Morten park. I avoid el camino
and Woodside
9. I would love to be able to get the shore without having to pass through the
freeway overpass. I would like the team and the city to think about
diversity of bikers and level of comfort and protection we need to make
biking safe for everyone. I am a mom who bikes with my kid in cargo. I
live on ALDP and see avid/fit bikers zooming by everyday. I see more
elderly and young - we come with different sizes and comfort level. I
would love to see the city promote safe bike storage at different downtown
locations, retails, and restaurants, parks etc. Can you design a program
where the city gives incentives to start and layout a very clear process for
implementation with very little cost?
10. Biking in Redwood City cross-town is dangerous. There are no safe
linkages that will take you from Stockbridge Avenue to Edgewood Road
or from Seaport Center to Farm Hills. The problems are far too numerous
to list and need to be addressed in a meeting one at a time.

11. Surface streets with cars parked on each side of them. Makes it almost
impossible to ride a bike without getting hit by a car. Jefferson Ave,
Woodside Rd, HW101, El Camino Real
12. El camino, chesnut and woodside.
13. I "drive" a three-wheel, three-speed electric assist adult tricycle. I call it my
SMV (Senior Mobility Vehicle.) It has a large basket between the rear
wheels, so I can go shopping and leave the car at home. It is like an extra
car for short trips, up to five miles or so. It is different from riding a
bicycle, so I had to learn how to ""drive"" it. I am excited to drive on Vera
or Kathleen Streets which are Slow Streets. I am also very excited about
the engenuity of electric ""vehicle"" designers. It seems that every week
there is something new in skateboard-type vehicle or bicycle. First, we
should drop the name "bicycle lane" and rename them "mobility lanes."
Second, these lanes need to be level. It is difficult to go straight on a
beveled mobility lane on a crowned street like Brewster or Hopkins west
of El Camino. Third, these lanes need to be smooth, without cracks or
potholes. Fourth, we need to grasp the difficulties when someone on a lane
on the right wants to make a left turn - turning left from the right lane.
This works best when there is a left-turn arrow and the straight lane is red.
We need to re-think mobility lanes. Like, from downtown Redwood City
to Facebook or to Oracle or to other large employers and use the
straightest and low-use streets possible. As an example, the Bryant Bicycle
Street in Palo Alto. Basically, if we want to encourage mobility other than
cars, we need to cater to the needs of vehicles other than cars!
14. Bikers need to be more cognizant of their own safety and need to obey all
traffic laws
15. Woodside Rd. & Maple St. There's no comfortable way to bike from
Woodside Plaza area to East Bayshore.
16. Any street without a protected bike lane is challenging and intimidating
because drivers are so reckless.
17. Woodside\Valota
18. Woodside Road
19. bike lanes, bike lanes, bike lanes. under, over, through.
20. Jefferson, so many kids at Orion school and Red morton, valtoa is a night
mare, Virginia at Anamor needs traffic calming
21. The Alameda in the 250 - 300+ block
22. Main/maple intersection (heading towards Middlefield) is terrible for
bicyclists. The lane islands create a very narrow channel for cars without
room for bicyclists. In an ideal world, this entire intersection would be a
roundabout - better for both cars and bicyclists.
23. Jefferson Ave
24. El Camino Real, Woodside Road, Whipple Avenue, Broadway (between
Main and Charter)

25. El Camino and Woodside Road.
26. Chestnut st.
27. El Camino Real and pretty much any busy street that doesn't have a
protected bike lane
28. El Camino the whole length, railroad track intersections, Woodside Road a
raceway. Woodside Road needs an uplift and upgrade too. Plant
trees/plants and beautify, and landscape it. Redwood City needs more
restaurants/cafes (outdoor) and more places to relax/spend time outdoors,
etc
29. anything around schools is very dangerous around drop off/pick up hours
and dangerous for kids without protected bike lanes at least the streets
leaving school grounds. None of the RCSD schools seem to have any green
striped areas which would make it safe enough for kids to ride
30. Why is this survey only centered around bicyclists. That's not the only
means of transportation.
31. Alameda de las pulgas between Edgewood and Eaton needs better bikesafe lanes.
32. Most main streets in RWC are too heavily trafficked to safely bike without
fear of being hit. Hudson wasn't the best street to designate as a bike
path...
33. Whipple at Oakdale/Duane
34. Narrow portion of valota, woodside, downtown, alameda
35. Crossing Woodside is scary for me as cyclist - the overpass is used by
homeless and I would NEVER use that - as a woman I would feel too
vulnerable. Also Chestnut between El Camino and Broadway - this is the
most direct route to my offices at Stanford Redwood City - those rails on
Chestnut are very challenging - I took a spill once. The road is too narrow
for cars to pass.
36. Lack of bike parking at Caltrain station
37. Woodside, Roosevelt, Jefferson, El Camino, Hudson main streets to travel
on are too narrow or too much car traffic to feel or be safe on bike.
38. The elevated section of Woodside Road over the rail tracks and El Camino
Real seems inhibitory. I use this from time to time and one has to be
vigilant at ramps, although vehicles usually cut me some slack.
39. Marshal & Winslow right outside hall of justice is extremely dangerous
due to curve of traffic lane entering this intersection - I have seen many
near accidents there. This intersection would benefit from traffic safety
improvements that could help narrow the travel lane to slow vehicles
down.
40. Woodside road crossing infront of shell gas station going towards
woodside plaza.
41. Jefferson & Canyon

42. Jefferson and Canyon. Traffic too fast on Jefferson, and Canyon so narrow
it accommodates only cars -- no room for bikes
43. Veterans and Whipple; 101 underpass at 84; Middlefield Rd south of 84.
Most crossing of 84 east of El Camino and many West of El Camino
44. I biked along Industrial to get to San Carlos and it was fairly harrowing. I
wouldn’t do it again. The other side of El Camino is way more pleasant for
biking sadly
45. Crossing 101 via the Maple St bridge that goes past the police station is
very scary, both as a bicyclist and pedestrian. I'm aware there's a project to
make an underpass in this area, which is encouraging. I hope this
underpass can be 100% accessible and inviting to all types of pedestrians +
bicyclists.
46. There are many streets I will never ride on: e.g El Camino, Whipple,
Jefferson, Middlefield. To me the Sharrow is the sign of death. Instead of
more bike lanes on big streets, how about bike corridors, i.e. streets that
parallel main streets that are bike friendly.
47. Jefferson
48. 101 at Whipple overpass is scary. Whipple between ECR and Alameda is
not paved well, and there is no dedicated bike lane - bikes ""share"" the
road, while there's a huge shoulder for parking, which has terrible
pavement. If I ride on the margin between the road and the parking strip,
or in the parking strip, it is rutted and bumpy, but the road is dangerous.
Industrial road is not paved well and usually has debris in the bike lane or
gutter area.
49. Valota and wood side
50. El Camino in general.
51. Whipple and El Camino
52. I have relied heavily on CalTrain for commuting and ride my bike to the
station from Woodside Plaza. James St and Hudson St seem to be main
thoroughfares for bikes but are too narrow with too much traffic and poor
bike lanes. It would be helpful to have a marked bike route through the
transit parking lot to the CalTrain platform -- as a cyclist it is a little
unclear what is the best way to navigate that parking lot and there tends to
be a lot of traffic and buses in the morning.
53. More bike lanes in all areas of the City. None of the major street
intersections are safe or easy to cross for a cyclist. Enforcement by Police
(more patrol cars on the streets) is also required to ensure cyclist safety
and compliance with vehicle code to protect cyclists when vehicles violate
their rights.
54. El Camino real, Whipple Ave
55. El Camino is too narrow and scary to bike and alternatives are
complicated, not direct, and hard to remember

56. Woodside, Jefferson, El Camino, Roosevelt, Broadway, Bay - all are very
busy with fast car traffic, no bike lanes and poor road conditions.
57. Dedicated bike paths in general are needed. It’s hard sharing a road with
drivers. They’re scary
58. Biking over the tracks at Whipple is very dangerous, not only because of
the train tracks, but also because crossing El Camino headed West on
Whipple has a rapid lane decrease that makes it dangerous for cyclists.
59. Bike lanes are inconsistent and there aren't clear routes to destinations like
downtown. Biking within downtown is particularly challenging too, due
to lack of bike lanes.
60. Marsh Road lacks bike lanes. It should have bike lanes.
61. Until there is more than paint between me and heavy traffic...why would I
ride a bicycle on a heavy-traffic road in this town? Anything less than
physically separated bike infrastructure (Class IV) on high-traffic roads
(like El Camino, where Council has already approved class IV lanes) is a
waste of resources. We don't need to design our town's roads to
accomodate the fastest drivers, we need to accomodate the most
vulnerable road users - - - pedestrians and bicyclists.
62. Arguello st at Whipple and Brewster. Have to dismount bike and hit
crosswalk button.
63. Anything along El Camino or woodside.
64. El Camino Real. Woodside Road
65. The "bike lanes" on Hudson, south of Jefferson, are totally dangerous and
should be fixed or removed. Dangerous for cars AND bikes both. There
should be no bike lanes on El Camino; too dangerous.
66. Same as the pedestrian problem intersections. Also, the sharrows on
Broadway near Woodside are a cruel joke. I’ve been punish passed
multiple times in those places. We have room for a continuous protected
bike lane but we’ve prioritized car storage for motorists over the lives of
cyclists.
67. More bike lanes would be great
68. Selby and El Camino is especially intimidating to me when I’m on my
bike.
69. Los cruces de calles principals
70. Woodside Rd and Bay Rd
71. Homeless peoples trash on side of streets and crossings
72. Maple St , Stambaugh, Chestnut, Pine…. So many of our working class
sidewalks and streets are in very poor and unsafe conditions
73. Jefferson between downtown and Alameda has too many lanes for cars,
and bikes are squeezed in the very dangerous “door zone” of parked cars.
It’s a top “road diet” candidate as two through lanes have proven more
than adequate due to a longstanding ongoing lane closure.
74. Just about everywhere on elcamino

75. I work on Seaport and I know there are lots of offices here. I would love to
bike to work but the overpass over 101 and biking along seaport so not
seem inviting or safe.
76. 1. Crossing Woodside Rd on Broadway or Middlefield can be scary.
Middlefield continues to be scary south of Woodside, while at least
Broadway south of Woodside gets better after Charter. 2. Alameda is
narrow from Brewster to Whipple, but I suppose there's nothing that can
be done. 3. I would never ride my bike on Whipple anywhere east of
Duane. 4. Riding from downtown westbound on Broadway where it
merges into Hopkins, so many vehicles, after stopping at the stop sign
they have, appear to completely ignore the Yield sign and just go without
looking for oncoming traffic on their left. This is true even when I'm
driving, but much more likely when I'm biking. 5. Riding anywhere on
Hudson from Whipple to Woodside can be scary. Ditto Valota from
Jefferson to around Redwood Ave.
77. Jefferson is not a bike route. Sharrows should be removed from this road
and it should not be listed as a bike friendly road. Why does the bike lane
end on Alameda de las Pulgas and then come back? Overall, RWC seems
really behind neighboring cities in terms of bike infrastructure. I used to
ride to Stanford and now I ride to San Carlos, and as soon as you leave
RWC the infrastructure gets better. It's kind of embarrassing and we
should make a big effort to catch up to other cities. I live on a street with a
park and a school (Roosevelt) and there's no way for kids to bike to school
or the park even. We need separated infrastructure, not roads shared with
cars or traffic calming. I have to drive 5 min downtown since there's no
way to ride there safely with El Camino and no safe parking for my bike.
I'd really rather ride my bike and I'm sure many others would too if it
were safer. This is a big opportunity to solve parking issues downtown
and with the right messaging I think people could get really excited about
bike infrastructure.
78. I've actually filled this out before, but I'm back again to say BIKE
PARKING. Especially at our local parks. I'd love a place for kids to safely
secure bikes while at camp at Stulsaft Park, especially because we were
just told that the kids can't bring bikes to the amphitheater area. Leaving
bikes at the lower entrance all day, even locked up, is unwise.
79. Valota and Jefferson are dangerous. So is Alameda de Las Pulgas north of
Jefferson
80. There is really no safe way to ride your bike east/west aka from El Camino
to Alameda in the area between Jefferson and redwood. The only "bike
lane" is on Jefferson, which is a hilarious joke that it could ever be
considered safe to bike on that street when people consistently go 40 and
swerve around you in the 'bike can take full lane'. The other options are
Madison, which is really only 1 lane and doesn't go all the way to El
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Camino. Roosevelt and redwood, which also have crazy traffic and no bike
lanes. It's ridiculous that only the 'richer' areas of the city's neighborhoods
get bike lanes, while our section has none, despite the immense number of
people who travel to red morton park.
I posted on the pinnable map.
Hudson (between Jefferson and Redwood) has heavy traffic and is rather
narrow, with cars parked along the curb in most places. I'm always
worried I'm going to get "doored" but also worried that I'm too far into the
lane of traffic.
Whipple, El Camino, Jefferson
Around Sequoia High school
El Camino Real because of heavy traffic even where there are bike lanes.
The lanes are too narrow. 101 exits and off ramp area.
Train tracks on Chestnut. El Camino - Woodside underpass - NO BIKE
LANE. Maple - 101 overpass - could be marked better
Whipple and 101 is very unsafe. El Camino
Woodside Rd. & 280 interchange needs green paint for the bicycle lanes or
other improvements to make drivers more aware of bike patterns.
Woodside Road between 280 and Alameda, both directions, has terrible
and dangerous paving conditions for cyclists. Perhaps green paint or other
ways to make drivers more aware of cyclists on Massachusetts between
Kentucky and Woodside (there is a lot of turning into multiple driveways
for Woodside Plaza). Also insufficient bike parking at Woodside Plaza,
both sides.
Woodside and 101. Need a bike bridge between woodside and marsh rd to
cross the 101 highway.
I can't easily get from my house near Kentfield and Woodside Road to
downtown (so I avoid going there, since bicycle is my primary mode of
transportation). Also, when Selby Lane School is in session and I can't ride
through their schoolyard, my only way out of my neighborhood is
Woodside Road. Also, when I want to get to the Bay Trail, I ride south to
Menlo Park to use the bicycle bridge there, even if I want to ride north on
the trail.
Very few streets with bike lanes in south eastern part of Redwood City (a
large area with lots of schools) - between alameda and middle field , and
southeast of red Morton. Many bike “streets” are just not bike friendly,
particularly Hudson between Jefferson and woodside rd, and Roosevelt,
because they have a lot of through traffic. Crossing wood side at San
Carlos/Massachusetts on a bike is challenging
Jefferson and Farm Hill Blvd. - too many cars especially since road diet
Downtown is difficult for bikes and often requires riding in car traffic. I
don't yet have a safe, direct route to Kaiser from my home in Redwood
Oaks -- Google suggests Chestnut St, which works, but only because I'm
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not deterred by riding like a driver, taking up the whole lane and making
cars wait behind my, since there is no room to pass.
Jefferson & El Camino, Middlefield Road
We’d like it to be safe enough for elementary aged children to bike to/from
school and around town. Please add bike lanes that connect low
traffic/residential neighborhoods together, such as at Maple St and Vera St.
All of El Camino is dangerous for bikes. Heavy traffic, minimal space or
safety. There are few good ways to connect to bike paths north or south of
Redwood City. Few safe paths to get over 101.
El Camino and Woodside Road.
RWC does not have a bike lane network, which explains why the bike
share in school-aged kids is 0%.
-Crossing El Camino at any point is harrowing. -Woodside x Hudson or
Massachusetts. -Whipple x Alameda
Whipple and 101. I will only cross on the Ralston overpass
All El Camino crossings to downtown are feel unsafe on a bike, esp
Jefferson and El Camino
Marsh Road
1. Broadway at Charter. Biking in direction of Woodside Rd, there's a bike
line up to Charter. On other side of Charter, no bike lane and you're
biking into a parked vehicle. Half a block later, at Post office, bike lane
starts again. 2. I would love to be able to get over to the Bay Trail by
Seaport Blvd. Currently I have to make a circle up B'way, over to Maple
and then back to Seaport. Presumably once the development of former
Lyngso property starts, even this won't be possible. 3. Traffic light on
Chestnut at Veterans - it doesn't respond to a bike waiting for light.
Florence St and 17 Ave. Drivers ignore lights. Marsh Rd between Florence
St and Bay Rd. Traffic is insane. No bile lane but only silly signs "Bikes can
use the full lane," and there is no safe way to move to the left lane to make
a left turn.
Consider reducing the amount of street parking in residential areas. If not
a possibility then consider lowering the speed limit to 15 mph on streets
that do not have bike lanes
I have found that most stores and buildings that I have visited have either
no designated bike racks, or a rack located in an unsafe area. For example,
the Safeway and Petco at woodside rd, and Woodside Plaza. Woodside Rd
is especially unsafe to bike on, and would really benefit from a bike lane.
Getting to the bike path over the freeway. Whipple improvements are nice
but you must be confident biker to get to the middle lane.
not particularly
Kentucky and Woodside Rd.
Broadway/Woodside Road, Whipple/101/Veterans/El Camino
Valota Road from Jefferson to Roosevelt

112. - Crossing Jefferson and El Camino to get to Caltrain and downtown. Biking along Jefferson between Alameda de Las Pulgas and El Camino. Biking along Woodside road to anywhere, especially towards Seaport
Centre (homeless encampments especially under the 101 overpass).
113. Woodside and Middlefield
114. Jefferson Rd. from Alameda to Canada Rd in both directions, Farm Hill Rd
above Eden Bower Lane, Alameda north of Jefferson, El Camino Rd,
Whipple Ave. Jefferson east of El Camino.
115. Jefferson Ave from Alameda de las Pulgas to ECR
116. Alameda de las Pulgas, El Camino Real, Jefferson
117. Main Street where it connects to El Camino Real is scary to bike on. Cars
are going fast, and there is no bike path or bike lane. I would love for it to
have a bike path, and to be made narrower, to discourage speeding. Other
traffic calming measures would also be great.
118. Woodside Rd at Massachusetts; ECR crossings to downtown (James,
Brwester, Roosevelt); ECR crossings to the FairOaks area; Jefferson
crossings at multiple points. Alameda DeLas Pulgas at Jefferson-- the
drivers getting to that gas station are often dangerous.
119. I wish I could bike to the NFO library but it feels very unsafe and
unprotected to bike down, woodside road, 5th Ave, and middlefield road.
Protected bike lanes with barriers would make me want to bike rather than
drive.
120. Much of Middlefield road between Woodside Road and 5th Avenue.
121. I think many bikers are very aggressive and do not follow laws of the road
and this makes the streets more dangerous (for the bikers themselves) than
is necessary.
122. I have chosen to not cycle due to the hazardous traffic conditions.
123. Marine Parkway
124. Woodside Road, El Camino Real
125. Holly st/US-101 interchange/Industrial Rd
126. 101x whipple. I would like to use this for biking and walking. I work in
Redwood Shores, but I rarely bike because of this intersection. I like to
walk at bair is, but I usually drive to park out there because of this
intersection
127. Any crossing of 101 is just asking for trouble. Maple is the least crappy
and that's still terrible: you're fighting the grade to make it up, and then
you'd better take the lane and hope nobody shows up behind you until
you can get to the other side. Seaport/Woodside under 101 is basically a
death sentence for anyone not in a car because the transition from sunlight
to darkness as cars are heading west on 84 from northbound 101 means it's
a crapshoot. I say this as someone who used to drive that daily and
always figured that'd be where someone would get splatted because
there's no possible way to see them if they're crossing that lane to line up
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for a right on Veterans. Also, if they're on foot, OMG, I don't even want to
think about it. I know Caltrans is going to retool that whole thing, but just
lighting it up WAY more would be a decent stopgap. Please get that 101
undercrossing north of Main open ASAP and make sure it stays open with
the same kind of vigilance that you'd apply to Veterans, El Camino or 101
itself. It's a crazy squeeze point. Another terrible spot: try getting from
Seaport/Blomquist around to the Menlo/Bedwell Park side of things.
Bayshore/Haven is insane if you're on a bike. Request: just "accidentally"
cut open the gates to the top of the salt pond levee trail behind the trailers
and the public will figure it out. Seriously. It's that easy.
They need to u derstand the are VEHICLES and. Ot pedestrian s. And they
cannot conveniently chose which they want to be based on the situation...
Eg they cannot run stop signs or lights just because they convert to
"pedestrian mode". And then in the next block get mad because they
switch to "vehicle mode" and cars get pissed and honk at them
Jefferson Ave and El Camino (not the intersection, the streets)
El Camino. Would love a bike lane here or a parallel street that is straight
and has an easy to use one. I use Hudson, but once I cross Jefferson, it’s
tough.
Woodside and Broadway
Protected bike lanes/ways
Woodside Road, El Camino, Whipple, Hudson, Jefferson, Roosevelt, James
Jefferson between alameda and el Camino. Should be one car lane and one
bike path.
viable north south routes other than the Alameda. into downtown along
Main or Jefferson. 5th avenue. middlefield avenue
The intersection at James and Myrtle would be improved by being a four
way stop -- this is especially true for kids biking to Orion/the old John Gill
campus. I would love a safe way to get across 101 to bike on the trails
along the bay. If there was a safe way to bike with kids on El Camino there
are all sorts of places we'd go by bike that we drive now (this extends into
North Fair Oaks).
Getting out of the North Fair Oaks neighborhood in the morning
(specifically turning onto Middlefield) can be REALLY challenging on a
bike with all the traffic (but I know this isn't actually in RWC :( I think that
junction might actually be Atherton). Along Bay (and the side streets in
that area) there are often commercial type trucks parked/pulling out that
make it hard to see bikes. Also the stretch of Jefferson between El
Camino/Middlefield (traveling north) is a bit crazy on a bike--if I am going
north on Jefferson and want to go east on Middlefield, biking past the
shopping centers and under the bridge before the turn, it feels like no one
can see me or expects me to be there

138. I live in Menlo Park, and have places to go on Woodside Road and
downtown Redwood City. We would love to bike more often but the
routes are quite complicated and it's easy to miss a turn. El Camino would
be the most obvious and direct route, but unfortunately the lack of bike
lanes and fast traffic makes this a barrier even for me. (I often bike on ECR
within Menlo Park, but am daunted by the traffic speeds along ECR in
Atherton and the traffic in RWC.)
139. The entire El Camino Real corridor basically isolates downtown from
many residential areas. The eastern end of Woodside road is basically a
freeway. The 84/82 interchange is both an eyesore and an obstacle.

Question #8
Listed in random order are some things that can make streets feel less safe.
In your opinion, which ones contribute significantly to feelings of unsafe
traffic conditions? Choose all the ones that you think are significant.
Insert table/chart from Tab 06.
43 comments were submitted under “Other”:
1. Drivers on smartphones will always be an issue. But the roaming gangs of
kids on bikes without helmets and that disobey traffic laws needs to be
addressed. It’s silly that the Redwood City Police department does not
stop these kids. They are a danger to themselves, others, and discredit
bikers who try to obey traffic laws.
2. Crime-fear of being assaulted or robbed
3. Forgot to mention, some areas don't have sufficient shade; hard to walk
when it's hot without it.
4. Wide streets - why do we build only for peak use? So many streets are
wide and empty during non-commute :-(
5. City streets with 4 to 6 lanes, no bike lanes, and no or intermittent side
walks. City streets with posted speed limits greater than 25 mph. City
streets with 4 to 6 lanes whose design suggest that it's okay to drive 45-55
mph.
6. The enforcement of traffic laws is deficit in Redwood City. Need more
officers out enforcing the laws and more permanent signage warning
drivers of the consequences of not following the law.
7. Parked cars anywhere near where I want to bike.
8. it's not 'feelings of unsafe traffic conditions'. Redwood City traffic
engineers have created these conditions.
9. Examine the Alameda in the 200 to400 block.
10. Too much street parking

11. Lack of awareness about small children being present
12. It is to be expected that coexisting with cars when you walk or bike is
acceptable in neighborhoods.
13. Traffic is too heavy due to overdevelopment, a trend which continues to
this day, even during our permanent drought. Please stop the
development craze, we don't have the infrastructure to support it and our
quality of life is being degraded as a result.
14. In the Centennial neighborhood, some of the students at Clifford take the
Samtrans bus back and forth to school. Drivers, particularly at the stop
located at A St. and Arguello, do not always yield right of way, even
though there are many children disembarking from the bus at the stop. I
have personally seen a car go around the bus stopped at the stop sign,
perhaps not realizing that the bus was letting out school children.
15. La seguridad en general para los ciclistas
16. Roads cut by utilities and never patch back evenly
17. Totally blind intersections
18. The perception by motorists that “careless pedestals cyclists” are a
problem as they kill exactly zero people per year.
19. Unsafe neglected streets and sidewalks
20. Construction signs and equipment are often placed in the bike lane.
21. This one is kinda silly -- but drivers who wave bikes on even when other
cars are still coming in a different lane/different direction. Especially for
kids this is confusing, "He told me it was safe to go," when really it wasn't.
22. Excessively narrow roads with excessive parked cars
23. In some areas of RWC there are an increasing number of people who need
more mental health support and are homeless. It doesn't feel safe riding
my bike with my kids in those areas.
24. There will always be unsafe drivers, I would need dedicated walkways,
bikeways and trails through the City to feel confident to bike. I would love
to see streets or lanes closed or even super protected bike lanes.
25. I'm not usually walking or biking for transportation at night, so I don't
know how significant street lighting in RWC is--I'm guessing it's more of a
concern for lower income people commuting at all hours, so I hope that's
looked into
26. Tinted windows on cars make it very difficult for another driver to see
through them and see pedestrians in an adjacent lane, e.g. to see that a
pedestrian is about to cross in front or just around a corner. Tinted
windows also make it impossible for a cyclist to ascertain whether a
parked car has a driver (that might be about to open a car door). Since
tinted windows (and tall vehicles) probably won't go away, a road diet
would alleviate the visibility problems greatly.
27. Downtown sidewalks are uneven and easily cause tripping and falling.
28. Mostly it's the lack of real bike lanes.

29. Driver attitude goes a long way to discourage 'active' transportation.
30. cyclists on walking paths because they are too scared to use bike lanes or
roadway.
31. Intersections with too tall fences or bushes or low hanging trees block sight
lines at intersections for motorists or pedestrians or cyclists. Need code
enforcement!
32. Cars in driveway blocking the sidewalk and forcing pedestrians to walk in
street to pass
33. Excessive cut through vehicular traffic on residential/neighborhood
streets.
34. Too many cars parked on residential streets
35. Homeless encampments
36. Confusing bike markings. Most drivers don't realize the bicycle symbol in
a traffic lane means share the lane. Also the CA standards where bike
lanes move from the curb to in between traffic lanes at certain intersections
or freeway interchanges seem very risky and inconsistent. Drivers and
bicyclists don't always know what to do. Where there are bike lanes, the
striping needs to be maintained. On Farm Hill, he bike lane stripes have
disappeared in many areas.
37. drivers not using their turn signals
38. many bikers don't follow the rules of the road. For example, flying through
stop signs. I see this ALL the time. Whose fault is it if they get hit by a car?
39. Our sidewalks are terrible. Anyone handicapped cannot use them. Also
need to make streets safer.
40. Heavy traffic on surface streets. Cars parked across sidewalks
41. Lighting in Redwood Shores is very dim at night
42. Sometimes cars actually don't know how to behave around bikes and
create hazards. For example, it is VERY common when I am waiting at an
intersection (where I have a stop sign, and the busier street does not have a
stop) for a car traveling in one direction on the busy street to fully stop in
their lane and start waving me across the busy street...but they are paying
no attention to what the OTHER side of the busy street is doing, and there
are still cars zooming past the other way (and sometimes the cars behind
the stopped car start swerving around it to pass). If I followed their "wave
across" I'd be heading straight into oncoming traffic; when I don't follow
the "wave across" I often have the drivers yell incomprehensible things at
me! The whole situation is crazy; it is unsafe to wave bikers across when
they can't cross safely, and it creates an unsafe traffic jam for the cars
waiting behind the stopped car. Is there some kind of education campaign
for drivers to inform them that they should NOT stop at random places in
the roadway when they see a bike?
43. Crossing both El Camino and Woodside can be difficult in many places,
especially woodside between El Camino and 101.

Question #9
Moving on to specific locations, are there any serious traffic safety issues
or concerns on your block or street? Be sure to include street and
intersection names, so that we know what location(s) you're talking
about. (113 comments.)
1. I already posted to the pinnable map, but I think the 15MPH speed limit
sign at the top of Hilltop Drive should be replaced with a "Slow: Blind
Curve" sign, since I think more drivers will heed the latter.
2. The roaming bike gangs are all around downtown.
3. Until recently my son attended preschool at Roosevelt, and we
walked/biked to school. We often crossed at the intersection of Upton and
Roosevelt, near Key Market. Even with help from a crossing guard, cars
turning left off of Upton to go east on Roosevelt regularly came close to
hitting my son and I in the crosswalk, as well as other pedestrians.
4. Ebener and poplar. Sidewalks uneven for bikes, roads unsafe for bikes
because of speeding cars. Unless mid-day I don't feel safe walking in my
neighborhood do to crime and was personally followed and confronted by
a man, had to call police. Also can store bikes outside as they get stolen
even if locked.
5. Bay Rd x Second Av. Broadway at Woodside Rd- coming in or out of
businesses onto Broadway
6. Can’t seem to use the map on my phone because the comment types block
the map. Corner of Northumberland and Cypress. When turning left
towards 84, parked cars close to the intersection block visibility.
7. Lots of rolling stops and not even that at Carlos Ave. intersection with
Cypress
8. Traffic in both direction on bay road at 10th ave Taft school. Speeding
often forty mph or faster, The solar Your Speed sign going north bound by
tree and often does not work.
9. Visibility on the intersection Roosevelt Ave and Junipero. Crossing and
street on Redwood Ave is very difficult due to lack of crosswalks and too
many cars that block your view
10. I love the improvements on the south side of Jefferson below caltrain
bridge. It is wide and plants are thriving and feel safe. I realize it's really
tight on the other side- no extra room, can you improve the vertical
surfaces, lighting, vines, murals? at least to feel more welcoming and safe?
Also that intersection at franklin and jefferson is C- in terms of ped safety
and comfort.
11. Taft Street has far too many commute vehicles traveling down it, using it
to connect Jefferson Avenue with the Woodside Plaza neighborhood. We
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also have cut-through, commute traffic from Farm Hills and the
neighborhoods West of Alameda De Las Pulgas.
Its very hard to cross Jefferson Rd from any of the surface streets East of
Alameda De LasPulgas. Same problem for crossing Woodside Rd.
Jefferson Street and Hudson Street where bulb-outs are under
construction.
Franklin and Wilson really needs a four way stop sign.
Woodside\Valota (blind spot and speed when merging from Volota
southbound on to Woodside west.
We are still waiting for a bicycle lane network. There hasn't been a new
and useful bike lane built in the last 6-7 years now.
Alameda from Brewster ssouth to Hopkins
Virginia and Anamor
Main/maple intersection (heading towards Middlefield) is terrible for
bicyclists. The lane islands create a very narrow channel for cars without
room for bicyclists. In an ideal world, this entire intersection would be a
roundabout - better for both cars and bicyclists.
Jefferson and Topaz
Many streets in my neighborhood don't have sidewalks so pedestrians
must walk in the street. On top of that the streets are narrow making
walking a challenge. It is also a "cut-through" neighborhood so frequently
drivers go faster than it is safe to drive. This is for Oakwood Drive, East
Oakwood Blvd., Carlos, Central.
Jefferson underpass under CalTrain tracks because there are no bike lanes
and drivers go pretty fast because it's downhill
El Camino the whole length - Woodside Road area also and especially 101
corridor is all fast paced and not good for bikers/walkers
Jefferson st , intersection with Wilmington - kids need to be able to cross
jefferson safely to get to school. Emerald Hills road (downhill) /Red Oak
way need better protected bike lanes. Farm Hill Blvd/Emerald Hill rd
crosswalk needs blinking stop signs
Bridge & Redwood Shores Parkway and Marine in Redwood Shores
Missing street lights on Whipple ave near Lowell st.
Warwick Street is a cut-through street for both cars and bicyclist, and the
cars go too fast for the narrow short street.
Whipple-Oakdale/Duane
Not really
Bay Road/Florence from Marsh Road to woodside road. Page Street (all)
Woodside road infront shell gas station crossing to Woodside plaza.
Some residential streets are very narrow, and the houses have garages too
small for modern cars. Lancaster Way between Harding and Jefferson is an
example. Residents and visitors park on both sides of the street, essentially
making the street one way. Cars turing onto the street often can't see
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oncoming cars/bikes because of parked cars or trucks. The street is shown
as a shortcut on Waze to cut over from/to Alameda/Jefferson, so cars zoom
through. Very dangerous for cars and bike riders.
ABC streets are pretty good. Could use a speed bump here or there to
minimize cut through traffic.
Vera Ave and Windsor Way: Illegal U-turns and parking in Red Zones
create additional confusion for drivers that leads to unsafe conditions for
students.
Spring and Cedar - and basically Spring between Chestnut and Maple - is
pretty terrible. Cars drive really fast. Also bc of all the cars parked on
Spring there is really bad visibility to turn onto Spring off of our section of
Cedar. I hate it every time because it always feels like a crapshoot of a car
will be zipping by or not
There is a significant dip in the road at Adams + Vera which is bad for cars
(scraping the front of low-riding cars) and scary for bicyclists.
Additionally, the lack of parking around Madison, Adams, and Jackson,
makes it very difficult to see cars coming when crossing the street. I don't
want people to lose the parking space they have available (ie I'm not
asking for more parking enforcement) -- I just want to cross safely. We
need more housing + parking options for people in these dense
neighborhoods.
The previous (costly) rehabilitation of Washington Avenue and
Connecticut Drive is ineffective in slowing down traffic. I strongly suggest
installing 4-way stop signs at that intersection.
Nothing on my street or block
One concern is cars are parking too close to intersections which is a visual
obstacle.
From a driver's perspective, parked cars in the Central neighborhood often
make it hard to see oncoming bikes or cars. But I know that many
households need those spots for work and multi-generational living.
Need four way stop at Washington and Connecticut this is a death trap
with many near accidents right next to a school.
Whipple and El Camino
The intersection of Connecticut Dr and Washington Ave by Kennedy
Middle School is not safe -- it should be a four way stop sign. I work from
home in a house which views that intersection and at least once a week a
car driving north on Connecticut hits the median filled with stones in the
middle of the road and damages their car. Large trucks just roar right over
it. I suppose it's supposed to be a traffic calming measure, but it's too
narrow, not marked with a sign, unexpected and people just don't see it.
Additionally, at least once a month there is an accident where a car
crossing on Washington assumes that it is a four way stop and pulls out in
front of and is hit by a car zooming down Connecticut that does not stop
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as it is only a two way stop sign for drivers on Washington. It is a rather
long stretch of Connecticut that does not have a stop sign so cars go pretty
fast. It's also an intersection with a lot of pedestrian traffic -- many parents
and nannies with small children cross there on the way to Maddux Park. I
have two small kids and I find that intersection nerve wracking to cross.
It's confusing for the kids who also assume it's a four way stop and that
cars will slow for them, and many local drivers are aware of this and do
slow down, but there is no guarantee that a given car will notice a group of
pedestrians waiting on the corner. The corners are set back from the street
more than in a typical intersection due to (what I assume is) flood
mitigation concrete work and large rocks. Please just add a stop sign on
Connecticut here and turn it into a four way intersection!
I have mentioned this at least a dozen times during my property
ownership on Taft Street over the past 7 years. We need traffic calming
measures on Taft Street, which is used as a commuter travelway for
residents living in the Woodside Plaza neighborhood. At least 95% of the
vehicle traffic on Taft Street is commuter traffic by individuals who do not
live in the neighborhood. It contributes to degradation of the
neighborhood and presents a serious safety issue to the residents,
including the large number of children under the age of 10 that live on Taft
Street, and of course our pets.
Chestnut st.
Redwood Ave los autos van muy rápido y es doble via
No
Jefferson and ECR
Cars regularly don't stop at stop sign in A St and Arguello St. Need to add
traffic calming (roundabouts, bumps), A st and Lenolt needs a stop sign to
slow.down cars on Lenolt
Fast driving down Stafford between Whipple and Howard. Needs a stop
sign?
Yes, people drive too fast up and down the street
Woodside road at Lucia’s. There’s a crosswalk but no lights. Pedestrians
cross at their peril. As a driver, it can be hard to see a pedestrian waiting to
cross.
A St. is used by cars as a short-cut for cars trying to avoid Whipple traffic.
Cars drive rapidly and run stop signs, especially at the Arguello and A St.
intersection. Traffic calming is needed to discourage speeding cars and
using A St. as a thoroughfare.
B St btw Lenolt and Industrial: So many cars turn onto our street from
Industrial and U-turn to get back to Whipple. It is unsafe and creates a lot
of traffic in an otherwise quiet neighborhood. People from Subaru and
Chik-fil-a also park here to go to work, and Chik-fil-a diners park and eat
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in their cars and leave their garbage ALL OVER. The increased traffic and
parking from those locations has been a huge burden for us.
In Friendly Acres neighborhood, there are many cars that park curbside.
This leads to a lot of cars parked curbside at intersections where it's red.
This is dangerous because cars turning at these intersections have views
blocked and can't see coming traffic at all. This is affecting all intersections
in Friendly Acres.
I would commute by bicycle into Redwood City if there were physically
separated bike lanes (class IV) on streets like ECR, Broadway, Bay,
Middlefield, & Veterans. Painted lanes alone (class II) do not keep a
distracted driver from swerving into me on a commute. High-traffic roads
in Redwood City without physically separated bicycle lanes are traffic
safety issues.
Anything along El Camino or woodside, but it's everywhere: valota,
Roosevelt.
In Mt. Carmel, cars FREQUENTLY roll through stops signs. Speeds on
James Ave. sometimes approach 40 mph.
9th and Bay and 9th and Spring, totally blind intersections
Same as before. Any big, busy, wide street is awful. Broadway between
downtown and charter, Woodside, ECR and Vetetans come to mind.
Yes, Page and 15th ave.
5th/Page St - cars on 5th sometimes drive fast and don’t always yield to
pedestrians entering crosswalk. Also, visibility is poor, partly because the
road curves some.
Because of the many cars allowed to park on El Camino at 3001 El Camino,
it is very difficult and challenging/dangerous to make a right turn from
Selby onto El Camino. One cannot see the oncoming traffic.
Large vehicles (trucks, SUVs) parked too close to corners on streets like
Jefferson often block safe sight-lines at streets like Grand. These are
sometimes still illegally-parked commercial vehicles owned by residents.
Parking across sidewalks is chronic in certain neighborhoods. This should
always result in a citation or warning.
Red Morton needs more crosswalks in the immediate vicinity, and speed
bumps need to be added on valota because extreme speeding by vehicles
and the blind curve by vera.
Madison/Valota and valota/Vera. PLEASE but in a crosswalk to people
who are on the west side of the street can cross over to the park. The
number of people who speed around the bend on Valota and almost hit
people jaywalking is crazy.
hemlock & locust area. lots of cars parked on both sides of the street make
the road narrow and tough to bike on. so many parked cars also make it
hard to spot pedestrians

68. Connecticut and Roosevelt intersection needs some kind of slow down
process for autos.
69. Hudson
70. There are a few stretches on Roosevelt between Valota and Upton that lack
curb cuts, and that is tough for kids with bikes. I also wish we had a lot
more Street trees outside the Mt Carmel neighborhood, such as in Central,
Palm and North Fair Oaks.
71. I live across from Stulstaf Park. There are late night visits to the park from
drivers who throw trash and are visiting. There tends to be lots of
speeding off from this area often. Loud cars and people who run into the
park for a short time and then speed off. Doesn't make you feel safe as it
feels like who knows what is going on for the short trips in and out of the
park.
72. Roosevelt and Clinton - lots of crossing traffic, unsafe for pedestrians (no
crosswalk)
73. They only way out of my neighborhood by bike (or foot) when the Selby
Lane schoolyard is locked is to go on Woodside Road, e.g. from Kentfield
to Valota. I live on Oakfield Avenue, and the most friendly bicycling for
me is in and through Atherton.
74. Middlefield near Redwood Junction could use more lights for cars and
pedestrians.
75. None.
76. Sidewalks on Broadway from El Camino to Maple are uneven and often
not level from storefronts to the curb.
77. Hudson Street
78. People speed and do donuts down Hilton st, near Elm St during the day
and night. We’ve called the police and video recorded the incidents. It’s
gotten better, but it’s so dangerous for kids who are playing in the
neighborhood.
79. Drives too fast on Jefferson near Edgecliff. Drivers too fast on blind
corners and hills on Edgecliff Way. Need speed bumps.
80. Too much high-speed through traffic on Hillview Ave. We need speed
humps on our street to slow down traffic.
81. Woodside Road, El Camino Real, Hudson Street, Roosevelt Ave
82. The cross walk at Whipple and Woodstock: 9 out of 10 times I try to cross,
cars do not stop! It is not marked well enough. There was an effort by the
CIty to improve the crossing but several people that lived adjacent
blocked the effort for some reason. Please try again!
83. Madison bt Fulton and El Camino - drivers go very fast. Due to cars
parking along every section on sidewalk, visibility of sidewalks is not
good from the street - drivers often speed through intersections or make 3
pt turns in driveways in an unsafe manner
84. Hudson and Katherine, Hudson and James, Hudson and Brewster

85. I live on 1061 15 Ave. No bike lane and drivers speed.
86. Redwood Avenue between ECR and Hudson--we are seeing more and
faster vehicular traffic.
87. Willow and Middlefield Costco traffic is a nightmare during weekends,
peak times and holidays. Drivers constantly block intersections leaving
costco making it dangerous for walkers and bikers and difficult for those
living in the area
88. Orchard Ave needs wider sidewalks.
89. not particularly
90. We live on Arch Street (between Brewster & Hopkins) and would like to
request a traffic study as cars are always speeding by. It would be great to
see speed bumps or the street changed to a one-way street (like Birch
Street one block over) to get cars to slow down.
91. Cars regularly speed on Arch Street between Broadway and Whipple as a
way to circumvent traffic and lights on El Camino Real. The residential
speed limit is 25mph and it's not unusual to see cars doing 40+ mph.
92. Hopkins/Broadway for pedestrians. Whiiple from 101 to El Camino.
Woodside Road/Broadway/Veterans/Seaport cluster
93. Cars speed on Valota Rd from Jefferson to Roosevelt. And there is
Redmorton park with lots of people walking, walking dogs, kids, but it
feels unsafe due to the speed of the cars flying by.
94. Not on my block
95. Vera Ave, specifically at Windsor Way crosswalks are dangerous during
school drop off and pickup times. Also Vera at Valota, there needs to be a
way to safely cross to Red Morton Park at Vera Ave.
96. speeding along fulton street near madison, parking near intersections
makes sightlines hard
97. Fast drivers near Maddux Park and on Connecticut near Kennedy MS
create hazards.
98. I live near Mezes Park and it's hard to see around corners when it gets
busy. There should be 4-way stops at every corner.
99. Crossing from Selby Lane to 5th Ave to get on Middlefield as a bicyclist
feels very unprotected and unsafe.
100. Most of my neighbors drive very responsibly.
101. Hudson St. from Jefferson Ave. to Hopkins Ave. excessive speeding.
Hudson St and James Ave. drivers fail to stop at this 4-way stop. Hudson
St. and Katherine Ave. drivers regularly fail to yield to pedestrians in the
marked crosswalks crossing Hudson St.
102. Marine Parkway and Shell - people drive down Marine Parkway like it’s a
freeway.
103. Mentioned this elsewhere, but it's worth mentioning again: Jefferson and
Bradford is a nasty anomaly. I've had cars blow by me (I'm neither short
nor skinny - you're gonna see me) mid-cross, and they even challenge
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people pushing strollers! Seriously. How about a HAWK signal for the
Jefferson-crossing movements?
El Camino and woodside rd
Breeder four way stops from Alameda to El Camino. They just blow thru
them all the time and don't look, expecting everyone else to stop for them.
NO THAT IS NOT HOW IT WORKS! I honked at a guy who did that at
King & Brewster with a child on the back of his bike and he flipped me off!
Drivers are too fast on Jefferson between El Camino and Alameda.
People speed around Mezes Park and it is so crowded with parked
vehicles that seeing around corners is difficult.
Volta between Jefferson and Woodside Road
Youth cyclists in Mount Carmel neighborhood riding on sidewalks. Cars
parked on sidewalks in Mount Carmel neighborhood
Taft Street has commute traffic from the Woodside Plaza neighborhood.
They commute onto Taft from Roosevelt Avenue and proceed eventually
to Jefferson. They exceed the 25 mph posted speed limit.
No, I feel safe biking/having my children bike on my street.
Lack of crosswalks
Despite the temporary "no through traffic" signs during the pandemic,
traffic on Cypress Blvd is still moving fast.

Question #10
Similarly, are there any serious traffic safety issues or concerns at other
specific locations in Redwood City that you are aware of? Again, please
include street and intersection names. (87 comments.)
1. Generally crossing El Camino Real on foot is difficult. Improvements have
been made on Jefferson (thanks for these!). Also, crossing Alemeda de las
Pulgas through RC can be dangerous; despite the dedicated crosswalks
that have been added, cars drive at high speeds down this residential
street. Maybe adding dividers here would help? Data suggests that
drivers slow down on divided boulevards.
2. Jefferson and el Camino
3. Crossing the train tracks is another barrier to walking downtown. It's
uneven and unattractive.
4. El Camino Real :(
5. I find cars to be quite aggressive along Main St and Jefferson, often
speeding through the pedestrian crossings when I am waiting to cross.
6. Middlefield road at the redwood junction is super dark at night and feels
unsafe to be at
7. South bound Florence st at Marsh road should have left hand turn
marking in intersection to assist drives as two left lanes may turn left, this
nmay be Menlo Parks jurisdiction. Chestnut street is a mess, to NARROW.
East bound at broadway intersection, light, signs confusing , driver often
turn left from center lane. Veterans blvd south bound before woodside rd
dangerous
8. Taft Street needs mitigation to decrease the volume of commute traffic.
9. Its generally hard to get to the East side of 101. The new underpass near
Sports Basement should help!
10. Vera Street at Valota Street. First, Vera is a Slow Street going through Red
Morton Park and continuing to Upton, so there needs to be a Handicap
Ramp from the sidewalk to Valota Street on the east side. Second, it is
pretty blind turning left from Vera eastbound to Valota northbound. It
might help to paint a crosswalk across Valota when the handicap ramp is
installed.
11. Brewster, Roosevelt, Middlefield, Broadway and many, many more.
12. Jefferson at Myrtle and Ave de Ora, Valota at Red morton
13. All freeway overpasses need to be improved for bicyclists and pedestrians.
14. The new "round about" at Hudson and Madison is a joke. I'm not sure
what the city thought when that was designed. They want it to be a round
about but you can't do that in a residential neighborhood with stop signs
at 2 streets. No one knows what they are supposed to do there. Also all the
"improvements" to Hopkins have made it a very unsafe street now.

15. Please provide navigable/safe routes both east-west and north-south in a
few places across city so bikers/walkers can at least navigate if they choose
and some dedicated bike/walking paths same directions for kids/etc
16. Not in my neighborhood only the whipple intersection
17. Woodside Rd. has merge lanes from side streets that dont require cars to
stop. Woodside/Alameda and Woodside/Valota particularily dangerous
18. Winslow and Marshall is SUPER dangerous for all users, I know from
personal experience walking, biking AND driving through this
intersection, and from witnessing many near accidents. Thank you for all
your work!
19. Woodside road shell gas station crossing to Woodside plaza.
20. Middlefield, south of 84. 84 and El Camino.
21. Again the diagonal intersection situation on Broadway and Maple and also
where you can go fromMarshall to merge to Broadway (in front of Grocery
Outlet) is confusing and dangerous for walkers, bikers and drivers. Bad
signage. Oh and the street lights on Woodside when you’re coming from
101 and multiple things are merging onto Woodside are super ambiguous
and confusing!!!
22. Jefferson
23. Washington and Connecticut needs a four way stop it’s dangerous for
pedestrians
24. Driving from Whipple Avenue making Left turn on Lenolt Street it's
dangerous because so many cars parking there and too close to the turn in
Redwood City.
25. Speeding on Jefferson Avenue is and has always been a serious problem.
Vehicles do not comply with the posted limit and there is no enforcement
efforts by Police to mitigate this danger to the public. Speeding on
Whipple Avenue is also a major concern.
26. Traffic is sometimes significantly impeded by the overflow into the ChikFil-A on Whipple Ave, between Veterans and Industrial. I have seen traffic
exiting 101 backed up across the intersection because of the line waiting to
get into the parking lot at Chik-Fil-A. Occasionally, the center turn lane on
Industrial, between D and E St, is blocked by the tow trucks of the
business operating there.
27. Crossing or biking the Whipple Ave and El Camino Real feels dangerous.
Crossing Veterans Ave. Towards the Bay needs tp feel safer
28. The intersection just before Kaiser where five streets come together. Super
confusing and easy to run the red light if you don’t know the intersection.
Also, at Jefferson on Broadway, driving towards the library. The
straight/left turn lane and then the other lane being the right turn lane.
People routinely go straight from the right lane.

29. The lights on Arguello at the Whipple intersection are too slow. I can't get
across Whipple fast enough when I bike on Arguello and cars start driving
at me before I reach the other side of the intersection.
30. In general, Centennial (especially the ABCs) has become a pass-through
neighborhood for commuters. They cut through the neighborhood and
speed down the streets, often rolling through stop signs.
31. Broadway going past Willow into downtown really doesn't need to be
single lane only to be double lane a few hundred feet later.
32. I would favor keeping downtown streets closed to cars, as it has been
during the pandemic. The area has too many pedestrians to safely drive
through.
33. Anything along El Camino or woodside, but it's everywhere: valota,
Roosevelt.
34. Bay rd by Taft school is a major problem area with aggressive fast drivers,
broken sidewalks, abandoned cars,
35. Many blind intersections in neighborhoods with lots of cars parked on
streets and parked on the corners and in NFO the sheriff will do nothing
about cars parked for days or weeks
36. ECR near Broadway is a known injury collision hot spot. I just don’t
frequent it.
37. Something to slow down traffic when they are on Page.
38. I’m at Jefferson and El Camino quite often, and I see many red light
runners.
39. Woodside Rd
40. Speeding cars on Broadway between 2 Nd. & 5 th.
41. Maple , Stambaugh, Chestnut all that neighborhood
42. School traffic all around Mt. Carmel (Grand, Fulton, Katherine, James) is
excessive … more students should be walking or bicycling or taking the
bus to schools such as this and Redeemer and Sequoia HS.
43. I'm going to again, this morning, say BIKE PARKING at our local parks.
It's not a safety issue for people's bodies, but if there aren't safe places to
secure bikes, people won't ride bikes. And at least anecdotally bike theft is
up this year.
44. Valota at oak ave does not have a stope sign
45. The roundabout on Hudson and Madison NEEDS signage indicating to
yield to other cars in a roundabout. Literally no driver appears to know
how these work and people act like the roundabout is a small deference to
going 40mph, don't slow down, and almost wreck into people who DO
know how roundabouts work. Signage indicating to yield should greatly
help
46. Jefferson 2 blocks west of El Camino has lanes blocked for months while
doing work to destroy traffic flow by building the sidewalk into the
middle of the street. I recommend to return the sidewalk to its original
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size. Next: corner Roosevelt and Hudson, sidewalk jutting into the narrow
street, to make a right turn I have to drive over the sidewalk or hit the car
in the apposite lane. Next: Hopkins corner El Camino, same awful
sidewalk took away a lane to make right turn,. Remedy : return it to its
original size. Next: Hopkins AVE, keep the bumps , Remove all the trees
,blockages on corners and all along the avenue to ensure safer turns and
smoother traffic. People who make these decisions should travel in these
roads before making life difficult for people who have to use those streets
daily. you have the idea , there are many more hurdles you have created .
traffic is already stop and go and you make even harder with all the
hurdle you create . so bad
Broadway between Charter Street and Woodside Road: no bike lane (street
parking going from Charter St. towards Woodside). VERY DANGEROUS
as bikes must veer into car lane.
Brewster, Hopkins
Roosevelt and McGarvey
Brewster and Elwood near SHS...lots of bike and ped crossing on Elwood
over Brewster.
The only way to cross Highway 101 to get to the Bay Trail is Maple, which
is daunting to get to, and way out of my way.
El Camino Real
Walking across El Camino at Jefferson can be challenging. Traffic is faster
and drivers forget to look for pedestrians.
El Camino crosswalk at Selby Lane, as I mentioned earlier. Cars mostly
don't stop for pedestrians/bikes.
James
Kids crossing from Hawes st to get to John Gill elementary have to share
the sidewalk with bicyclists. Bicyclists need a safe path too.
Probably
Drivers run very late through red lights, or run them altogether. Especially
at Woodside Road and Middlefield near Costco, and at Jefferson and El
Camino.
Crossing Jefferson, even at crosswalks, can be challenging as only about
50% of cars slow down and stop. The rest maneuver around pedestrians.
Drivers travel very fast on redwood shores parkway and Maine Parkway.
They also barely stop at stop signs. We would like more enforcement of
traffic laws in the redwood shores area.
Poor visibility for bikes and pedestrian on Roosevelt Ave starting from
Hudson to El Camino Real.
Redwood City has not one real North-South bikeway connection.
Redwood City has not one real East-West bikeway connection.
I am always worried about the Broadway x Clinton intersection! It is a
high volume intersection due to the schools, churches and businesses plus
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traffic going to and from Hopkins to downtown. The street cross at an
angle, not perpendicular. There is no cross walk for Clinton Street so cars
careen through the wide intersection and pedestrians have no visual
protection.
Brewster and El Camino
Woodside Rd overcrossing at 'El Camino - Union Cemetery is only a short
distance from my house but I can't bike there. And crossing 101 at
Woodside Rd would be an exercise in suicide. Even Whipple Rd, to get to
Bair Island for recreation, birding, exercise - that's pretty scary to bike over
101.
Entire Marsh rd.
Redwood Avenue between ECR and Hudson.
Speeding is the main issue.
Woodside Rd near Orchard Ave is very difficult to navigate by bike.
not particularly
Broadway downtown and adjoining streets suffer from a complete lack of
traffic enforcement by RWC police.
Woodside road/Highway 84, Jefferson, El Camino
Jefferson between Alameda and Canada seems very dangerous. A bike
lane would be really helpful. There is a section on uphill side of Farm Hill
above Eden Bower Ln where the bike lane turns into a parking lane. There
is a red "no parking" curb for the first 80-100' then it becomes parking. At
the first couple parking spots, the white strip is up against the cars so bikes
are forced to go into the traffic lane. Cars are often speeding up and down
Farm Hill (often large trucks or kids coming and going from Canada
College). Bicyclists are tired at the top of the Hill and it is difficult to stop
and start up again on a steep uphill climb, so one has to hold there breath
and hope they don't get killed at that point above Eden Bower.
Farm Hill - lost 2 car lanes to bicycle lanes, and only see a few bikers; this
causes more aggressive drivers to go in the two remaining lanes; cars are
increasing as more housing is put along El Camino and downtown trying
to get to 280
El Camino Real and Brewster I’ve witnessed drivers regularly run red
lights on El Camino trying to ‘beat’ the light change. This same issue
occurs at El Camino and Jefferson Ave. The high traffic volume and wide
intersections at these two points make it more prone to red light runners.
Whipple between US-101 ad El Camino
Many, many drivers do not stop at the stop sign at Kentfield, Palm &
Union. This is an every day occurrence.
Hudson Street thru town is a mess. Between the stupid circle at Madison
and the bump-outs at Roosevelt, Oak, and Redwood it is nearly impossible
to see and drive carefully from Jefferson to Woodside in particular. You
need to fix that street before a major incident with multiple deaths occur.

79. Cars drive way too fast on Stafford.
80. El Camino at James, Jefferson and Whipple are all very intimidating. My 7year-old goes to school in the Eagle Hill neighborhood and it would be
great to be able to bike and walk there but we live across El Camino so it is
difficult.
81. Hudson street is too narrow with parked cars
82. Too many specific locations to list. Traffic enforcement no longer exists in
Redwood City. Folks drive far too fast throughout the City, in all
neighborhoods, without consequence. Police does nothing about it.
83. Already named -- James and Myrtle would benefit from being a 4 way
stop
84. middlefield rd
85. ei camino real
86. Many of the diagonal railroad crossings are very difficult to cross on
bicycle, I've been thrown from my bike by getting a tire caught in the rails
before. Extra pavement extensions allowing bicycles to cross tracks at 90
degrees without going off the road would make them a lot more safe,
especially with painted markings instructing cyclists
87. Because my house is near the 82/84 interchange, I rarely venture into
Redwood City. I find it much safer to walk and bike to Atherton/Menlo
Park.

Question #11
How old are you?
Insert table/chart from Tab 07.

Question #12
Do you have a disability or medical condition that makes it difficult to
walk at least some of the time?
Insert table/chart from Tab 08.

Pinnable Map #1: Needs Assessment
The screenshots on the following pages* show the locations of
comments that were posted on the pinnable map created for the
needs assessment phase. 391 comments were posted, broken down
into four types:
•
•
•
•

Comments about walking: 78
Comments about biking: 188
Comments about traffic safety: 83
Ideas or suggestions: 42

The map and the comments on it may be viewed interactively at
bitly.com/RWCmap1.
* Redwood Shores is not shown to scale.

Comments About Walking

Comments About Biking

Comments About Traffic Safety

Ideas or Suggestions

Survey #2: Potential Projects
Question #1: Bikeway Network
Looking at the map [of the potential projects], are there any other streets
that should be added to the bikeway network? Any street that should have
a different bikeway type than what is shown on the map? (49
comments.)
1. Unincorporated streets w no sidewalks
2. More routes from Redwood Shores to downtown
3. High-traffic streets such as Alameda, Jefferson, Roosevelt, Whipple need
&gt;6 ft wide bike lanes, not just sharrows, and must have all street
parking removed. Bike lanes &amp; parking are incompatible.
4. No
5. Bay, Broadway south of 84
6. basically all of them, but Jefferson is the most egregious - why is this
considered part of the bikeway network at all? It's 4 lanes of 40mph traffic.
7. Connecticut Dr
8. Whipple-bike lane, not shared, this is a very dangerous road to bike along.
It would be a good improvement, especially for the Clifford School
Community.
9. Taft needs traffic mitigation...speed humps, signage, etc.
10. Sharrows are not actually safe or helpful for bikes. The entire stretch of
Broadway between the CalTrain station and Stanford RWC, especially
around Woodside Rd needs proper bike lanes NOT sharrows
11. Valota, Roosevelt, Alameda
12. Please, please, give us a way to get from Woodside Road to Seaport safely
by bike. Without having to make a huge detour. If the port is to be
developed as a destination, as ferry commute port, then yo
13. Honestly we really need better access down Jefferson street. I live on
Franklin and feel completely isolated from downtown even though it’s
only a block away
14. No in favor of more bike lanes. They are a traffic choker.
15. I think Jefferson should be converted to one car lane, with a bike lane and
left turnouts. Jefferson is two lanes because the left lane is often blocked by
left turning cars. Farm Hill is faster now.
16. Make all streets and sidewalks your top priority.
17. Warren should be a bike boulevard instead of Alerton, Myrtle should be a
bike boulevard (starting from Whipple) instead of King St. Also, there
should be a boulevard from NRWC to Kennedy Middle School

18. Farm Hill needs to remove the excess bike lanes and restore the auto lanes
of travel. I have literally. It seen one single bike use this, but I have seen
the increased poor traffic flow, loss of time
19. Veterans Blvd is an important road that will only get more important with
additional residential development. The existing facilities there are grossly
inadequate and should be a protected bike lane.
20. No
21. Roosevelt is too congested and narrow to support bike traffic. No stop
signs between ECR and Hudson make for impatient drivers who
dangerously pass bikers in the lane.
22. Broadway or Spring. Bay is a high traffic corridor and has a lot of conflict
points as that is the primary entry points to the Stanford garages.
23. I like the idea of moving the bike boulevard from King to Myrtle.
24. Please do not add any "bike routes," and reevaluate the roads that are
currently labelled as such. Sharrow and bike route designation do not
count as bike infrastructure as they do not improve safety.
25. Myrtle should be a bike boulevard starting from Whipple with traffic
calming. Lots of kids biking on that street to get to the school that’s on it.
26. Any bikeway that can be protected should be.
27. I would love to see this extend further into North Fair Oaks. The
Community Center is an important hub for basic services. I love that there
could be a separated bikeway like north of Middlefield.
28. Great suggestions on the map. Excessive speeding, car and truck traffic,
double parking on weekends, oversized work trucks on residential streets
is the root cause for making streets unsafe for bikes.
29. The network is very confusing. There should be a master plan that shows
a proposed network without all the random pieces, and then how that
master plan is to be implemented.
30. Hudson should be make into a bike blvd, end to end, using the Bryant St
bike blvd in Palo Alto as the standard.
31. The Roundabout at Hudson and Madison should be moved to Vera and
Hudson, or add another at Vera and Hudson. Katherine is well used, so
stop signs should be on cross streets, not on Katherine.
32. Pave a bike path on Hetch Hetchy right-of-way, &amp; remove barriers,
e.g. fences, so one can walk &amp; bike from near southern end of RWC to
near northern end of RWC. Also, make Hudson a bicycle boulevard.
33. no
34. Carrying the bike route farther south on Alameda de las Puelgas: It is
frighteningly narrow to bike from Brewster to Woodside but is a common
route.
35. I bike every day because of bay area air quality. While I've tried to digest
this survey, the map is beyond my capacity. Please Please please make
ECR, Middlefield not a death trap to bike passagers.

36. Fixing the bikeability of Maple over the 101, through Blomquist St to the
new E Bayshort Rd bike path would let me commute to work by bike
instead of by car.
37. Maple Street Between Veterans and Bloomquist
38. Looks thorough. Pls confirm continuous routes across and through town.
39. connecting Redwood City to Menlo Park in a safe way for bikes!!
40. Connecting Redwood City to Menlo Park/Palo Alto
41. Redwood Avenue should be in the bike network in conjunction with Oak.
As currently presented, you leave Lincoln and Redwood to absorb all the
crosstown traffic that diverts from Roosevelt and Oak.
42. Redwood Avenue
43. no
44. No
45. Chestnut all the way to Main St.; Stambaugh across Woodide to Charter (is
the pedestrian overpass bicycle friendly?)
46. Sorry just too much… flipping legends, maps I would have liked to
participate but ….
47. Hampton &amp; Rosemary
48. no, but I strongly recommend limiting downtown to only bikes and
pedestrians
49. Yes, Hudson between Sequoia YMCA and Woodside. Because we live on
Bonita/Woodside, we don't have easy access to Orion school. The current
proposal would be very roundabout.

Question #2: Citywide Bicycle Projects
The City is considering three types of citywide projects (meaning not
specific to one location) to encourage cycling: (1) More and better bicycle
parking at key destinations; (2) Bicycle-detection technology on traffic
lights at key intersections; and (3) Regular repair and maintenance of
bikeways. Are there any other citywide bicycle projects that the City
should be considering? (48 comments.)
1. And more roundabouts in the city would help slow traffic and provide
better visibility for bicycle riders.
2. More visible markings for bike lanes and especially at intersections as well
as protection at intersections for right hand turns.
3. Remove parking next to bike lanes. For separated bikeways, these should
be built in the middle of the road where bikes are most visible and away
from parking, driveways, right-turn lanes etc.
4. These sound sufficient
5. Protected bicycle lanes
6. add physical separation to all bike lanes
7. More and better road markings for safety.
8. Stations to pump tires
9. more dedicated lanes across town.
10. Add more streets to interconnect the various bikeways.
11. Dedicated, separate bike lanes and trails
12. Waste of tax payer money. What happened to the program of distribution
of bikes to rent? They were never used. And, no body who owns an
expensive bike would dare leave it at one these parking destinat
13. More bike lanes and safe bike parking. Bike lanes need to be smooth and
they’re often the worst part of the road
14. Other cities will close bike boulevards to through traffic, but have bike
paths through the closures, thus making bike boulevards less desirable for
cars to use. Can we do this in RWC?
15. I think there needs to be a supply and demand evaluation done before
spending more tax dollars on upgrading bike land versus upgrading
roadways.
16. Sharrows are not an adequate solution for bicyclists and should not be
considered bicycle facilities. Would you let your 10-year-old child bike on
a sharrow?
17. No, spend money repairing broken sidewalks
18. Reducing vehicle speed on bikeways will attract more riders. But more
cushions (the plastic bolted kind at least). Nothing scares new bikers like
fast cars.

19. The #1 priority should be safety. South of Woodside, bicycle infrastructure
is almost non-existent and many lower income residents rely on bicycles
and walking for transportation.
20. More bike overpasses, and closing through car traffic on some streets but
keeping it open to bikes
21. 1) safe routes to school. Many schools on the map have no ways to bike. 2)
targeted enforcement blitz for behaviors endangering cyclists. Put cops on
bikes and ticket drivers that are aggressive.
22. Overpass for 101 at Whipple is critical
23. Bike protected lanes (shared lanes with cars are dangerous)
24. We need protected bikeways.
25. Free bike rentals through the libraries like they have in San Carlos.
26. Surveillance in bike parking areas to reduce theft and vandalism.
27. The biggest effect would be designated slow streets, local traffic only, with
street end low curbs to minimize traffic. Use these to facility safe
bicycle/pedestrian way.
28. All are good -- A big challenge with item 2 is working with Caltrans
29. Bike lanes need to be flat and smooth. It would help your thinking to call
them "mobility lanes" to accommodate all the ingenuity that we are seeing
in electric vehicles- from skateboards to bicycles
30. Consider how bikes and other personal vehicles can turn left from the
right lane without having to cross traffic to get from the bike lane to the
left turn lane.
31. Safe crossings over 101. It's pathetic that there's not one safe passing over
101 for bicyclists and pedestrians. Pathetic and shame on RWC!
32. no
33. Total 100% bike centric. Think 2030,not 2021. Be serious about this. Life
revolved about safe/environmentally pure local transport is not about
today, but about tomorrow. Your job is about this vision
34. Building protected bike lanes
35. separate bikelanes should be a priority. Sharrows don't do anything, and
reduce biking because possible-cyclists don't feel safe.
36. Safe bike lanes for students to get to school.
37. Include "safe" or "theft resistant" bike parking. Add more signage. Green
paint is awesome- do more with it!
38. Designate streets to become bike only (and car for residents)
39. Paint more bikeways green! Makes it so much easier to see. Also provide
reflectors and maybe lights to would-be bicyclists
40. Fine for intracity bike travel. Where are the projects to encourage intercity
biking?
41. Projects that encourage intercity bike travel.

42. I don't want my tax $'s spent on bike projects. Much of the city doesn't live
within walking/biking distance to downtown and so car parking/ traffic
movement needs to be addresses.
43. painting bike lanes green, especially in high traffic areas (like Woodside
&amp; 280)
44. You can encourage biking but without a decent transit system and the
layout of Redwood city…it only works for the flat land and with that area
walking and bike paths are available.
45. Safer bike access to schools
46. make bike parking highly secure to encourage more use
47. the detection at traffic lights is really valuable. It might be nice to have
some sort of sticker or something so a biker knows they don't have go to
the side walk and push the button.
48. Separated bikeways (by physical boundaries)

Question #3: Other Projects in General
Again, looking at the map, are there any other significant improvement
projects related to walking, biking or traffic safety that should be added?
(57 comments.)
1. Flashing lights more attention brought to crosswalk areas
2. education of motorists that bicyclists are not bad people. How scary and
life threatening it can be when drivers don't consider cyclists. Education of
cyclists to obey rules and stop signs, too.
3. A roundabout located at Upton at Roosevelt would be a bicycle friendly
element. An additional traffic circle/roundabout at Madison and Valota
wood help mitigate chaos at that intersection
4. Windsor Way/Vera. Measures to reduce u turns through the crosswalks
(signs or not enough to deter).
5. Root removals in Redwood Shores
6. We need law enforcement against cars driving in bike lanes. Speed limit
should be 25 mph citywide, 20 mph in residential streets. City should
lobby for legal framework for speed camera enforcement.
7. None that I could justify
8. Protected bicycle lanes, esp at intersections
9. Reduce the size of Jefferson and add crossings like the new one at
Cleveland everywhere
10. Hampton Ave
11. Hopkins between Nevada and Alameda is not a comfortable place to ride
a bike. Suggest making the street wider and making a bike lane.
12. Medians (with plantings) on wide streets like Massachusetts to improve
safety, aesthetics
13. Taft Street Traffic Mitigation via speed humps, signage, ect.
14. Need traffic calming efforts on Broadway between Woodside and Fifth
and pedestrian safety improvements at Broadway and 2nd.
15. Most of the asphalt in Redwood City is old, full of potholes, the streets and
sidewalks are unsafe, first we should work to make them safer then add
more routes.
16. Remove the half block of street parking on Broadway (towards Woodside,
between Charter and the post office. This blocks an otherwise clear bike
lane.
17. More isolation from the road
18. Take care of garbage strewn along Arguello, along the underpass on
Jefferson.
19. Need to connect South West side of RWC to downtown with bike lanes.
PA and MP both do it.
20. Sidewalks in Redwood City cause accidents ..fix them

21. I am a walker and foremost I would like to see the city address auto
speeding which impacts the safety of walkers and bicyclists. I applaud the
efforts so far, but how about more speeding tickets?
22. If we could have more bike paths for recreation, away from streets, that
would go a long way in encouraging cycling in RWC
23. A roundabout on Whipple at the current stop sign on Duane would be
great. And please a real round about, not the partial round about with
stop signs. They just lead to increased speed and don’t work
24. Making more of downtown car-free. The section of Broadway from
Hamilton to Jefferson should eliminate cars. Traffic there is light anyway,
and there's hardly any parking.
25. Esp. For kids, bike lanes shouldn't be shared with cars. It's disappointing
my kids can't ride their bikes, and "lanes" are catered to adults. How
many kids do you see riding bikes?? Very few.
26. Repair broken sidewalks
27. Improving the streetscape experience by reducing/eliminating cars
naturally brings more people on foot or bike. Make Broadway car free
downtown (emergency/commercial only).
28. In general, there should be significant investment in biking and pedestrian
infrastructure south of Woodside.
29. Bike lanes on Jefferson
30. Bike dedicated lanes (shared lanes with cars are dangerous)
31. We need protected bikeways.
32. I like the direction I see here. As a biker, one of the worst things I come
across is a bike lane that suddenly ends like Brewster at Arguello. Where
are bikers supposed to go?
33. More use and installation of light signals, overhead. Law enforcement
checking traffic in proximity of cross walks etc.
34. A top-down rather than bottom up approach would be best. Trying to
address hundreds of small comments is madness. Don't try to accomodate
cars and bikes on the same roads. Noone will be happy.
35. see item 1
36. According to Plan, Vera is a "slow street" all the way to Las Pulgas.
Therefore, there needs to be a Handicap Ramp at Valota and the sidewalk
into Red Morton Park, and a Roundabout at Valota and Vera
37. I see on the pinnable map some suggestions for one-way twins, e.g. Valota
and Virginia, Redwood and Oak. I support any ideas for "twin" one-way
streets, with room for bike lanes out of the door zone.
38. I would like to see more walking paths within 30 minute walk from the
Stanford Redwood City Campus. Not many options crossing the railroad
tracks, 101 or 84.
39. no

40. I walk all over downtown. Crossing woodside road is difficult. It doesnt
feel safe at many intersections. Especially at el camino real
41. Sidewalks are in very bad repair. I have fallen. Business owners and
residents should be required to keep sidewalks in good clean condition.
Fast food places should have trash cans at property lines
42. simple. Imagine you do not have a car (particularly because you do not
believe this is our future). TRANSPORTATION WITHOUT THE FEELING
THAT YOU RISK YOUR LIFE EVERYDAY BECAUSE OF OTHER
CITIZENS
43. Blocking off streets for walking only like keeping the current blocks up.
Adding 4 way stop sign to Bradford main intersection
44. Making Broadway 100% car free in Downtown would be great!
45. A safer, protected bike path to get to TIDE Academy. There are students
in RWC who attend this SUHSD school and need a safer way to bike to
campus - specifically looking for a protected lane.
46. The intersection of Brewster and el wood is a specific sub-part of the
Elwood bike boulevard that is very unsafe for bikes and pedestrians.
47. Continual work to maintain/improve sidewalks. Adding curb cuts.
48. Sharing the road with cars is very unsafe for bikes.
49. Painting more bikeways green
50. Any project that relieves one residential street of vehicular traffic while
increasing vehicular traffic on another residential street is not acceptable.
51. First priority should be to reduce and restrict vehicular travel on
residential streets. That makes all but major arteries more bike friendly.
52. Audit intersections for missing curb cuts (like @ Jefferson and Fulton)
53. We need to add free parking to bring in people and tax dollars to our
business and should restore Jefferson Rd to 4 lanes to improve traffic flow.
54. A safe way to get from neighborhoods in the NW of Woodside &amp; El
Camino to the NE areas of Middlefield &amp; Woodside (inc Stanford
RWC &amp; Hoover Park)
55. Virginia and Valota possibly one way. Safer connections between Virginia
and Valota. Hampton and Rosemary one way.
56. Green lane on Jefferson
57. Additional traffic light cross walks across Woodside and Jefferson, El
Camino as well

Question #4: Prioritizing the potential projects
Given that there are so many potential projects, the City will need to
decide which ones to take on first. Below is a list of six ways to prioritize
projects. How important is each of these prioritization criteria to you,
based on whether a project...
Insert table/chart from Tab 09.

Question #5: Other prioritization considerations?
Related to the previous question, are there any other considerations we
should favor when prioritizing projects? (39 comments.)
1. Educating the driving public of the rights if the rodes
2. Change traffic flows i.e. through one-way streets, roundabouts/traffic
circles etc. to benefit pedestrian/bicycle/traffic safety
3. Maintain the paths in Redwood Shores
4. When designing separated bike lanes, do not hide these behind
trees/parking etc. The new bike lanes on the sidewalks on Middlefield Rd
make biking more dangerous. Bikes need to be more visible.
5. Build separated bike facilities that connect to each other, rather than
striping random bits of leftover street space as unprotected lanes or
painting pointless sharrows on high speed roads
6. Interconnect existing bikeways and mitigate traffic on Taft Street via speed
humps, signage, ect.
7. Safety safety safety! Building a city that’s not car dependent will be a gift
to future generations.
8. Make the sidewalks safe for everyone.
9. Keep in mind that kids biking to school need more safety measures and
traffic calming. Right now it is very dangerous to bike with kids.
10. order to really get enthusiasm about walking and micromobility, the
network needs to ALSO SLOW THE AUTO speeds. This can be done by
NARROWER lanes on this network which automatically slows traffic.
11. Returning the lanes of travel we have lost. We are increasing the
population while reducing our ability to traverse our city roads.
12. Sharrows are useless for safety and should be removed from the project
completely. They are not worth spending a single dollar on and won't
improve safety in the slightest.
13. Growing up on the Peninsula, I rode my bike everywhere. Now, I'm
afraid to let my kids ride their bike down the hill, on Farm Hill to
Jefferson. It's dangerous. Especially crossing to Highland
14. CONNECTING the bike paths across ECR as well as 84. Treacherous as is.
15. More focus on pedestrian issues
16. It's very important to prioritize kid's access to schools - especially since so
many kids in redwood city live far from their school
17. Build new infrastructure before improving existing paths and lanes.
18. Encouraging people to not use cars to get to downtown.
19. Restoring natural landscape areas to the city.
20. Protected bikeways.
21. How many people it would serve/how likely it is to be used.

22. Law enforcement on bike and feet will be able to quickly detect drivers
who need to be reminded to yield, stop etc. - so more of this, not law
enforcement in cruisers. In the shoes of a ped/biker.
23. I am a long-time avid cyclist and I avoid at all costs roads with sharrows,
which are death traps. The answer is not to reduce lanes, which will just
push cars onto local streets.
24. If you are stressing Climate Change, then you should prioritize any means
to get people out of their personal cars.
25. Improve parking options around downtown.
26. no
27. Sidewalk maintenance. Many businesses and residential areas have
hazardous uneven sidewalks.
28. Safety safety. Well lit. Homeless encampments should be addresses
compassionately
29. effects on the environment
30. THINK 2050, not 2022. &lt; this is very important as Redwood City
becomes canyons of high rise buildings that discourage urban respect for
non-wealthy, no-environmental commuters. We see the future.
31. Please focus on the largest hurdles people have between them and
biking/walking more.
32. Safe Routes to All Schools.
33. Connects well within existing plans and infrastructure, for example
reducing dead end bike lanes
34. Safety
35. communicating the improvements to the communities
36. It's all important. Cost shouldn't be a factor after all the recent
development.
37. No project should increase vehicular volumes on a surrounding residential
street.
38. Overall neighborhood safety
39. seperate bike lines and cars with a barrier

Question #6: How Old Are You?
Insert table/chart from Tab 10.

Question #7: What is Your Race or Ethnicity?
Insert table/chart from Tab 11.

Question #8: Do you live in Redwood City? If so,
in which neighborhood? (70 comments.)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

yes, Eagle Hill
Woodsize Plaza
Centennial
Taft Street
Friendly Acres
Woodside Plaza
North Fair Oaks
Downtown
Centennial
Woodside Plaza
Woodside plaza
Emerald Hills
Yes. Centennial
Grand St at Roosevelt
Redwood Oaks
Off Whipple west of alameda
94061
Redwood Oaks
Yes, Downtown
Farm Hill
Vera Ave
North fair oaks
Mt carmel
Central
Downtown
Central RWC
North Palm Park
Eagle hill
Fair Oaks
Mount Carmel
Redwood Shores
Carmel
Centennial
Eagle Hill
Yes. North Palm.
Mount Carmel
Yes; I live near Selby Lane school (not sure of the name of the
neighborhood)

38. Mount Carmel. I have a 3-wheel electric-assist adult tricycle. I am
willing to be the Poster Boy for seniors with balance problems. I find this
vehicle enhances my independence. Foster Kinney 650-575-4920.
39. Yes, Woodside Plaza
40. No, but I work there.
41. No.
42. roosevelt
43. Downtown
44. Downtown
45. Farm hill
46. Mt Carmel
47. Redwood shores
48. I bike everywhere. This is my city. It will be my city until the city no longer
respects my non-poluting transportation.
49. Yes
50. Yes, the Marston apartment complex
51. Woodside Plaza/Sterling Heights
52. Yes, Edgewood
53. Mount carmel
54. Yes, Oak Knoll/ Mt Carmel. At Brewster/Elwood intersection.
55. Mount Carmel
56. Redwood Shores
57. East Roosevelt
58. Palm Park--Redwood Avenue
59. Palm Park
60. Roosevelt
61. Yes
62. Woodside Plaza; I try to ride to Kaiser &amp; downtown; I'd like to be
able to bike to RWC Stanford but doesn't feel safe
63. On whipple
64. Farm Hill
65. Woodside Plaza
66. mt carmel
67. friendly acres
68. yes
69. redwood oaks
70. Redwood Oaks

Pinnable Map #2: Potential Projects
The screenshots on the following pages* show the locations of
comments that were posted on the pinnable map created to display
the potential projects. 795 comments were posted, broken down
into four types:
•
•
•
•

Likes: 110
Dislikes: 259
Comments: 182
Ideas or suggestions: 244

The map and the comments on it may be viewed interactively at
bitly.com/RWCmap2.
* Redwood Shores is not shown to scale.

Likes

Dislikes

Comments

Ideas or Suggestions

Appendix C: Community Engagement Input

Appendix D
Appendix D: Collision Profiles
and Countermeasure Pairings

A

B

C

D

E

F

Redwood City
Walk Bike Thrive

Draft Collision Profiles & Focus Areas

Top Collision Intersections & Corridors
Intersections:
a. Woodside Road and Broadway (30 collisions)
b. Woodside Road and Middlefield Road (21 collisions)
c. Middlefield Road and Willow Street (21 collisions)
d. El Camino Real and Jefferson Avenue (19 collisions)
e. Broadway and Main Street (14 collisions)
Corridors:
f. Woodside Road between Hess Road and Kentfield Avenue
(71 collisions)
g. El Camino Real between Center Street and James Avenue
(148 collisions)
h. Middlefield Road between Charter Street and Cassia Street
(83 collisions)
i. Broadway between Charter Street and Winslow Street (102
collisions)
j. Whipple Avenue between El Camino Real and Veterans
Boulevard (47 collisions)

Source: TIMS 2015 – 2019
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What is a Collision Profile?
• Based on the analysis of collision history,
collision rates, and contextual factors
• Systemic process to proactively identify
locations that have similar contexts, but may
have experienced fewer or no collisions in the
past
• 10 draft collision profiles have been identified
to highlight the most common and severe
collision patterns based on the 5-year study
period (2015 – 2019)

3

Draft Collision Profiles
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Driving Under the Influence (DUI)
Speed-Related Collisions
60+ Years Old at Intersections
Left-Turn Collisions
Pedestrians Crossing in Crosswalk at
Intersections
6. Unmarked Pedestrian Crossings
7. Pedestrians Crossing in Locations without
Sidewalks
8. Bicyclists Riding on Streets without Bicycle
Facilities
9. Drivers Not Yielding at Stop Signs
10. Bicycle Collisions at Intersections
4

Collision Profile:

Driving Under the Influence (DUI)
• Description: Driving under the influence
of alcohol or drugs
• Factors: Vehicle is involved party, at
least one party was under influence of
drugs or alcohol
• Number of Collisions: 107 Injury
(7%), 16 KSI (26%)
• Potential countermeasures:
• Education
• Enforcement
• Vehicle Speed Feedback Signs
• Traffic Calming (Speed Humps,
Speed Tables, or Raised Crosswalks)

5

Collision Profile:

Speed-Related Collisions
• Description: Drivers involved in
collisions where speed was identified as
a contributing factor
• Factors: Vehicle is involved party, unsafe
speed identified
• Number of Collisions: 331 Injury
(23%), 5 KSI (8%)
• Potential countermeasures:
• Vehicle Speed Feedback Signs
• Traffic Calming (Speed Humps,
Speed Tables, or Raised
Crosswalks)
• Protected Bikeways
• Lane Reduction or Narrowing
• Turn Radius Reduction

Collision Profile:

60+ Years Old Pedestrians at Intersections
• Description: Collisions occurring at
intersections involving people were aged
60 or older
• Factors: Pedestrians and/or vehicles
involved parties, involved party age 60+
• Number of Collisions: 26 Injury (2%), 11
KSI (18%)
• Potential countermeasures:
• Curb Extensions
• Extended Pedestrian Crossing Time
• Raised Crosswalks
• Pedestrian Refuge Island/Medians
• Signing and Striping Improvements
• Sidewalks
7

Collision Profile:

Left-Turn Collisions involving Vehicle-on-Bicyclists &
Vehicle-on-Pedestrians

• Description: Pedestrian and bicyclist-involved
collisions occurring where people driving were
making left turns

• Factors: Drivers, pedestrians, bicyclists-involved
parties, coded as vehicles making left turns
• Number of Collisions: 89 Injury (6%), 6 KSI (10%)
• Potential countermeasures:
• Advance Stop Bar
• High-Visibility Crosswalks
• Pedestrian Countdown Head
• Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon (RRFB)
• Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon (PHB)
• Pedestrian Refuge Islands/Medians
• Raised Pedestrian Crossing
• Leading Pedestrian Interval (LPI)
• Curb Extensions
• Signal Timing and Phasing Improvements
• Turn Restrictions
• Left-Turn Bike Box

8

Collision Profile:

Pedestrians Crossing in Crosswalk at Intersection
• Description: Drivers involved in collisions where
pedestrians were crossing in crosswalk at
intersection
• Factors: Pedestrians and vehicles both involved
parties, location is intersection
• Number of Collisions: 90 Injury (6%), 11 KSI (18%)
• Potential countermeasures:
• High-Visibility Crosswalks
• Raised Crosswalk
• Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon (PHB)
• Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon (RRFB)
• Pedestrian Countdown Heads
• Pedestrian Refuge Islands/Medians
• Curb Extensions
• Restripe Crosswalk
• Leading Pedestrian Interval (LPI)
• Signal Timing and Phasing Improvements

9

Collision Profile:

Unmarked Pedestrian Crossings
• Description: Driver involved in collision where
pedestrian was crossing in intersection or midblock, but location was not marked
• Factors: Pedestrians and vehicles both involved
parties, location has unmarked crosswalk
• Number of Collisions: 59 Injury (4%), 6 KSI (10%)
• Potential countermeasures:
• High-Visibility Crosswalks
• Raised Crosswalk
• Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon (RRFB)
• Pedestrian Refuge Islands/Medians
• Curb Extensions
• Restripe Crosswalk

10

Collision Profile:

Pedestrians Crossing in Locations without Sidewalks
• Description: Pedestrians walking on streets
without sidewalks
• Factors: Pedestrians and vehicles both involved
parties, location has no sidewalk
• Number of Collisions: 14 Injury (%), 4 KSI (%)
• Potential countermeasures:
• Sidewalks
• High-Visibility Crosswalks
• Raised Crosswalk
• Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon (PHB)
• Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon (RRFB)
• Pedestrian Countdown Heads
• Pedestrian Median Barrier
• Pedestrian Refuge Island
• Curb Extensions
• Restripe Crosswalk
• Leading Pedestrian Interval (LPI)
• Signal Timing and Phase Improvements
• Pedestrian-Scale Lighting

11

Collision Profile:

Bicyclists Riding on Streets without Bicycle Facilities
• Description: Bicyclists who
were involved in collisions with vehicles
away from a bicycle facility
• Factors: Bicyclists and vehicles involved
parties, location is not bicycle facility
• Number of Collisions: 91 Injury (6%), 3
KSI (5%)
• Potential countermeasures:
• Bike Lanes
• Buffered Bike Lanes
• Protected Bikeways
• Roadway Safety Lighting
• Traffic Calming (Speed
Humps, Speed Tables, or
Raised Crosswalks)
• Green Bike Lane Conflict Zone
Markings
12

Collision Profile:

Drivers Not Yielding at Stop Signs
• Description: Drivers at stop signs who
were involved in collisions
• Factors: Vehicles involved party,
location is unsignalized intersection
with stop control
• Number of Collisions: 102 Injury (7%),
3 KSI (5%)
• Potential countermeasures:
• Traffic Calming (Traffic Circle,
Roundabout, Vertical Deflection)
• Curb Extensions
• Sight Distance Improvements
(Parking Restrictions, Vegetation
Management)
• Signing and Striping Improvements
• Advance Stop Bar
• High-Visibility Crosswalks
13

Collision Profile:

Bicycle Collisions at Intersections
• Description: Bicyclists at
intersections who are involved in
collisions with vehicles
• Factors: Bicyclists and vehicles both
involved parties, location is
intersection
• Number of Collisions: 105 Injury
(7%), 3 KSI (5%)
• Potential countermeasures:
• Protected Intersection
• Sight Distance Improvements
(Parking Restrictions, Vegetation
Management)
• Green Bike Lane Conflict Zone
Markings
• Protected Bikeway
• Bike Lane
• Buffered Bike Lane
• Two-Stage Turn Queue Bike Box
• Extend Green Time for Bikes
• Bicycle Signal/Exclusive Bike Phase

14

Draft Focus Intersections & Segments*
Focus Intersections
1. El Camino Real and Jefferson Avenue

a

2. Broadway and Main Street

2

3. Broadway and Woodside Road
4. Broadway and 5th Street

1

4 b
3
c

Focus Segments

d

a. Whipple Avenue between Veterans Boulevard
and El Camino Real
b. Broadway between Cassia Street and Winslow
Street
c. Middlefield Road between Woodside Road and
Charter Street

5

e

d. El Camino Real between Center Street and
Roosevelt Avenue
e. Woodside Road between Hess Road and
Kentfield Avenue
f. Redwood Shores Parkway between Twin
Dolphin Drive and Shoreline Drive

* Inputs: Top collision locations, collision
profiles, pedestrian focus areas, and KSI’s
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Summary of
Countermeasures

LRSM COUNTERMEASURE

Many of the countermeasures are Caltrans-approved, with an associated Crash
Reduction Factor (CRF) and crash type (i.e., all modes, bicycle and pedestrian
crashes only, etc.) as outlined in the 2020 California Local Roadway Safety Manual
(LRSM). The higher the CRF (100% being the highest), the greater the expected
reduction in crashes. Countermeasures not in the LRSM are scored on a “lowmedium-high” AVAILABILITY OF RESEARCH scale based on proven safety studies;
otherwise, denoted as “N/A” when limited safety studies are available. The higher
the AVAILABILITY OF RESEARCH rating, the greater the expected reduction in
crashes.

WHAT YOU’LL SEE INSIDE:
LRSM CODE: S03

COUNTERMEASURE

Countermeasure title

Extend Green Time For Bikes

+

LRSM indication
Countermeasure icon

Countermeasure
description

Crash reduction factor
Mode(s) this
countermeasure
affects
Safety Research Sources

Caltrans 2022
Local Roadway
Safety Manual
countermeasure code
Crash reduction
factor or efficacy

Prolongs the green phase when bicyclists are present to provide
additional time for bicyclists to clear the intersection. Can occur
automatically in the signal phasing or when prompted with bicycle
detection. Topography should be considered in clearance time.

CRF

15%

CRASH
TYPE

Countermeasure
in the LRSM

AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH
LOW

MED

Countermeasure
not in the LRSM

A Vision for Transportation Safety, SFMTA and SFDPH for TRB, 2015.
Application of Pedestrian Crossing Treatments for Streets and Highways, NCHRP, 2016.
California Local Roadway Safety Manual, Caltrans, FHWA & SafeTrec, 2020.
Development of Crash Modification Factors for Uncontrolled Pedestrian Crossing Treatments, NCHRP, 2017.
Evaluation of Bicycle-Related Roadway Measures, Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center, 2014.
Evaluation of Pedestrian-Related Roadway Measures, Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center, 2014.

HIGH

Countermeasure
efficacy
assessment
based on available
research

Safety
Countermeasures
Toolbox

LRSM COUNTERMEASURE

SUMMARY OF COUNTERMEASURES

INCLUDED IN LRSM

A. SIGNAL TIMING & PHASING

D. BIKEWAY DESIGN (continued)

Additional Signal Heads
Extend Green Time For Bikes
Extend Pedestrian Crossing Time
Extend Yellow and All Red Time
Flashing Yellow Turn Phase
Green Wave
Leading Pedestrian Interval
New Traffic Signal
Pedestrian Phase Recall
Pedestrian Scramble
Permissive Lefts To Protected
Reduce Cycle Lengths
Separate Right-Turn Phasing

Class I Bicycle Path Or Trail
Class II Bike Lane
Class IV Separated Bikeway
Floating Transit Island
Green Bike Lane Conflict Zone Markings
Mixing Zone
“On Roadway” Bicycle Sign
Parking Buffer
Shared Sidewalk Sign
Signing and Striping in Support of Bicycle Boulevard
Traffic Calming in Support of Bicycle Boulevard
Trail Crossing
Two-Stage Turn Queue Bike Box
Widen Sidewalk

B. INTERSECTION & ROADWAY DESIGN
Close Slip Lane
Convert 2-Way Stop to All-Way Stop
Lane Narrowing
New Sidewalk
Partial Closure/Diverter
Protected Intersection
Raised Intersection
Raised Median
Realign Intersection to 90 Degrees
Repurpose Extra Travel Lanes
Road Diet
Roundabout
Speed Humps or Speed Tables
Splitter Island
Turn Radius Reduction
Widen Shoulder

C. SIGNS & MARKINGS
Advance Stop Bar
Advance Yield Markings
Bicycles May Use Full Lane Sign
No Right Turn On Red
Parking Restrictions/Daylighting
Radar Speed Feedback Sign
Time-Based Turn Restriction
Turn Prohibition
Wayfinding
Yield To Pedestrians Sign

D. BIKEWAY DESIGN
Bicycle Crossing (Solid Green Paint)
Bicycle Ramps
Bicycle Signal/Exclusive Bike Phase
Bike Box
Bike Detection
Bike Friendly Drains

E. PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS
ADA Ramps & Audible Push Button Upgrades
Curb Extensions
Extended Time Pushbutton
High-Visibility Crosswalk
Pedestrian Countdowns
Pedestrian Detection
Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon
Pedestrian Lighting
Pedestrian Median Barrier
Pedestrian Refuge Island
Raised Crosswalk
Remove Crossing Prohibition
Restripe Crosswalk
Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon
Upgrade Curb Ramp

F. OTHER
Access Management/Close Driveway
Curbside Management
Far-Side Bus Stop
Intersection, Street-Scale Lighting
Keep Roadway Clear Of Debris
Remove Obstructions For Sightlines

G. LOW-COST AND QUICK-BUILD
Hardened Centerline
Paint and Plastic Curb Extension
Paint and Plastic Median
Paint and Plastic Mini Circle
Paint and Plastic Pedestrian Refuge Area
Paint and Plastic Separated Bikeway
Paint and Plastic Turn Radius Reduction
Traffic Diverter

A. SIGNAL TIMING & PHASING

COUNTERMEASURE

Additional Signal Heads

+

CRF

LRSM COUNTERMEASURE

LRSM CODE: S02

CRASH
TYPE

Additional signal heads allow drivers to anticipate signal changes
farther away from intersections, decreasing the likelihood of driver
error resulting in a collision.

LRSM CODE: S03

COUNTERMEASURE

Extend Pedestrian Crossing Time
+

CRF

Extend Green Time For Bikes

+

15%

15%

15%

CRASH
TYPE

COUNTERMEASURE

Extend Yellow and All Red Time
CRF

+

LRSM CODE: S03

15%

CRASH
TYPE

Increases time for pedestrian walk phases, especially to
accommodate vulnerable populations such as children and the
elderly.

COUNTERMEASURE

LRSM CODE: S03

Green Wave

AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH
MED
MED

Extending yellow and all red time allows drivers and bicyclists to
safely cross through a signalized intersection before conflicting traffic
movements are permitted to enter the intersection.

COUNTERMEASURE

Flashing Yellow Turn Phase

CRF

GREEN WAVE

HIGH

Flashing yellow turn arrow alerts drivers to proceed with caution and
decide if there is a sufficient gap in oncoming traffic to safely make
a turn. To be used only when a pedestrian walk phase is not called.
Protected only phases should be used when pedestrians are present.

COUNTERMEASURE

Leading Pedestrian Interval
CRF

CRF

Prolongs the green phase when bicyclists are present to provide
additional time for bicyclists to clear the intersection. Can occur
automatically in the signal phasing or when prompted with bicycle
detection. Topography should be considered in clearance time.

CRASH
TYPE

LOW

LRSM CODE: S03

COUNTERMEASURE

LRSM CODE: S03

60%

CRASH
TYPE

Gives people walking a head start, making them more visible to
drivers turning right or left. “WALK” signal comes on a few seconds
before the cars get their green light. May be used in combination
with No Right Turn on Red restrictions.

15%

CRASH
TYPE

Occurs when a series of traffic signals are coordinated to allow for
uninterrupted bicycle traffic flow through those intersections in at least
one direction. Coordinating signals to allow for bicyclist progression
gives bicyclists and pedestrians more time to safely cross through the
‘green wave’ intersections.

COUNTERMEASURE

New Traffic Signal
CRF

LRSM CODE: NS03

25%

CRASH
TYPE

New traffic signals can help to organize travel of all modes at an
intersection, limiting interactions between vehicles, pedestrians, and
bicyclists with conflicting movements. Using this countermeasure for
HSIP applications requires documentation of signal warrants.

A. SIGNAL TIMING & PHASING

LRSM COUNTERMEASURE

COUNTERMEASURE

COUNTERMEASURE

Pedestrian Scramble

Pedestrian Phase Recall
AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH
LOW

MED
MED

CRF

Signals can be put in “recall” for key time periods of day such as
peak business hours or school drop-off/pick-up times. During these
periods the “ WALK” signal would be displayed every signal cycle
without prompting by a pedestrian push button.

LRSM CODE: S06/S07

Permissive Lefts to Protected
30%-55%

CRF
CRASH
TYPE

This is a form of pedestrian ‘walk’ phase at a signalized intersection
in which all vehicular traffic is required to stop, allowing pedestrians
to safely cross through the intersection in any direction, including
diagonally.

COUNTERMEASURE

Reduce Cycle Lengths
-

CRF

LRSM CODE: S03

15%

CRASH
TYPE

Provides a protected green arrow phase for left turning vehicles
while showing a red light for both on-coming traffic and parallel
pedestrian crossings. Eliminates conflicts between pedestrians and
left-turning vehicles.

COUNTERMEASURE

Separate Right-Turn Phasing
AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH
LOW

40%

CRASH
TYPE

HIGH

COUNTERMEASURE

LRSM CODE: S19PB

MED
MED

HIGH

Provides a green arrow phase for right-turning vehicles. Avoids
conflicts between right-turning traffic and bicyclists or pedestrians
crossing the intersection on their right.

Traffic signal cycles should be kept short (preferably 90 seconds
maximum) to reduce pedestrian delay. When delay is significant,
pedestrians are more inclined to ignore signal indications.

B. INTERSECTION & ROADWAY DESIGN

LRSM COUNTERMEASURE

COUNTERMEASURE

Convert 2-Way Stop to All-Way Stop

AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH
LOW

LRSM CODE: NS02

COUNTERMEASURE

x Slip Lane
Close

MED

STOP
HIGH
ALL WAY

CRF

50%

CRASH
TYPE

Modifies the corner of an intersection to remove the sweeping right
turn lane for vehicles. Results in shorter crossings for pedestrians,
reduced speed for turning vehicles, better sight lines, and space for
landscaping, green infrastructure, and other amenities.

Converting 2-way stops to all-way stops prevents motorists,
bicyclists, and pedestrians from having to cross free-flowing lanes of
traffic at a side-street stop-controlled intersection and reduces the
risk of collision.

COUNTERMEASURE

COUNTERMEASURE

Lane Narrowing

CRF

AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH
LOW

MED

COUNTERMEASURE

Partial Closure/Diverter
EXCEPT
EXCEPT

LRSM CODE: S14/NS15

Sidewalks and walkways are “pedestrian lanes” that provide people
with space to travel within the public right-of-way that is separated
from roadway vehicles. They are associated with reduced crashes
where pedestrians were walking along the roadway.

COUNTERMEASURE

Protected Intersection

50%

AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH

CRASH
TYPE

LOW

A roadway treatment that restricts through vehicle movements
using physical diversion while allowing bicyclists and pedestrians to
proceed through an intersection in all directions.

COUNTERMEASURE

Raised Intersection
CRF

80%

CRASH
TYPE

HIGH

A reduction in lane width produces a traffic calming effect by
encouraging motorists to travel at slower speeds where existing
lanes are over-designed, lowering the risk of collision with bicyclists,
pedestrians, and other motorists.

CRF

LRSM CODE: R34PB

New Sidewalk

LRSM CODE: R36PB

35%

CRASH
TYPE

Elevates the intersection to bring vehicles to the sidewalk level.
Serves as a traffic calming measure by extending the sidewalk
context across the road.

MED

HIGH

Protected intersections use corner islands, curb extensions, and
colored paint to delineate the bicycle path across an intersection
and allow a two-stage left-turn for bicycles parallel to the crosswalk.
Provides space for drivers to yield outside the travel lane.

LRSM CODE: S12/NS14/R08

COUNTERMEASURE

Raised Median
CRF

25%

CRASH
TYPE

A concrete or landscaped area, between the two directions of
travel. Reduces vehicular speeding and discourages risky turning
movements.

B. INTERSECTION & ROADWAY DESIGN

LRSM COUNTERMEASURE

COUNTERMEASURE

Realign Intersections to 90 Degrees

COUNTERMEASURE

Repurpose Extra Travel Lanes
AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH

AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH
LOW

MED

LOW

HIGH

By eliminating acute or obtuse angles between intersection
roadways, intersection sight distance may be improved, allowing
motorists to see pedestrians more easily.

LRSM CODE: R14

COUNTERMEASURE

Road Diet
CRF

HIGH

Repurposing travel lanes at spot locations, such as extra receiving
lanes at an intersection, is a strategy used to make space for other
safety improvements such as, widening sidewalks, creating space
for bicycle, pedestrian, or transit lanes, and other improvements.

LRSM CODE: S16/NS04/NS05

COUNTERMEASURE

Roundabout

30%

CRF

CRASH
TYPE

VARIES

CRASH
TYPE

Depending on the street, road diets may change the number of lanes,
turn lanes, center turn lanes, bike lanes, parking lanes, and/or sidewalks.
Road diets optimize street space to benefit all users by improving the
safety and comfort of pedestrians and bicyclists, and reducing vehicle
speeds and the potential for rear end collisions.

COUNTERMEASURE

Speed Humps or Speed Tables

Roundabouts are circular intersections designed to eliminate left turns by
requiring traffic to travel in a counter-clockwise direction and exit to the
right. Installed to manage vehicular speeds, reduce pedestrian exposure,
improve safety at intersections through eliminating angle collisions, and
help traffic flow more efficiently.

MED

LRSM CODE: NS13

COUNTERMEASURE

Splitter Island
CRF

AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH
LOW

MED

40%

CRASH
TYPE

HIGH

These traffic calming devices use vertical deflection to raise the
entire wheelbase of a vehicle and encourage motorists to travel
at slower speeds to avoid damage to the undercarriage of an
automobile.

A raised area that separates the two directions of travel on the minor
street approach at an unsignalized intersection or roundabout. Helps
channelize traffic in opposing directions of travel. Typically installed at
skewed intersections or where speeds on minor roads are high.

COUNTERMEASURE

COUNTERMEASURE

Turn Radius Reduction

LOW

MED

Widen Shoulder
CRF

AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH
HIGH

Modifies the corner of an intersection to reduce turning radii for
vehicles. Results in shorter crossings for pedestrians, reduced
speed for turning vehicles, better sight lines, and space for
landscaping, green infrastructure, and other amenities.

LRSM CODE: R15

30%

CRASH
TYPE

Widened shoulders create a separated space for bicyclists and also
provide motor vehicle safety benefits, such as space for inoperable
vehicles to pull out of the travel lane.

C. SIGNS & MARKINGS

LRSM COUNTERMEASURE

LRSM CODE: S20PB

COUNTERMEASURE

STO
P

Advance Stop Bar
CRF

CRASH
TYPE

LRSM CODE: NS05

Bicycles May Use Full Lane Sign
CRF

Yield lines are placed 20 to 50 feet in advance of pedestrian
crossings to increase visibility of pedestrians. Can reduce the
likelihood of a multiple-threat crash at unsignalized midblock
crossings.

COUNTERMEASURE

No Right Turn On Red

15%

AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH

CRASH
TYPE

ON RED

A sign placed on roads with lanes that are too narrow to allow safe
side-by-side passing to indicate that bicyclists may occupy the full
lane. This discourages unsafe passing by motorists.

LRSM CODE: NS11

COUNTERMEASURE

Parking Restrictions/Daylighting
CRF

LRSM CODE: NS07

25%

CRF

CRASH
TYPE

COUNTERMEASURE

P

Advance Yield Markings

15%

A stop bar placed 5 to 7 feet ahead of the crosswalk at stop signs
and signals reduces instances of vehicles encroaching on the
crosswalk.

MAY USE
FULL LANE

COUNTERMEASURE

20%

LOW

MED

HIGH

Can help prevent crashes between vehicles turning right on red from one
street and through vehicles on the cross street, and crashes involving
pedestrians. Should be considered where exclusive pedestrian “WALK”
phases, LPIs, sight distance issues, or high pedestrian volumes are present.

COUNTERMEASURE

Radar Speed Feedback Sign
YOUR
SPEE

CRASH
TYPE

LRSM CODE: R26

30%

CRF
CRASH
TYPE

By restricting parking at curbs in front of intersection crosswalks, sight lines
are cleared between pedestrian crossings and oncoming motorists, reducing
the risk of collision. Reducing visibility obstructions caused by parked vehicles,
known as daylighting, allows all users to better gauge interactions.

A roadway treatment that uses radar to alert drivers to their actual
speed relative to the posted speed limit, encouraging drivers who
exceed to the speed limit to slow down.

COUNTERMEASURE

COUNTERMEASURE

Time-Based Turn Restriction
AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH
LOW

MED

Turn Prohibition
AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH

HIGH

Restricts left-turns or right-turns during certain time periods when
there may be increased potential for conflict (e.g., peak periods,
school hours).

LOW

MED

HIGH

Bans left or right turns at locations where a turning vehicle may conflict
with pedestrians in the crosswalk or where opposing traffic volume is high.
Reduces pedestrian interaction with vehicles when crossing. Important
tool when road diets are infeasible and a grid network of streets is present.

C. SIGNS & MARKINGS

LRSM COUNTERMEASURE

COUNTERMEASURE

COUNTERMEASURE

Wayfinding

Yield To Pedestrians Sign
CRF

AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH
LOW

MED

HIGH

A network of signs that highlight nearby pedestrian and bicycle
facilities. Can help to reduce crossings at locations with poor sight
distance or limited crossing enhancements.

LRSM CODE: NS06

15%

CRASH
TYPE

The “Yield Here to Pedestrians” (e.g. R1-5, R1-5a) signs alert drivers
about the presence of pedestrians. These signs are required with
Advance Yield Lines. Other sign types (e.g. R1-6) can be placed on
the centerline in the roadway.

D. BIKEWAY DESIGN

LRSM COUNTERMEASURE

COUNTERMEASURE

Bicycle Crossing (Solid Green Paint)

COUNTERMEASURE

Bicycle Ramps

AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH
LOW

MED

AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH
LOW

HIGH

Solid green paint across an intersection that signifies the path of the
bicycle crossing. Increases visibility and safety of bicyclists traveling
through an intersection.

LRSM CODE: S03

COUNTERMEASURE

Bicycle Signal/Exclusive Bike Phase
CRF

LRSM CODE: S20PB

COUNTERMEASURE

Bike Box

15%

15%

CRF
CRASH
TYPE

A traffic signal directing bicycle traffic across an intersection. Separates
bicycle movements from conflicting motor vehicle, streetcar, light rail, or
pedestrian movements. May be applicable for Class IV facilities when
the bikeway is brought up to the intersection.

COUNTERMEASURE

A designated area at the head of a traffic lane at a signalized
intersection that provides bicyclists with a safe and visible way to get
ahead of queuing traffic during the red signal phase.

COUNTERMEASURE

Bike Detection

Bike Friendly Drains
AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH

AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH
MED

HIGH

LOW

Bike detection is used at signalized intersections, either through use of
push-buttons, in-pavement loops, or by video or infrared cameras, to call a
green light for bicyclists and reduce delay for bicycle travel. Discourages
red light running by bicyclists and increases convenience of bicycling.

LRSM CODE: R34PB

COUNTERMEASURE

Class I Bicycle Path or Mixed Use Trail
CRF

HIGH

Connects bicyclists from the road to the sidewalk or a shared use
path.

CRASH
TYPE

LOW

MED

80%

CRASH
TYPE

Provides a completely separate right of way that is designated for
the exclusive use of people riding bicycles and walking with minimal
cross-flow traffic. Paths and trails offer opportunities for the lowest
stress bicycle travel.

MED

HIGH

Bike friendly drains avoid placing grating in the right-of-way that may
pose a hazard to bicyclists by increasing their risk of falling.

LRSM CODE: R32PB

COUNTERMEASURE

Class II Bike Lane
CRF

35%

CRASH
TYPE

Using designated lane markings, pavement legends, and signage,
bike lanes provide dedicated street space for bicyclists, typically
adjacent to the outer vehicle travel lane.

D. BIKEWAY DESIGN

LRSM COUNTERMEASURE

COUNTERMEASURE

Class IV Separated Bikeway
CRF

LRSM CODE: R33PB

COUNTERMEASURE

Floating Transit Island

45%

AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH

CRASH
TYPE

LOW

MED

HIGH

Space on the roadway set aside for the exclusive use of bicycles
and physically separated from vehicle traffic. Types of separation
may include, but are not limited to, grade separation, flexible posts,
physical barriers, or on-street parking.

An in-street transit boarding island is used in conjunction with a
Class IV bike facility, separating transit traffic from bicycle traffic,
reducing conflict between the two modes and lowering the risk of
collision.

COUNTERMEASURE

COUNTERMEASURE

Mixing Zone
ONLY

Green Bike Lane Conflict Zone Markings
AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH
LOW

MED

HIGH

P

Green pavement within a bicycle lane to increase visibility of
bicyclists and to reinforce bicycle priority. The green pavement can
be either as a corridor treatment or as a spot treatment in conflict
areas such as frequently used driveways.

COUNTERMEASURE

“On Roadway” Bicycle Sign
CRF

ON
ROADWAY

LRSM CODE: NS06/R22

AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH
LOW

MED

HIGH

Places a suggested bike lane within the inside portion of a dedicated
motor vehicle turn lane. Lane markings delineate space for bicyclists
and motorists within the same lane and indicate the intended path for
bicyclists to reduce conflict with turning motor vehicles.

COUNTERMEASURE

Parking Buffer

15%

AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH

CRASH
TYPE

LOW

MED

HIGH

Street sign that communicates to drivers that bicyclists are on the
road. Signs enhance visibility for bicyclists, reminding drivers that
they are on the road.

Pavement markings denoting door zone of parked vehicles to help
bicyclists maintain safe positioning on the roadway.

COUNTERMEASURE

COUNTERMEASURE

Shared Sidewalk Sign

LOW

MED

Signing and Striping in Support of
Bicycle Boulevard
BIKE
BLVD

AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH
HIGH

Signs communicate to pedestrians that bicyclists may also use the
sidewalk and that bicyclists must yield to pedestrians.

LRSM CODE: R32PB

CRF

35%

CRASH
TYPE

Bicycle boulevards are roads that encourage low automobile traffic
volumes and speeds through signing and striping while giving
bicyclists priority and encouraging non-motorized travel.

D. BIKEWAY DESIGN

LRSM COUNTERMEASURE

COUNTERMEASURE

Traffic Calming in Support of Bicycle
Boulevard

25
MPH

EXCEPT

COUNTERMEASURE

Trail Crossing

AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH
LOW

MED

AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH
HIGH

LOW

MED

HIGH

Traffic calming includes measures that encourage slower speeds to
bring automobile speeds closer to those of bicyclists. This has the
effect of reducing in-lane passing, improving driver perception and
reaction time, and reducing the severity of collisions.

A continental crosswalk with a bike stamp in the middle, placed at
locations where trails intersect with or cross the roadway.

COUNTERMEASURE

COUNTERMEASURE

Two-Stage Turn Queue Bike Box
AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH
LOW

MED

Widen Sidewalk
AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH

HIGH

This roadway treatment provides bicyclists with a means of safely
making a left or right turn at a multi-lane signalized intersection from
a bike lane or cycle track on the opposite side of the lane. In this way,
bicyclists are protected from the flow of traffic while waiting to turn.

LOW

MED

HIGH

Wide sidewalks can provide space for both pedestrians and
bicyclists to use a shared facility. Wide sidewalks can be important
for locations with high volumes of pedestrians.

E. PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS

LRSM COUNTERMEASURE

LRSM CODE: S17PB

COUNTERMEASURE

ADA Ramps & Audible Push Button
Upgrades
CRF

COUNTERMEASURE

Curb Extensions

25%

AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH

CRASH
TYPE

LOW

Curb ramps and push buttons must comply with Americans with Disability
Act (ADA) standards for accessibility. Pushbuttons should be visible and
conveniently located for pedestrians waiting at a crosswalk. Accessible
pedestrian signals, including audible push buttons, improve access for
pedestrians who are blind or have low vision.

COUNTERMEASURE

Extended Time Pushbutton
CRF

LRSM CODE: S17PB

Widens the sidewalk at intersections or midblock crossings to
shorten the pedestrian crossing distance, to make pedestrians more
visible to vehicles, and to reduce the speed of turning vehicles.

COUNTERMEASURE

High-Visibility Crosswalk

25%

CRASH
TYPE

A pushbutton that can be pressed to request extra time for crossing
the crosswalk, beyond the standard crossing time. Ideal near seniorserving land uses.

COUNTERMEASURE

Pedestrian Countdowns

LRSM CODE: S17PB

A crosswalk that is designed to be more visible to approaching
drivers. Crosswalks should be designed with continental markings,
also known as ladder markings, and use high-visibility material such
as inlay tape or thermoplastic tape instead of paint.

COUNTERMEASURE

Pedestrian Detection

25%

CRF

CRASH
TYPE

LRSM CODE: S17PB

25%

CRASH
TYPE

Displays “countdown” of seconds remaining on the pedestrian
signal. Countdown indications improve safety for all road users, and
are required for all newly installed traffic signals where pedestrian
signals are installed.

COUNTERMEASURE

Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon
CRF

LRSM CODE: NS6/NS17/NS18

25%-35%

CRF

CRASH
TYPE

CRF

HIGH

MED

LRSM CODE: NS23PB

55%

CRASH
TYPE

Pedestrian-activated beacon used at mid-block crosswalks and
side-street stop controlled crossing locations to notify oncoming
motorists to stop with a series of red and yellow lights.

An intersection treatment that relies on sensors to detect when a
pedestrian is waiting at a crosswalk and automatically trigger the
pedestrian ‘walk’ phase.

COUNTERMEASURE

Pedestrian Lighting
CRF
CRASH
TYPE

LRSM CODE: S1, NS1, R1

35%-40%
NIGHT TIME

At pedestrian crossings, research indicates pedestrian lighting should be
placed 10 feet from the crosswalk, in between the approaching vehicles
and the crosswalk. At intersections, pedestrian lighting should also be
placed before the crosswalk on the approach into the intersection.

E. PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS

LRSM COUNTERMEASURE

LRSM CODE: S13PB/R10PB

COUNTERMEASURE

Pedestrian Median Barrier

COUNTERMEASURE

Pedestrian Refuge Island

35%

CRF

CRF

CRASH
TYPE

LRSM CODE: R36PB

COUNTERMEASURE

Raised Crosswalk

Pedestrian refuge islands provide a 6’ minimum protected area for
pedestrians at the center of the roadway. They reduce the exposure
time for pedestrian crossing the intersection. They simplify crossings
by allowing pedestrians to focus in one direction of traffic at a time.

COUNTERMEASURE

Remove Crossing Prohibition

35%

CRF

The crosswalk is elevated to match the sidewalk to make
pedestrians more visible to approaching vehicles. Typically located
at midblock crossings, they encourage motorists to yield to
pedestrians and reduce vehicle speed.

LRSM CODE: NS07

COUNTERMEASURE

Restripe Crosswalk
25%

CRASH
TYPE

25%

Removes existing crossing prohibitions and provides marked
crosswalk and other safety enhancements for pedestrians to cross
the street.

LRSM CODE: NS22PB/R37PB

COUNTERMEASURE

Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon
CRF

35%

CRASH
TYPE

Periodic restriping of crosswalks is necessary to ensure the traffic
markings are visible. Crosswalk may be restriped with high visibility
markings.

COUNTERMEASURE

Upgrade Curb Ramp
AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH
LOW

LRSM CODE: S18PB

CRASH
TYPE

CRASH
TYPE

CRF

25%-45%

CRASH
TYPE

Pedestrian median barriers restrict pedestrians from crossing the
median at locations where nearby crossings are available and
midblock crossings may have poor sight distance or insufficient
crossing enhancements for the conditions.

CRF

LRSM CODE: S12/NS19PB

MED

HIGH

Curb ramps must follow Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) design
guidelines. Tactile warning devices must be detectable to visually
impaired pedestrians.

Pedestrian-activated flashing lights and additional signage enhance
the visibility of marked crosswalks and alert motorists to pedestrian
crossings.

F. OTHER

LRSM COUNTERMEASURE

COUNTERMEASURE

Access Management/Close Driveway

COUNTERMEASURE

Curbside Management
AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH

AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH
LOW

MED

LOW

HIGH

MED

HIGH

Vehicles entering and exiting driveways may conflict with pedestrians
and with vehicles on the main road, especially at driveways within
250 feet of intersections. Closing driveways near intersections with
high crash rates related to driveways may reduce potential conflicts.

Curbside management can better prioritize reliable transit and safe
bicycling infrastructure, freight deliveries, passenger pick-ups/dropoffs, green stormwater infrastructure, public spaces, and parking
management.

COUNTERMEASURE

COUNTERMEASURE

CRF

AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH
LOW

MED

COUNTERMEASURE

Keep Roadway Clear of Debris

MED

HIGH

A smoothly paved surface free of debris enhances safety for
vehicles and bicyclists.

NIGHT TIME

Street and intersection lighting helps make other road users or hazards
more visible to motorists at night, improving driver perception and
reaction time and reducing the risk of collision.

LRSM CODE: NS11

COUNTERMEASURE

Remove Obstructions For Sightlines
CRF

AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH

35%-40%

CRASH
TYPE

HIGH

Far-side bus stops are located immediately after an intersection,
allowing the bus to pass through the intersection before stopping
for passenger loading and unloading. Far-side stops encourage
pedestrians to cross behind the bus for greater visibility, and can
improve transit service reliability.

LOW

LRSM CODE: S01/NS01/R01

Intersection, Street-Scale Lighting

Far-Side Bus Stop

20%

CRASH
TYPE

Remove objects that may prevent drivers and pedestrians from having a
clear sightline. May include installing red curb at intersection approaches
to remove parked vehicles (also called “daylighting”), trimming or
removing landscaping, or removing or relocating large signs.

G. LOW-COST AND QUICK-BUILD

LRSM COUNTERMEASURE

LRSM CODE: S09

COUNTERMEASURE

Hardened Centerline
CRF

COUNTERMEASURE

Paint and Plastic Curb Extension

10%

AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH

CRASH
TYPE

LOW

Uses paint to widen left-turn radii and rubber curb with plastic
bollards on the receiving roadway’s centerline to modify the angle
of motorists turning left. Widening the turning radii of left-turning
vehicles expands the field of vision for drivers and increases the
visibility of pedestrians.

COUNTERMEASURE

Paint and Plastic Median

LRSM CODE: S12/NS14/R08

COUNTERMEASURE

Paint and Plastic Mini Circle
AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH

CRASH
TYPE

LOW

A painted median with plastic posts, between the two directions of
travel. Reduces vehicular speeding and discourages risky turning
movements.

LRSM CODE: S12/NS16

COUNTERMEASURE

Paint and Plastic Pedestrian Refuge Area

HIGH

LRSM CODE: R33PB

COUNTERMEASURE

Paint and Plastic Separated Bikeway
45%

CRF

CRASH
TYPE

CRASH
TYPE

Paint and plastic post pedestrian refuge spaces provide a designated
area for pedestrians at the center of the roadway. Pedestrian refuge
areas constructed from paint and plastic should be implemented in
conjunction with additional safety projects, such as an Rectangular Rapid
Flashing Beacon (RRFB) or road diet, to reduce pedestrian exposure.

COUNTERMEASURE

Paint and Plastic Turn Radius Reduction

MED

A lane on the roadway dedicated to bicycles that is physically
separated from vehicles by a raised barrier of plastic posts and
painted pavement.

COUNTERMEASURE

Traffic Diverter
EXCEPT

AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH
LOW

MED

Mini circles use paint and soft hit posts to replace stop-controlled
intersections with a circular design that calms traffic and eliminates
left turns. Installed to reduce vehicular speeds, improve safety at
intersections by reducing severe collisions, and help traffic flow
more efficiently.

25%-45%

CRF

HIGH

Widens the sidewalk at intersections or midblock crossings to
shorten the pedestrian crossing distance, to make pedestrians more
visible to motorists, and to reduce the speed of turning vehicles.

25%

CRF

MED

AVAILABILITY
OF RESEARCH

HIGH
EXCEPT

A painted corner with plastic posts to reduce the turning radii at an
intersection. Results in reduced speed for turning vehicles, better
sight lines, and reduced pedestrian exposure.

LOW

MED

HIGH

Traffic diverters use paint, plastic posts, and/or planters to divert
auto traffic from a residential street. The diverters do allow bicycles
to enter the approach, reducing conflict between bicyclists and
vehicles.
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Redwood Shores Parkway
at Twin Dolphin Drive
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Figure 4

Redwood Shores Parkway
Twin Dolphin Drive to Electronic Arts Drive
CONCEPTUAL - NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION. ADDITIONAL
DETAILED ANALYSIS AND ENGINEERING DESIGN REQUIRED.
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Figure 5

Redwood Shores Parkway
CONCEPTUAL - NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION. ADDITIONAL
DETAILED ANALYSIS AND ENGINEERING DESIGN REQUIRED.
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Figure 6

Redwood Shores Parkway
CONCEPTUAL - NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION. ADDITIONAL
DETAILED ANALYSIS AND ENGINEERING DESIGN REQUIRED.
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Figure 7

Redwood Shores Parkway
CONCEPTUAL - NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION. ADDITIONAL
DETAILED ANALYSIS AND ENGINEERING DESIGN REQUIRED.
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Figure 8

Broadway
Maple Street to Cassia Street
CONCEPTUAL - NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION.
ADDITIONAL DETAILED ANALYSIS AND ENGINEERING DESIGN REQUIRED.
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Broadway
at Beech Street
CONCEPTUAL - NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION.
ADDITIONAL DETAILED ANALYSIS AND ENGINEERING DESIGN REQUIRED.
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Figure 10

Broadway
at Chestnut Street
CONCEPTUAL - NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION.
ADDITIONAL DETAILED ANALYSIS AND ENGINEERING DESIGN REQUIRED.
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Redwood City Vision Zero Action Plan: Programmatic Countermeasures
This toolbox presents non-engineering safety countermeasures and bicycle/pedestrian

programmatic recommendations for the Redwood City Vision Zero Action Plan. The toolbox

covers community engagement; policies/data; the five Safe System elements of safe road users,

safe vehicles, safe speeds, safe roads, and post-crash care; and bike/ped programs. The toolbox is

developed to help address the 10 identified collision profiles in Redwood City:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Driving Under the Influence (DUI)
Speed-Related Collisions
60+ Years Old at Intersections
Left-Turn Collisions
Pedestrians Crossing in Crosswalk at Intersections
Unmarked Pedestrian Crossings
Pedestrians Crossing in Locations without Sidewalks
Bicyclists Riding on Streets without Bicycle Facilities
Drivers Not Yielding at Stop Signs
Bicycle Collisions at Intersections

The goals of Task Force member review of this document and discussion during Task Force

meeting #2 on March 30 are to confirm any programs already underway in Redwood City and

identify 5-10 critical programs for the city to prioritize for funding in the near term.
Contents
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Equitable & Culturally Relevant Community Engagement
Community engagement is not a one-size-fits-all model. By developing culturally relevant

engagement strategies, all participants are invited into conversations about safety. Culturally

relevant engagement strategies can help education and programming around traffic safety reach
a larger audience and be more impactful.

Culturally relevant community engagement may include dissemination of materials and

presentation of information in multiple languages, including English and Spanish. Hosting safety-

related engagement events at local parks or businesses may provide better accessibility and

comfort for residents to receive information and provide feedback. Additionally, the creation of a
Street Safety Ambassador Program can also help to build awareness within specific communities
around roadway safety issues. Culturally relevant community engagement could be considered
during the implementation of all roadway safety projects.

Policies & Data
Set a Vision Zero Goal
Redwood City completed its Citywide Transportation Plan, RWCMoves, in 2018 to serve as a

guiding document for the improvement of transportation throughout the city. One of the key

goals identified as part of that planning process was the elimination of traffic fatalities and severe
injuries for all modes by 2030. City Council subsequently adopted a Strategic Plan in 2020 to

emphasize its strategic priorities, including the creation of an action plan to implement Vision

Zero as part of its overall transportation strategy to create and maintain a multimodal, safe, and
accessible transportation network.

Becoming a Vision Zero jurisdiction includes a commitment to a goal of “zero” killed or severe

injury (KSI) collisions by an identified year. Jurisdictions must establish performance management

strategies with periodic review and progress tracking.

Set A Vision Zero Policy That Outlines Tradeoff Decision Making and Prioritizes
Vulnerable Users
Oversight and accountability include a need for leadership. This includes strategies such as

identifying a champion to advocate for safety project development and implementation. To

prioritize zero deaths and severe injuries through projects and policies, a mayoral or City Council
directive or ordinance can be enacted to acknowledge the need for trade-offs on the roadway

system between reduced roadway capacity or throughput (e.g., lane reductions, lower speeds)

and enhanced bicycle or pedestrian facilities (e.g., protected bike lanes, traffic calming).
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Construction Accessibility Policy
Having a policy in place for accessibility to be maintained during construction and road

maintenance projects is crucial for maintaining safety on City roads. These policies, including

bicycle and pedestrian safety, can be included in a memorandum or report put out by a local
jurisdiction.

Crash Risk Indicators
Surrogate safety measures, such as “near-miss” collisions, hard braking data, speed data,

community-reported hazards, and high stress facilities provide an understanding of the safety

landscape and enable proactive interventions. Near misses have historically been difficult to study
in practical safety applications due to an overall lack of reported information. In the absence of

sufficient crash data, near miss data is an important indicator for guiding crash prevention. There

are several technologies that are closing the gap and providing key safety insights regarding near
misses, including:

Video data — Video machine learning is an effective means of classifying collisions and collecting
near miss data. Data are collected through cameras stationed at intersections or mid-block
locations, and near miss incidents are recorded and coded.

Public crowdsourcing —Online web crowdsourcing platforms, such as UC Berkeley’s SafeTREC

Street Story tool (available in English and Spanish), allow anyone to anecdotally report incidents

of near misses: https://safetrec.berkeley.edu/tools/street-story-platform-community-engagement.

These data points are publicly available for analysis and contain important contextual information
based on geographic location (e.g., road conditions, street lighting, and travel mode). Using a

platform like Street Story in future projects also advances community education and engagement

around road safety by providing an outlet and way for people to connect around each other’s
stories.

Contextual Data Inventory
Up-to-date data on transportation infrastructure, including roadway characteristics, intersection

characteristics, and signs, are valuable for planning and implementing future improvements. By
setting aside resources to create and maintain an updated inventory, cities can identify project

synergies, such as including a safety countermeasure with a repaving project. Enhanced

contextual data also supports systemic safety analysis for future safety plans and evaluations.
Examples of service providers available to assist with this work include the following:

Mapillary uses crowdsourced or privately provided street-level imagery to extract and map signs,

streetlamps, sidewalks, signals, and other objects: https://www. mapillary.com/
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Ecopia uses satellite imagery to extract features such as road centerlines, roadway cross-sections,
sidewalks, and more: https://www.ecopiatech.com/

Crash Reporting
Crash reporting practices, such as complete data collection and documentation of road user

behavior and infrastructure, and sharing data across agencies or organizations (e.g., law

enforcement, health officials, transportation officials, and hospitals) can lead to a greater

understanding of the holistic safety landscape, and thus lead to improved investments in safety.

Safe Road Users
Education & Public Awareness Campaigns Targeted at Specific Behaviors
Transportation safety education plays an important role in shaping and shifting behavior,

especially when paired with community engagement to make streets safer for all people. Public

education media campaigns focused on discouraging speeding, encouraging increased awareness
of pedestrians and bicyclists at night, and encouraging appropriate crosswalk behaviors for all

modes would be beneficial for the city. Targeted education, such as on buses and bus shelters, on

billboards, at movie theaters, or on local radio stations, may be directed at vulnerable populations
with the help of local partners, and at certain behaviors of drivers, pedestrians, and bicyclists to
deter specific collision types.

Key Partnerships
Partner with local organizations that support the City’s safety goals, such as Kaiser, Stanford,

Silicon Valley Bicycle Coalition, and school districts to promote a ‘safety first’ culture and execute

traffic safety campaigns.

Educate Businesses on Hot Spot Corridors
Conduct targeted education to businesses along the hot spot corridors (e.g., use caution when

exiting driveways). Educational materials could include pamphlets, stickers, window displays, etc.
This effort could include materials on how businesses can help drivers be more aware of their

surroundings. For drinking establishments or restaurants, this could also include information to
reduce driving under the influence (e.g., safe ride home number, local taxi number, etc.).

Educate Transit Service Providers on Hot Spot Corridors
Conduct targeted education to transit service providers along the hot spot corridors through

driver training, in collaboration with transit agencies.
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High Visibility Enforcement for DUIs
Use high visibility enforcement for DUIs. Deterrence policies focus on raising the actual and

perceived risk of detection of driving under the influence. These policies should be highly visible

to increase awareness of the risks of driving under the influence. Publicized sobriety checkpoints,

saturation patrol, and other forms of high visibility enforcement are effective for safety outcomes.
Integrated enforcement would include coordination with Public Awareness Campaigns and

Education of Businesses (see above). For example, widespread dissemination of multi-lingual

educational messaging and promotion of safe rides home programs in advance of major

enforcement efforts will help to mitigate equity concerns about disproportionate impacts of
fines/fees on lower income residents.

Pairing Education with Key Engineering Countermeasures
Educational materials can be used to teach people how to use new and unfamiliar safety

countermeasures, such as pedestrian hybrid beacons (PHB), roundabouts, or protected bikeways.
These materials can consist of informational signs or demonstration videos, and should be
presented in multiple languages.

Education on New Roadway Design Changes
Temporary demonstrations, like pop-up style installations, can physically showcase proposed

safety infrastructure and emergency response to the public in a tangible way. Using social media
platforms such as Nextdoor, Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram to prepare and promote materials

and videos focused on new types of roadway designs or improvements could direct community
conversations for meaningful outcomes. It could also provide an opportunity for education on
how to properly utilize or navigate new types of roadway improvements.

Safe Ride Home
Develop partnerships between the city, Police Department, Transportation Network Companies
(TNC) like Uber or Lyft, and local businesses to offer promotional codes for free or discounted

rides home from establishments or events to reduce the potential for DUI, drowsy driving, or

distracted driving. This program may be focused on holidays or applied more broadly to weekend
nights.

Driving Under the Influence (DUI) Prevention
Prevention and education policies focus on mobilizing and educating the community, as well as

intervening before driving under the influence takes place. According to research by the National

Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), alcohol problem assessment and treatment

programs, as well as alcohol intervention in settings such as a doctor's office, are highly effective
strategies for improving safety outcomes.
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Education Campaign for Youth
Launch a citywide transportation safety education campaign targeting youth that covers a wide
range of topics, such as alcohol and drug impairment, speeding, and potentially distracted

driving. This could include media campaigns targeted at schools, or post-drivers’ education

courses.

Seat Belt Law Enforcement
Short-term, high visibility seat belt law enforcement consists of highly publicized periods of

increased belt law enforcements. This program may utilize checkpoints, saturation patrols, or
designated enforcements zones. To build or maintain public-visibility, such programs should

include communications and outreach strategies via media. To better serve safety outcomes of all
users, it is recommended that the program weight education over fines.

Integrated Enforcement
Deterrence policies focus on raising the actual and perceived risk of detection of driving under

the influence. These policies should be highly visible to increase awareness of the risks of driving
under the influence. Publicized sobriety checkpoints, saturation patrol, and other forms of high

visibility enforcement are effective for safety outcomes. It is recommended that fines and fees be
de-emphasized in favor of education and safe rides home to better serve equity considerations.

Automated Enforcement
Automated enforcement methods, such as red-light cameras or speed safety cameras, equitably
target the specific drivers who are behaving dangerously. A strictly data-driven approach to

automated enforcement might place red-light or speed cameras in locations with the highest

number of collisions; however, speed safety cameras are not currently allowed in California. The
city should monitor or advocate for changes to state legislation to allow the use of this critical

tool.

Enforcement Priorities Mandate
Use crash history and emphasis area corridors as one criterion for where to concentrate
enforcement efforts. This may require some additional police department funding.

Distracted Driving Patrols
Add extra patrols to look for distracted drivers as part of a statewide distracted driving campaign
three times per year. These patrols should be deployed at locations where the data indicate that
the most traffic safety benefit can be realized. Wherever possible, these patrols shall occur in
areas with the highest number of past distracted driving violations.
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Driver Re-Education Course
Develop a locally sponsored driver re-education course for drivers that have received violations.

Participation in the course would be a way to pardon a driver's first violation. A complementary
program could be developed for elderly drivers – and offered at local senior centers – to help

them improve their driving skills or recognize that they may not be advised to drive under certain
conditions (e.g., at night). These programs benefit from oversight and data analysis to improve
equitable access and outcomes.

Other Safety Education/Promotion
This could include posters and bumper stickers with RWC-specific traffic safety messages for use
in City buildings and on City vehicles and made available to the public for free. It also could

include support and promotion of community-based traffic safety campaigns such as safe-driving
pledges and safe-driving apps.

Post-Crash Care
Rapid Response Safety Communication Protocol & Multi-Disciplinary Team
Employ an internal, multi-departmental communication strategy in response to severe and fatal

collisions. The protocol should outline a path forward for transportation staff to collaborate with

the city Police Department as part of the immediate on-the ground-response to an investigation

of severe and fatal collisions, ensuring a multi-disciplinary response team focused both on the

behavioral and engineering elements of a collision. Development of this multi-disciplinary team
can also support timely data sharing among City departments.

Emergency Medical Services (EMS) Response
Victims involved in a collision have a higher chance of survival if they can quickly receive medical

care. In many cases, law enforcement officers and fire department staff are the first responders to
arrive at a collision location. In addition to equipping all first responders with the appropriate
training, improving response times for EMS would help improve the chance of survival for

collision victims. Collisions can also put the lives of first responders and other road users at risk
due to increased congestion during the crash response, which may lead to secondary crashes.

The city could work with EMS to improve response times and ensure safety in both arriving at and
attending to patients at the scene. Strategies could include implementing emergency vehicle

signal preemption, which allows emergency vehicles to break a normal traffic signal cycle and
proceed through an intersection.
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Post-Crash Care Policy, Practices, and Additional Resources
When individuals are injured in collisions, they rely on emergency first responders to quickly

locate them, stabilize their injuries, and transport them to medical facilities. Post-crash care also
includes forensic analysis at the crash site and traffic incident management, so that traffic flow

may be restored as safely and quickly as possible. Policy action through the justice system and
appropriate design of roadways to lessen the risk of future crashes can also help inform safety
programs.

Crash reporting practices, such as complete data collection and documentation of road user

behavior and infrastructure, and sharing data across agencies or organizations (e.g., among police
departments, transportation officials, and hospitals) can help lead to a greater understanding of
the holistic safety landscape, and thus lead to improved investments in safety.

To ensure a crash survivor receives the care needed to recover and restore body and mind to an
active life within society, medical rehabilitation with specialists can range from orthopedics,
neurosurgery, physical and occupational therapy, and prosthetics to psychology and
neuropsychology.

Severe and fatal collisions not only affect the victim involved, but their family and friends as well.
Across the nation, in Canada, and locally in the San Francisco Bay Area, there are chapters of

Families for Safe Streets. This group advocates at the state capitol in Sacramento and works with

lawmakers and non-profits like Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD) to share their stories and

testify before legislative committees. Supporting victims’ families can come in many forms. World
Day of Remembrance for Road Traffic Victims is an annual event held on the third Sunday in
November in remembrance of those who have died or have been affected by motor vehicle
collisions.

Safe Speeds
Speed Limit Modification
Utilize California Assembly Bill (AB) 43 methodology to lower speed limits on key corridors. AB 43

provides cities with increased flexibility to consider context and safety as they set speed limits,
utilizing the following five strategies:
•
•
•
•

Engineering & Traffic Survey (E&TS) – option to extend enforceable time period for speed
data collection
Post E&TS – option to retain current or immediately prior established speed limit
Speed Limit Reduction – option to reduce speed limit by an additional 5 mph based on
several factors, including designation of local "Safety Corridors"
Prima Facie Speed Limits – option to implement 15 to 25 mph speed limits in certain
zones
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•

Business Activity Districts - option to implement 20 or 25 mph speed limits in designated
business districts

Safe Speeds Education Campaign
Conduct a safety education campaign targeting safe speeds. This could include yard signs, wall
boards/posters in prime injury-corridor neighborhoods, ads on bus exteriors, radio ads, etc. To

maximize effectiveness, this should be an ongoing program.

Safe Vehicles
Incidence Data from Connected Vehicles
With the capability of vehicles to capture and transmit real-time data on driver behavior

wirelessly, these data are increasingly becoming an integral part of reporting near misses
especially given the introduction of AVs on public roadways.

Autonomous Vehicle (AV) Readiness Planning
Having strategies prepared to meet and address the oncoming challenges posed by AV

technology will be crucial in advancing road safety in Redwood City. Fully automated vehicles

have the potential to transform travel behavior and safety outcomes given that AVs are ultimately
designed to operate without any human intervention. Some strategies for preparation include

educating the public on current and future safety features and limitations, developing signing and
striping standards, and conducting reviews of equity implications. Without appropriate research
and guidance, AVs could widen accessibility and safety gaps for vulnerable communities. AV

testing also could be limited around particularly vulnerable populations to reduce potential risk,
such as around schools or senior centers.

Safe Roads
Placemaking in Traffic Safety Initiatives
Launch a citywide initiative to treat streets as places by incorporating permanent placemaking

efforts (public art, green infrastructure, neighborhood amenities) into traffic safety initiatives. Such

amenities can activate streetscapes and encourage lower speeds and better awareness of non-

vehicle users. Prioritize areas with high numbers of vulnerable users.

Bicycle/Pedestrian Programs
Encouragement / Promotion
•
•

Bike to Work Day support and promotion
Temporary street-closure events in the downtown (similar to Sunday Streets)
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Wayfinding signage program for people walking and biking
Walking groups for seniors
Walking tours of the downtown
Bicycle parking racks in the public right-of-way
Financial incentives for City and/or County employees who walk or bike to work, as well
as lockers and showers
Support to community-based organizations that offer bicycle repair and maintenance
workshops, bike commuting workshops, giveaways of bike helmets/bells/lights and
reflectors, etc.

Safe Routes to School
Expand the Safe Routes to School (SRTS) program in partnership with school districts or individual

schools for students walking or biking to school. This could include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Outreach and Engagement Plan
“Grant-ready” plans for each school
Monthly or seasonal Walk and Roll to School days
Walking school buses and bike trains
“Street smarts” education for students (bike rodeos, skills drills clinics, training rides,
booklets, etc.), including for teen drivers
Workshops for parents on SR2S topics (traffic safety and personal security for
pedestrians and cyclists, the logistics of walking and biking to school, etc.)
School crossing-guard program
Updated Walk and Bike to School Maps for all schools

Other Programs
This could include:

•
•
•

Online “fix-it” request form to report small-scale pedestrian and bike hazards and
request spot improvements
Cops-on-bikes program for downtown or other targeted neighborhoods
Maps of walking and biking routes at the Caltrain stations
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